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PREFACE
This report concerns a study which is part of the SKI performance assessment project
SITE-94. S1TE-94 is a performance assessment of a hypothetical repository at a real site.
The main objective of the project is to determine how site specific data should be
assimilated into the performance assessment process and to evaluate how uncertainties
inherent in site characterization will influence performance assessment results. Other
important elements of SITE-94 are the development of a practical and defensible
methodology for defining, constructing and analyzing scenarios, the development of
approaches for treatment of uncertainties and evaluation of canister integrity. Further,
crucial components of an Quality Assurance program for Performance Assessments
were developed and applied, including a technique for clear documentation of the
Process System, the data and the models employed in the analyses, and of the flow of
information between different analyses and models.

Bjom Dverstorp
Project Manager

Executive Summary
The techniques used in siting, constructing and operating the Aspo Hard Rock
Laboratory (HRL) will provide useful knowledge for the siting, excavation and operation of a
high-level radioactive-waste repository in crystalline bedrock. Evaluation of site-specific
data from the Aspo HRL is a key component of the SITE-94 project, conducted by the
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI). The SITE-94 project aims to develop
competence for SKI in its role as a regulator to scrutinize future performance assessments of a
high-level radioactive waste repository at a real site. The present report, written for the
SITE-94 project, analyzes the geochemical data in order to evaluate collection and
interpretation techniques that will be used to site the repository and to assess its safety.
Geochemical Characterization
Ground waters near the Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) may be grouped into five
chemically and isotopically distinct water types, on the basis of their deuterium and chloride
contents: 1) "recent" waters, 2) "5 g/L chloride waters, 3) "deep" waters, 4) "seawater
imprint" waters, and 5) "glacial meltwaters". The sampled ground waters show a progressive
change from a predominantly NaHC03 composition at shallow depth to a CaCh-rich
composition at depth.
Extensive pumping, conducted for hydrologic testing purposes and for the removal of
drilling water introduced during the drilling of diamond-drilled deep boreholes, resulted in
significant in-situ dilution and homogenization of Aspo ground waters sampled for purposes
of geochemical characterization. Extensive pumping was required to obtain ground-water
samples that were uncontaminated by the oxygenated, high alkalinity, high DOC, high pCO2
waters generally used during drilling. Indeed, meaningful interpretations of measured EH and
pH values, of measured concentrations of redox-active minor constituents (Fe, Mn, HS"), and
of other reactive constituents affected by drilling-water contamination can not be provided
unless all the drilling water is removed. Nevertheless, the concentrations of major elements
analyzed in waters sampled during drilling, prior to extensive pumping, are useful in
characterizing the ground waters originally present in the system, once the concentrations are
corrected for drilling-water contents. More complete chemical and isotopic analyses of
waters sampled during drilling are advocated for future characterization efforts.
Despite the proximity of the Baltic, relatively few of the sampled ground waters contain
any evidence of a seawater component. This finding, together with the rather shallow depths
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at which saline waters were found, indicates that Aspo island is presently in a regional
ground-water discharge area. The chemical and isotopic composition of the sampled waters
also indicates that local recharge of dilute "recent" waters occurs only down to shallow
depths (generally less than 100 m).
The Aspo ground waters are sulfidic and do not presently contain any dissolved oxygen.
Measured EH values are generally near -300 mV, and on average are only about 50 mV lower
than EH values calculated from the sulfide/sulfate couple. Maintenance of reducing
conditions, such as presently found at the Aspo HRL, is an important consideration in
assessing the performance of nuclear waste disposal sites.
Measurements of dissolved radon (222Rn) and of uranium concentrations in fracture-fill
materials were used to calculate an average effective "flow-wetted" surface area of 3.1 m2 per
liter of water for the Aspo site. Estimation of "flow-wetted" surface areas is essential in
determining the importance of matrix diffusion and surface sorption processes for
radionuclide release calculations. Many different geophysical, structural, and hydrologic
techniques have been used to estimate "flow-wetted" surface areas, usually with considerable
uncertainty. The 222Rn calculation technique shows promise in helping narrow the possible
range of values that need to be considered.
Tritium measurements confirm that the "recent" ground water type, originally identified
on the basis of deuterium and chloride measurements, contains a significant proportion of
recent, post-1950, water. Future geochemical characterization studies should strive to obtain
a greater number of tritium analyses with detection limits of less than 1 TU. Better tritium
analyses, together with a greater number of carbon-13 analyses on dissolved inorganic
carbon, would have helped interpret the carbon-14 analyses that were obtained primarily from
relatively shallow ground waters (< 500 m depth).
Possible Far-Field Geochemical Changes in the future
The SITE-94 Central Scenario climate model suggests that three glaciations may occur in
the Northern Hemisphere during the next 120,000 years. If such glaciations do occur,
possible climate-driven changes in ground-water geochemistry, particularly in redox
conditions, could occur in the Fennoscandian shield. During two of these glaciations, 2- to
3-km high ice sheets are predicted to form over the Fennoscandian shield, extending over
Aspo island and further south. Modeling of ground-water flow and transport suggests the
possibility of deep and fast penetration of glacial meltwaters during periods of glacial
advance (Provost and others, 1998; Geier, 1996). The intruding meltwaters are expected to
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have a median travel time of less than 100 years to 500 m depth. Ice composition data from
the base of the Greenland ice sheet suggests that the meltwaters will be highly enriched in
dissolved oxygen, with concentrations at least 3 to 5 times higher than would be obtained at
atmospheric equilibrium. The relative scarcity of fast-reacting pyrite in hydraulically
conductive fractures, and the expected scarcity of organic carbon that would be exposed to
the intruding meltwaters, implies that Fe(II)-rich silicate minerals (essentially biotite and
chlorite) would be the primary reductants for the intruding dissolved oxygen. Although much
uncertainty exists concerning the rates of reaction and wetted-surface exposure of these
minerals, current information suggests that the reaction rates would not be sufficiently fast to
prevent penetration of oxygenated meltwaters to a depth of at least 500 m.
Despite clear evidence of past, deep, glacial meltwater penetration, convincing
geochemical evidence remains to be found to prove or to disprove that deep penetration of
oxygenated ground waters occurred during the last Pleistocene glaciation. Amorphous
Fe-oxyhydroxides and goethites have been observed at great depths at several SKB sites in
Sweden. These phases may have formed as a result of the intrusion of oxygenated glacial
meltwaters. The possibility of deep intrusion of oxygenated waters is supported by present
observations of oxygenated ground waters down to great depths at several locations in the
United States. These ground-water systems share some of the unique characteristics expected
for intruding glacial meltwaters: a lack of organic carbon entrained or present in the aquifer
systems, and fast recharge.
Recommendations for Future Geochemical Characterization Efforts
The recommendations for future geochemical characterization of potential nuclear waste
disposal sites made by the present report and by Geier and others (1996) generally
complement recommendations made earlier by Andrews and others (1988) based on the
international program of hydrochemical work at the Stripa mine. In addition to better
sampling techniques and protocols, future characterization efforts should place greater
emphasis on the measurement of conservative constituents (Cl, Br, 2H, 18O) that may provide
information on the origin of ground waters and also on the hydrologic disturbances induced
by sampling, testing and excavation activities. Dissolved gas and dissolved gas isotopic
analyses (N2, Ar, Ne, He, Kr, Xe, 15N, 4He, 3He, 222Rn, ^Ar, 36Ar, 39Ar, 85Kr) should also be
conducted to obtain further information on ground-water origin, recharge temperatures,
flow-wetted surface areas, and ground-water residence times. Many other isotopic analyses
(14C, 13C, 36C1,3H, ^ U / 2 3 ^ , 85Kr, l37Cs, "'Co, 106Ru,...) may also be of use in evaluating
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ground-water residence times and transport properties and these should also be conducted
where appropriate.
Greater efforts should be placed on the mineralogical, chemical and isotopic
characterization of fracture filling materials. The chemical, isotopic and mineralogical
composition of solid materials should be examined because of the possibility that they may
contain a record of past changes in the ground-water environment.
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Introduction
The Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL), built to 500 meters depth below the Baltic island of
Aspo, is a project of the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB). Aspo
is located in the Simpevarp area in southeast Sweden (figs. 0.1 and 0.2). The techniques used in
siting, constructing and operating the Aspo HRL are intended to be used to test and possibly
modify the methods that will be used by SKB in the siting, excavation and operation of a
high-level radioactive-waste repository to be located elsewhere. Evaluation of site-specific data
from the Aspo HRL is a key component of the SITE-94 project, conducted by the Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI). The SITE-94 project is not a performance assessment of the
Aspo HRL. Instead, the SITE-94 project aims to develop competence for SKI in its role as a
regulator to scrutinize future performance assessments of a high-level radioactive waste
repository at a real site.
The present report, written for the SITE-94 project, evaluates the geochemical
data-collection and interpretation techniques that will be used to site the repository and to assess
its safety. Some preliminary predictions of the possible evolution of geochemical conditions in
deep bedrock after intrusion of oxidizing glacial meltwaters are also discussed. Finally,
recommendations for future geochemical characterization efforts are given.
The geochemical characterization of ground waters near a high-level waste repository is an
important endeavor: circumstances resulting in the exposure of the radioactive waste to the
surrounding ground waters can always be imagined, even though the probability of such an event
may be low. Should such an event occur, the mobility of the various radionuclides would be
strongly affected by the geochemical characteristics of the ground waters and rock surfaces. The
solubility of the radionuclides would depend not only on the chemical form and composition of
the radionuclide waste, but also on the pH, EH, ionic strength and temperature of the ground
waters and on the concentration of radionuclide complexing agents. The capability of the water
and the exposed minerals and mineral surfaces to buffer chemical activities and concentrations
would also be important. Similarly, sorption processes controlling the retardation of radionuclide
transport would depend on the nature and composition of exposed mineral surfaces and would
also depend on the pH and EH of the ground waters, their temperature and ionic strength, the
presence of complexing agents and the concentration of ions competing for sorption sites.
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Figure 0.2. Aspo island and immediate surroundings. Borehole locations and projected
borehole traces are also shown.

This report describes and characterizes the geochemistry of the ground water environment
near the Aspo HRL, prior to the excavation of the HRL. Available geochemical and isotopic
information, collected by SKB, are used to determine (1) the origins of ground waters in the
region of the Aspo HRL, (2) the processes responsible for the chemical evolution of the Aspo
ground waters, (3) residence-time estimates for the Aspo ground waters, (4) the structural and
hydrologic implications of differences in ground water chemical and isotopic composition, (5)
the implications of the mineralogical record on past ground-water environments. The data used
in this study were provided by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI), who obtained
them from SKB. Although SKB has provided its own interpretation of its data (Wikberg and
others, 1991; Smellie and Laaksoharju, 1992), this report provides an additional, independent
interpretation for further understanding of the Aspo HRL, and for further insight on the use of
ground-water geochemistry in assessing the safety of high-level radioactive waste repositories.
Only data collected by SKB prior to the start of the excavation of the Aspo HRL (April 1991) are
used in this report, unless otherwise mentioned. Most of the data are borehole data, collected as
part of the "site pre-investigation" for the Aspb" HRL.
This report is divided into three parts. Part I examines the available geochemical data and
discusses the hydrological and geochemical implications of this data. Part II uses the available
hydrological and geochemical information discussed in Part I in an attempt to predict some of the
possible hydrological and geochemical changes that may occur during the next 120,000 years.
This discussion is a part of the considerations that are necessary in establishing a credible
performance assessment for a high-level nuclear waste repository in an area of climatic and
geological characteristics similar to those near the Aspo HRL. Finally, Part III of this report
makes recommendations for future geochemical characterization efforts that might be conducted
to evaluate the suitability of prospective high-level nuclear waste disposal sites in fractured
crystalline rock environments.

PART I: GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
1. ROCK AND FRACTURE-FILL MINERALOGY
The plutonic rocks of the Aspo-Avro-Laxemar area belong to the Smaland-Varmland
regional intrusion belt (also referred to as the Transscandinavian Granite-Porphyry Belt), which
extends from southeastern Sweden towards the north and northwest up to southeastern Norway
(Kornfalt and Wikman, 1988). The Smaland-Varmland granitoids are post-orogenic in relation
to the Svecofennian orogeny. Tiren and others (1996), Kornfalt and Wikman (1988) and
Wikman and others (1988) provide detailed accounts of the geology and mineralogy of Aspo
island, and to a lesser extent of its surroundings (fig. 0.1). Although Aspo has been the focus of
the mineralogical and geological investigations performed by SKB, most of the results of these
investigations are also thought to apply to the greater Aspo-Avro-Laxemar area. The following is
a summary of some of the findings of these investigations. Emphasis is placed on the findings
relevant to the geochemical characterization of the ground waters.
1.1 The Rock Matrix
Granitoids, aplites and greenstones are the dominant rock types found at Aspo. Their
mineralogy is described in table 1.1 (Tiren and others, 1996).
Table 1.1 Volume percentages of major minerals forming dominant rock types on Aspo
Granitoids
Greenstones
Aplites
42%
Plagioclase
37%
21%
Quartz
20%
8%
31%
0-4%
Potassium Feldspar
17%
38%
Biotite
12%
19%
2%
4%
Epidote
11%
4%
Muscovite
< 1%
3%
Amphiboles
18%
0-14%
Pyroxenes
Chlorite
<1%
2%
<1%
Granitoids form approximately 76% of the Aspo bedrock (Kornfalt and Wikman, 1988;
Wikman and others, 1988). Chlorite, muscovite, sphene, apatite and opaque minerals are minor
occurrences with individual volume percentages below 1 %. There are essentially two groups of
granitoids: reddish gray granitoids with a mean SiC>2 content of about 61 wt. % and grayish red

more acidic granitoids with a mean SiO2 content of about 68 wt. %. The more acidic grayish red
rocks have a higher K content, a higher Fe(II)/Fe(III) ratio and a lower Fe, Mg, Ca and Ti content
relative to the reddish gray granitoids.
Aplites (fine-grained granites) emplaced as networks of dikes or elongated bodies, constitute
about 15 % of the Aspo rock mass. Chlorite, calcite, fluorite and opaque minerals are minor
occurrences with individual volume percentages below 1 %. The aplites can be separated into
two groups depending on their total Fe and Ti contents. The low Ti group (0.10-0.15 wt. %
TiO2) has a low Fe content (0.83 - 1.60 wt. % FeO+Fe2O3) whereas the high Ti group (0.33 - 0.37
wt. % TiO2) has a higher Fe content (2.0 - 2.8 wt. % FeO+Fe2O3).
Greenstones (all compact dark-green rock types) constitute approximately 9 % of the Aspo
bedrock and occur either as single dikes or intercalated in laminated sequences with aplites.
Compositions range from meta-dacites to meta-basalts. Opaque minerals, apatite, sphene and
calcite are minor occurrences with individual volume percentages below 1 %.
Prehnite, pumpellyite, allanite and clinozoisite are also reported by Kornfalt and Wikman
(1988) as trace occurrences in many of the rocks described above.
1.2 Fracture-Fill Mineralogy
Chlorite, calcite, hematite, epidote, quartz, muscovite, laumontite, prehnite, fluorite and
pyrite are frequent fracture-filling minerals (Tiren and others, 1996). Fe-oxyhydroxides and clay
minerals are also common and are indicative of low-temperature weathering.
Investigations of fracture minerals at Aspo suggest the following conclusions (Tiren and
others, 1996; Tullborg, 1988, 1989a; Tullborg and others, 1991). Hematite zones observed in the
granite are probably of hydrothermal origin and were most likely formed over 100 Ma ago. Clay
minerals, predominantly illite/mixed-layer clays, are found in crushed-rock fracture zones of up
to 1 m width. Kaolinite is not common. Pyrite is also found in the crushed-rock zones and
probably dates from the last hydrothermal event (300 Ma ago). Fluorite is common. Epidote,
quartz and ion-rich chlorite are most likely of hydrothermal origin and are of the same age (1400
Ma) as the Gotemar granite (an anorogenic intrusion of reddish granite found 2 km north of Aspo
island and thought to be related to the Aspo aplites). Epidote is found in large amounts close to
the fracture surfaces (indicating early formation) and probably does not contribute significantly to
the overall ground-water chemistry. Laumontite and prehnite are of more recent hydrothermal

origin. Biotite is usually absent close to the fracture walls where epidote and chlorite dominate
instead. Gypsum has only been found in a few occurrences usually at depths of more than 500
m.
Calcite, chlorite, epidote, and hematite/Fe-oxyhydroxides are commonly found in
hydraulically-conductive single fractures. Goethite, rather than hematite, is probably better
correlated to ground-water flow. Siderite is not found. Pyrite, laumontite and fluorite are more
commonly found in sealed or hydraulically unconnected fractures.
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2. GROUND-WATER SAMPLING PROCEDURES AND DATA
DESCRIPTION
2.1 Drilling and Sampling Techniques
Most of the information presented in this section was provided by Nilsson (1989), Smellie
and Laaksoharju, 1992 and Wikberg and others, 1991. Nilsson (1989) gives a description of the
geochemical monitoring program on Aspo and nearby, and includes a description of the
analytical techniques used. Smellie and Laaksoharju (1992) provide an overview of some of the
chemical and isotopic data obtained from boreholes on Aspo. Wikberg and others (1991) offer
an interpretation of some of the chemical, isotopic, geologic and structural data obtained for the
Aspo site and the surrounding region.
Two different borehole drilling techniques were used by SKB in their pre-investigation of
the Aspo site (fig. 0.2). Shallow boreholes, usually 100-meters long, were drilled by air-driven
percussion drilling. Their names start with the letter "H" (for the Swedish word Hammar,
meaning hammer) followed by a two-letter identifier ("AS" for Aspo island; "LX" for the
Laxemar area on the mainland; "AV" for Avro island) and a number. Deep boreholes were
drilled by diamond-core drilling. Their names start with the letter "K" (for the Swedish word
Karn, meaning core). According to Nilsson (1989), the diamond-core drilling technique
consumes approximately 1 m3 of drilling water for each meter of borehole. The drilling water
was pumped from percussion-drilled holes and was tagged with 0.5 mg/L Uranine, an
easily-measured fluorometric compound, which behaves as a conservative tracer under most
natural conditions. An air-flush technique was used to ensure that the volume of water pumped
out of the holes equaled the amount pumped in.
Ground-water geochemical data from the deep boreholes can be grouped into four
categories: (1) SDD data from waters "sampled during drilling", (2) CCC data representing
waters with a "complete chemical characterization", (3) SPT data from waters "sampled during
pumping tests" and (4) SPM "monitoring" data obtained from waters sampled after hydraulic
testing activities and hydrochemical characterization had been completed. SKB investigators
used primarily CCC and SPT data in their chemical characterization of ground waters at Aspo
(Smellie and Laaksoharju, 1992; Wikberg and others, 1991). The rationale for this approach was
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that chemical data, and in particular pH and EH data, could not be trusted until stability in
measurements and low drilling-water contents were obtained.
Ground waters sampled during drilling (SDD) represent "first-strike" data, taken from 100 m
sections during drilling operations. Each section extended from the bottom of the borehole to a
single packer and was pumped at the highest possible capacity by air-lift pumping. Generally,
two or three samples were taken: the first was collected after at least one section volume of water
had been pumped out; the second sample was collected after 1.2 m3 of water had been pumped
out. The water samples collected were not filtered on-site. Only major element concentrations
and drilling water contents were determined. For reasons unknown to the authors, no samples
appear to have been taken from depths below 600 m.
Sampling for complete chemical characterization (CCC) was conducted on water-bearing
borehole sections, usually 3 to 15 meters in length. The sections had a hydraulic conductivity
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Figure 2.3. Chloride concentrations in ground waters from borehole sections sampled during
"monitoring " operations, 12 to 18 months after hydrogeochemical characterization, but prior to
1991. No samples were collected from depths greater than 600 meters.
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between 10"8 m/s and 10~6 m/s and were pumped continuously, usually for two to four weeks, at a
flow rate of 60 - 200 mL/min until stable measurements were obtained. Chemical analyses of the
samples were done on site whenever possible; and for several constituents, analyses were
repeated off-site by different analytical methods. Drilling water contents, stable-isotope
compositions, tritium activities, and occasionally carbon-14 activities were determined in
addition to major and minor element chemistry.
Sampling during pumping tests (SPT) was performed on borehole sections, usually between
10 and 100 m in length, and with hydraulic conductivities greater than 10"6 m/s. Water flow rates
varied between 4 and 25 L/min. Because the pumping rate often exceeded the amount of water
that could be extracted from the sections, some of the pumped water was returned to the borehole
and recirculated. Pumping continued for three days and chemical analyses were conducted daily.
The suite of chemical and isotopic analyses performed was similar to that of the CCC samples.
"Monitoring" analyses (SPM data) of major chemical elements were also conducted on
ground waters from selected borehole sections. According to Smellie and Laaksoharju, (1992, p.
178) samples were taken after hydraulic pump tests had been carried out, usually 12-18 months
after hydrogeochemical characterization. Packer systems installed for previous sampling and
pumping operations were not removed, except for minor repairs lasting from 1 to 2 days. Low
pump extraction rates were invariably used (230 - 410 mL/min). In addition to major element
chemistry, lithium and strontium concentrations were determined. Similarly to SDD samples, no
samples appear to have been taken from depths below 600 m.
Analyses of major element chemistry, deuterium, oxygen-18 and tritium analyses were also
conducted on ground waters from shallow percussion-drilled boreholes. These boreholes were
drilled by air-flush percussion. Therefore, drilling-water contamination was not introduced. A
complete suite of chemical and isotopic analyses was performed on ground water from one of
these boreholes, HAS 13, drilled in the southern part of Aspo.
2.2 The Effect of Borehole Activities on Ground-Water Chemistry
CCC and SPT data offer the most complete suites of chemical and isotopic analyses, and are
thought by SKB investigators to be more representative of ground-water chemical conditions on
Aspo than other data categories, because of generally lower drilling-water contents in these
samples, and because of the greater care taken in sampling and analysis of CCC and SPT
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samples. Nevertheless, the extensive pumping conducted to lower drilling-water contents and
achieve steady-state concentrations for selected constituents in the CCC and SPT samples can, in
of itself, prevent the sampled waters from being representative of the ground-water environment
existing prior to SKB's investigations. While grossly contaminated by drilling fluids, waters
sampled during drilling (SDD) nevertheless offer some evidence of the preexisting ground-water
environment. Drilling water contamination of the SDD samples undoubtedly affected the redox
state of the sampled ground waters and consequently the concentrations of redox-active elements.
Because the drilling waters generally used were dilute Na-HCC>3 waters from shallow
percussion-drilled boreholes, mixing these waters with deeper more saline ground waters resulted
in the dilution of the more saline waters and undoubtedly affected pH values, total dissolved
inorganic carbon (TDIC), and calcium concentrations through the precipitation of calcite. Other
redox-insensitive element concentrations probably were relatively unaffected apart from their
dilution which can be calculated from known drilling water contents and chemistries.
Figure 2.1 shows chloride (Cl) concentrations in SDD samples as a function of depth. The
concentrations were corrected for measured drilling-water contents. The four highest
concentrations (above 12000 mg/L Cl) are all from 2 sections (372-604 m and 462-604 m) in
borehole KAS07 with 2 samples from each section. Figure 2.2 shows Cl concentrations from the
CCC and SPT data sets. The increase in Cl concentrations as a function of depth is much steeper
for the SDD data set than for the CCC and SPT data sets. Linear regression of the latter data sets
gives an increase of 1000 mg/L Cl for each 100 m increase in depth. In comparison, a linear
regression fit, admittedly poor (r2 = 0.36), of the SDD data gives an increase of 1700 to 1900
mg/L Cl per 100 m of depth. Also, calculated Cl concentrations for the SDD data are much
higher than those determined for the CCC and SPT samples. The four highest concentrations (>
15000 mg/L Cl) were determined for samples from borehole KAS07 at 400 to 600 m depth and
are higher than any other Cl concentrations reported for Aspo, Avro, or the 1000 m deep hole on
Laxemar (KLX01). Of course, it is possible that the measured drilling-water contents (about 50
percent), for those four samples could be in error.
SPM chloride concentrations, prior to 1991, are plotted in figure 2.3. The relative
sparseness of the data makes comparison with the SDD, CCC and SPT data sets difficult. The Cl
versus depth distribution seems similar to that of the CCC and SPT data. Figures 2.4 and 2.5
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incorporate all the SPM chloride data available, including data obtained after April 1991 when
the excavation of the Hard Rock Laboratory tunnel started. As an increasing number of activities
were carried out at each borehole, and more ground water was pumped out, salt contents
decreased and fluid resistivities increased (this can be seen on borehole logs provided by SKB).
Despite these changes, however, element ratios remained fairly similar, indicating that dilute
water was brought into the packed-off sampling sections.
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3. GEOCHEMISTRY OF "FIRST-STRIKE" GROUND WATERS
Chemical analyses of "first-strike" (SDD) ground-water samples were delivered to SKI by
SKB, as part of SKI's SITE-94 project. Data were obtained for the following boreholes: KAS05,
KAS06, KAS07, KAS08, KAS09, KAS11, KAS12, KAS13, KAS14 on Aspo island and KBH02
on Bockholmen. Occasionally, two consecutive samples were obtained from each borehole
section. No SDD data was provided for the boreholes drilled on Avro island (KAV01, KAV02,
KAV03) or on the mainland near Laxemar (KLX01 and KLX03). Although the suite of
geochemical data collected for SDD analyses is not extensive, the data is worth examining, so
that it may be compared to the CCC and SPT data.
Element concentrations present in the original ground-water environment can be calculated
from SDD data, if the drilling water content and composition are known. The calculation will be
valid only if the mixing-in of drilling water did not cause the removal or addition of the chemical
elements through associated precipitation, dissolution or sorption/desorption reactions. The
computer code PHREEQE (Parkhurst and others, 1980) was used to calculate the state of
saturation of the SDD waters with respect to common minerals and atmospheric carbon-dioxide
gas (CO2). Generally, SDD waters were supersaturated with respect to calcite, undersaturated
with respect to gypsum and near saturation with respect to chalcedony (fig. 3.1).
The generally observed supersaturation with respect to calcite is the result of mixing drilling
fluids, generally shallow ground waters of sodium-bicarbonate type, with deeper
calcium-chloride rich ground waters. As the waters are brought in contact with the atmosphere,
CO2 may degas from the samples, causing an increase in the pH measured and supersaturation
with respect to calcite. Several of the SDD waters shown in fig. 3.1, however, are significantly
undersaturated with respect to calcite. These waters all have very high drilling water
concentrations and were all sampled from borehole KAS05 and from the deeper section of
borehole KAS07 (between 372 and 604 m, and between 462 and 604 m). The reasons for the
undersaturation of these waters with respect to calcite are not presently understood but may be
related to the greater-than-normal depth of the drilling fluids (from KASO3) used for KAS05 and
to the depth of the KAS07 waters.
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Figure 3.1. Calcite, gypsum and chalcedony mineral saturation indices calculated with the
PHREEQE equilibrium speciation computer code (Parkhurst and others, 1980) for borehole
waters sampled during drilling.
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Figure 3.2. Equilibrium partial pressures of carbon dioxide calculated with the PHREEQE
equilibrium speciation computer code (Parkhurst and others, 1980) for borehole waters sampled
during drilling. The atmospheric partial pressure of carbon dioxide is 0.0003 atmospheres.
Although not shown in the figure, there is a slight decrease in the calculated carbon dioxide
partial pressures with depth, by approximately a factor of 3 between 100 and 500 m depth.
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The near saturation observed with respect to chalcedony is probably the result of dissolved
silica input by the dissolution and weathering of silicate minerals (such as plagioclase), and the
counter balancing precipitation of chalcedony. Undersaturation with respect to gypsum reflects
the paucity of gypsum in the granitic bedrock. SDD waters were also supersaturated with respect
to the atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 (0.0003 atmospheres), and therefore CO2 could be
expected to exsolve upon exposure to the atmosphere (fig. 3.2). Any exsolution of CO2 would in
turn cause additional supersaturation and possible precipitation of calcite. The PHREEQE
simulation results shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 assume a uniform ground water temperature of
10° C, a suitable average temperature. PHREEQE simulations were also run assuming
temperatures of 7 and 15° C, the coldest and warmest temperatures expected for ground waters
near the surface and near 600 m depth (average annual temperature in the region is close to 7° C
and the average geothermal gradient in the area is close to 1.5° C per 100 m depth according to
Ahlbom and others, 1995).
Because the redox potential (EH) of the waters was strongly affected by the drilling
operations, the concentrations of redox-sensitive elements in the original ground waters cannot
be calculated and saturation indices for redox-sensitive minerals would be meaningless. The
drilling fluids generally contained more organic matter than the primary, undisturbed ground
waters and could thus result in a more reducing ground-water environment given sufficient time
and isolation from the atmosphere. Nevertheless, the mixing-in of drilling waters and the
introduction of oxygen by the drilling activities should, in the short term, have caused oxidation
of the redox-active elements in the primary ground waters.
Speciation of the SDD waters suggests that sodium, potassium, magnesium and especially
chloride concentrations should be unaffected by dissolution/precipitation reactions resulting from
the mixing-in of drilling waters. Sulfate concentrations may, in some instances, have been
increased by the oxidation of dissolved sulfide, but this is not thought to be an important process
given that the CCC and SPT data sets indicate very low sulfide to sulfate ratios in Simpevarp
ground waters
"Primary" ground-water compositions were calculated from the SDD data. Drilling waters
for boreholes KAS09 through KAS13 originated from percussion hole HAS 13 (Cl = 5070 mg/L).
Drilling waters for borehole KAS05 were provided by water from KAS03, presumably from the
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Figure 3.3. Sodium, potassium, magnesium and sulfate concentrations as a
function of chloride concentration for ground waters sampled during drilling
(squares) and for Baltic waters sampled near Aspo (solid diamonds).
Concentrations are corrected for measured drilling-water contents. Borehole
names followed by section depths and sample numbers indicate outlier points.
When given, sample numbers indicate that two samples were taken in consecutive
order. Seawater dilution lines (labeled "SWDL") and borehole data regression
lines (labeled "RL") are also drawn (line equations given in table 1).
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entire borehole. The chemical composition of water from the 347 -374 m section of KAS03 (Cl
= 5180 mg/L) was used to correct KASO5 analyses for their drilling water content. According to
the spinner log of KAS03, this section is one of the most hydraulically conductive sections of
the entire borehole; water from this section also has the median salinity and chlorinity of all
KAS03 waters sampled. Drilling water used for borehole KAS14 was pumped directly from the
Baltic. The composition of Baltic water sample HBE1 (Cl = 4030 mg/L) provided by SKB was
used to correct the KAS14 analyses. The drilling water content of samples from KAS14 is very
low (0.5 percent). Finally drilling water for all other boreholes was provided by percussion hole
HAS05 (Cl = 123 mg/L). The drilling water origin for borehole KBH02 is unknown; this study
assumes that the dilute HAS05 water was used to drill KBH02. This is probably incorrect,
although the error is probably irrelevant because of the very low percentage (0.5 percent) of
drilling water measured by SKB in the SDD samples from KBH02.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 and table 3.1 show that Na, Ca and Cl concentrations are highly
correlated, varying almost linearly with each other. SO4 and Cl concentrations are also
correlated, although not as strongly as with Na and Ca, perhaps because of the possible redox
reactions that can easily affect SO4 concentrations. Na/Cl and SO4/CI ratios are lower by a factor
of 2 to 3 and Ca/Cl ratios are higher by an order of magnitude, relative to the ratios present in
seawater and in the Baltic waters near Aspo (Baltic water ratios are almost identical to those of
normal seawater). Although still excellent, the correlation of Ca with Na is slightly weaker than
that of Ca with Cl or that of Na with Cl (table 3.1).
K and Mg concentrations are not correlated with chloride (fig. 3.3) but are slightly correlated
with each other (fig. 3.4); the coefficient of determination is 0.668 (table 3.1). Samples taken
from the KBH02 and KAS14 boreholes contain a significant fraction of modern Baltic water.
The K versus Mg plot in figure 3.4 indicates that the passage of this Baltic water through the
fractured rock system results in the preferentially faster reactive removal of K relative to that of
Mg.
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Table 3.1. Major-element weight ratios in seawater and ratios determined from linear
regression fits of data from ground waters sampled during drilling (SDD).
[see figures 3.3 and 3.4; nc, not computed]
Linear regression of ground-water data
Equation

Seawater ratio Observed ratio Observed intercept Coefficient of
a

b

determination

Na = axCl + b

0.556

0.254

402

0.935

Ca=a xCi + b

0.0214

0.347

-525

0.951

Ca = a*Na+b

0.0384

1.25

-826

0.846

SO*=axCl + b

0.140

0.0475

15.8

0.657

K=axCl + b

0.0206

nc

nc

nc

Mg = axCl + b

0.0668

nc

nc

nc

K = a xMg + b

0.309

0.165

1.12

0.668

The K and Mg plots indicate that ground waters from boreholes KBH02, KAS14, the upper
sections of KAS06 (106-217 m; 217-317 m) and to a lesser extent ground waters from the lower
sections of KAS06 (505-602 m; 396-505 m) and from KAS11 exhibit evidence of a seawater
component in their compositional assemblage. In the case of ground waters from KBH02 and
KAS 14, the high K/Mg ratios indicate that the seawater component is probably recent Baltic
water that has not undergone water-rock interaction to the extent shown by waters from the upper
sections of the KAS06 borehole. The degree of water-rock interaction should be related both to
the amount of rock contacted by the water, and to the amount of time allowed for the contact.
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4. GEOCHEMISTRY OF WELL-CHARACTERIZED GROUND WATERS
The SDD data presented in the previous section gives valuable first-strike information on the
origin of the ground waters that can be found in various borehole sections, thereby providing
information on flow connections and directions of flow. SDD samples, however, were never
analyzed for bromide (Br), oxygen-18 (I8O) and deuterium (2H), constituents generally not
affected by low-temperature geochemical reactions. Together with Cl, these constituents can
provide valuable information on the origin of the ground water(s) present at the site, and should
be measured in all first-strike samples, and also in the waters used for drilling of deep
diamond-cored boreholes. Analyses of these constituents, however, are available for the CCC,
SPT and percussion-hole samples collected by SKB.
In addition to a lack of Br, 18O and 2H analyses, the SDD data set provided by SKB also did
not contain any ground-water analyses on samples from Laxemar or Avro. Nevertheless, fairly
extensive suites of analyses were provided for ground water samples from those areas, even
though very little information (especially for the Avro samples) was available concerning actual
sampling procedures. The Laxemar and Avro ground-water analyses are discussed in this section
together with the completely characterized samples from Aspo (CCC and SPT samples).
Samples taken from boreholes drilled by the diamond core method (the deep boreholes,
whose names start with "K") commonly show some drilling water contamination. In contrast,
shallow percussion boreholes (names starting with "H") are drilled without any extraneous
drilling water. Most of the ground water samples presented and discussed in this section have
drilling water contents below 3%, with the exception of a few samples from the Laxemar and
Avro deep boreholes.
The 1SO and 2H contents and Br and Cl concentrations of Simpevarp ground waters will be
discussed first, because of their importance in determining ground-water and salinity origins.
Subsequently, the concentrations of less conservative constituents will be examined in relation to
possible water-rock interactions. The thermodynamic information presented (saturation and
disequilibrium indices, activity ratios) was generated with the speciation code WATEQF
(Plummer and others, 1976) embedded in the computer program NETPATH (Plummer and
others, 1991). Although this code was chosen for reasons of practicality and because of the large
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thermodynamic database for silicate minerals, results obtained and interpretations derived from
those results are essentially similar to those that can be obtained by speciating the waters with
other geochemical codes such as PHREEQE (Parkhurst and others, 1980) and WATEQ4F (Ball
and Nordstrom, 1991). Significant differences will be mentioned when present.
4.1 Ground-Water Characterization and Classification
Deuterium and oxygen-18 contents proved to be the most useful of all chemical and isotopic
analyses in classifying the Simpevarp ground waters. Indeed, deuterium and oxygen-18
composition of Simpevarp ground waters can give important information on the origin of the
waters, on the proportion of seawater or Baltic water in the ground waters and on the climatic
conditions at the time of meteoric recharge. Comparison of the deuterium and oxygen-18
contents can also reveal whether these isotopes have been affected by hydrothermal or
low-temperature exchange processes.
The deuterium and oxygen-18 contents are reported in standard 8D and 818O notation, in per
mil with respect to the VSMOW standard (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water), and are
calculated as follows:

iooocs-fi-)
tistd

where & is 5D (or 5I8O), R and Rstd refer to the D/H (or I8O/I6O) ratios in the sample and in the
VSMOW standard.
Whereas deuterium and oxygen-18 contents provide information on ground-water origins,
they provide little information on solute origins. Relatively conservative, preferably abundant
and frequently measured solute components are needed to provide information on solute origins.
Conservative solutes are defined here as solutes whose concentrations are not significantly
affected by water-rock reactions or generally by reactions with non-aqueous phases. Although
both chloride and bromide can be considered conservative solutes, chloride was measured much
more frequently than bromide. As a result, Simpevarp ground-waters were classified on the basis
of their deuterium, oxygen-18 and chloride concentrations. Five different water "groups" or
water types were identified. These groups can be distinguished most clearly in the 5D versus
chloride and 518O versus chloride plots, but can also be recognized in the 8D versus 818O plot
(fig. 4.1): 1) the "Recent" water group, 2) the "Deep" water group, 3) the "Glacial melt" water
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Figure 4.1. 518O and 5D as a function of chloride and in relation to each other in Simpevarp
ground waters. Data labels specify the upper and lower borehole lengths, in meters, delimiting
the section from which water was drawn. The sampling procedure (CCC or SPT) is indicated
for some of the diamond-core drilled boreholes (names start with the letter "K"). Sample
numbers are indicated for percussion-drilled boreholes (names start with the letter "H"). The
Global Meteoric Water Line is drawn in the lower graph along with a meteoric water line with a
deuterium excess of+2 (dashed line), thought to reflect a colder, more humid, climate than
today.
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group, 4) the "5 grams per liter chloride" group, and 5) the "Seawater imprint" group. Modern
Baltic waters surrounding Aspo are also shown (fig. 4.1).
"Recent" ground waters are primarily from shallow percussion-drilled boreholes (names
starting with "H") and reflect mixtures of recent dilute meteoric waters with more saline,
isotopically lighter, and presumably older ground waters. The "Recent" waters cannot represent
a simple evolutionary trend toward heavier isotopic compositions. Such an evolution would
require a loss of chloride from solution, a process that can only be accomplished by dilution.
Most of the "Recent" waters, except for the more saline waters, are close to the modern Global
Meteoric Water Line (GMWL). The GMWL is the world-wide average relation between SD
values and 8I8O values in modern precipitation: 8D = 8 x 818O + 10. The intercept, 10 per mil, is
referred to as the deuterium excess.
"Deep" ground waters have more than 6 g/L chloride and generally come from borehole
sections below 600 m depth (see fig. 2.2). The waters are depleted in oxygen-18 and deuterium
relative to modern precipitation. 8D values are lighter by 15 to 20 per mil and 8'8O values are
lighter by 2 to 2.5 per mil. SD values generally increase with increasing salinity. The increase in
818O values with salinity is much more subtle. Nevertheless, the "Deep" waters lie between the
GMWL and a meteoric water line drawn with a deuterium excess of 2 per mil (and a slope of 8
similar to GMWL).
"Glacial melt" waters have extremely low SD and 818O values and with the exception of one
CCC sample from KAS02 (borehole section: 202-215 m), all the waters in this group come from
the shallow sections of borehole KAS03, the only deep borehole located in the northern part of
Aspo. The "Glacial melt" waters have chloride concentrations that are lower than 5 g/L and are
thought to represent mixtures of relict glacial melt water from the last ice-age with more saline
ground waters from the "5 g/L Cl" group. "Glacial melt" waters have a low deuterium excess,
less than 2, significantly lower than the world average of 10, and lower than the average of 7.4
calculated for our "Recent" ground water group. The two IAEA/WMO (International Atomic
Energy Agency/ World Meteorological Organization) stations, closest to the Simpevarp area, that
measured deuterium and oxygen-18 in precipitation are Lista (58.10 N, 6.57 E), located on the
southern coast of Norway, and Taastrup (55.67 N, 12.30 E) in Denmark. The Lista station, in
operation between 1961 and 1977, recorded an average deuterium excess of 7.5 (weighted
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according to precipitation amount. The more southerly and sheltered Taastrup station, in
operation between 1961 and 1971, recorded an average deuterium excess of 9.2 (data obtained
from Rozanski and others, 1993). Low deuterium excess values in meteoric precipitation are
thought to occur when the moisture source is developed in a cold and humid climate (Rozanski
and others, 1993). In his study of old ground waters from Western and Central Europe, Rozanski
(1985) observes that the deuterium excess in European meteoric waters did not undergo
substantial changes for at least 35,000 years. The 8I8O and 8D data from borehole KAS03
indicate that Rozanski's finding probably does not apply to Scandinavia.
The "5 g/L Cl" group of waters have approximately 5 g/L chloride, and are generally found
close to 500 m depth. Their intermediate position on the 8D - Cl and 818O - Cl plots suggests that
waters from this group are mixing with more deuterium-rich and more saline "Deep" waters. The
"5 g/L Cl" waters are also mixing independently with the more dilute, oxygen-18 and
deuterium-rich "Recent" waters, and with the isotopically-light "glacial-melt" waters. The
relatively tight distribution of waters in the "5 g/L Cl" group on the 8D - Cl plot (and on the 8I8O
- Cl plot) suggests that the mixing processes that may have created this group of waters did not
occur as the result of variably proportioned, simultaneous mixing between waters belonging to
the other four groups identified on the 8D - Cl plot.
The four "Baltic" waters shown in figure 4.1 were sampled to the north and south of Aspo
in late August-early September 1992. The salinity of the Baltic sea is known to increase with
depth and to decrease with increasing latitude. Baltic salinities also vary with time and season.
Because Baltic waters are essentially mixtures between fresh waters and north Atlantic water,
their deuterium and oxygen-18 contents increase with increasing salinity.
"Seawater imprint" waters are ground waters that show isotopic (and chemical) evidence of
a seawater component. This seawater component could be either modern Baltic water, such as
the water surrounding Aspo island today, or more saline seas, precursors to the Baltic. The
"Seawater imprint" waters have 8D values that are 20-30 per mil heavier than the other ground
waters and 818O values that are about 3 per mil heavier than the other ground waters. "Seawater
imprint" waters were found in boreholes HAS02, HAS 13 and in the three deepest sections of
borehole KAS06 (389-406 m, 439-602 m and 304-377 m). Boreholes HAS 13 and KAS06 were
sampled during pumping tests and the water drawn from these boreholes may not represent the
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original water present. The two samples drawn from percussion hole HAS06 (0-40 m) offer an
example of the effects of pumping. The first sample had an isotopic composition typical of
dilute "Recent" ground waters and a chloride concentration of 280 mg/L; the second sample was
enriched in oxygen-18 and deuterium and had a chloride concentration of 1760 mg/L. A line
drawn between the first and second samples on the 8D-C1 plot extends linearly to the current
deuterium and chloride values available for the Baltic near Aspo. A similar line drawn between
the two samples on the 518O - Cl plot and extended gives a 818O value of -8.5 per mil at a
chloride concentration of 4000 mg/L. All four "Baltic" water samples have chloride
concentrations close to 4000 mg/L, but have higher 818O values, ranging from -5.9 to -6.9 per
mil.
4.2 Conservative Chemical Constituents
The most prominent geochemical trend in Simpevarp ground waters is the steep increase in
salinity and in chloride concentrations with depth (10 mg/L increase per meter depth, see fig.
2.2). The concentration of most chemical constituents in Simpevarp ground waters increases
with depth, with the notable exception of magnesium, potassium, alkalinity and organic carbon.
Chloride and bromide can be considered the most conservative chemical constituents, because
they are not likely to be significantly affected by mineral precipitation, dissolution, ion-exchange
or surface sorption reactions, particularly at low temperatures (Feth, 1981). Chloride is known to
occur (Hem, 1985, p. 118) in the feldspathoid sodalite (NasCUAlSiO^) and in apatite
(Ca5(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH)). Sodalite is not commonly found in granitic rocks. Apatite is commonly
found but usually only in small amounts. Chloride can also substitute for hydroxyl groups in
hornblende ((Ca,Na)2-3(Mg,Fe,Al)5Si6(Si,Al)2O22(OH)2), in biotite (K(Mg,Fe)3(AlSi30io)(OH)2),
in other micas and in chlorites ((Mg,Fe)3(Si,Al)4Oio(OH)2 (Mg,Fe)3(OH)6). These minerals are
common in granitic rocks, and indeed in most igneous rocks. Leaching of chlorites, micas, and
biotite in particular, (Edmunds and others, 1984, 1987) has been held responsible for the elevated
chloride concentrations found in deep ground waters from the Carnmenellis granite, in Cornwall.
Bromide is not commonly found in igneous rock minerals, and because of its larger ionic radius
the ion will not substitute as easily as chloride for hydroxyl ions. Some evidence suggests
(Edmunds and others, 1987, Fuge, 1974) that Br/Cl ratios in igneous biotite are similar, or
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slightly depleted, relative to the seawater ratio. Fluid inclusions in igneous and hydrothermal
minerals, and more generally waters present in the igneous rock matrix, may be a significant
source of bromide and chloride in igneous rocks (Nordstrom and Olsson, 1987, Nordstrom and
others, 1989b) and may be able to account for the high Br/Cl ratios (relative to the seawater ratio)
encountered in Simpevarp ground waters and in other shield waters.
Bromide and chloride are useful indicators of the origin of ground water salinity. Seawater
has a bromide/chloride (Br/Cl) weight ratio of 0.00348. If the Simpevarp ground waters
represented mixtures of dilute continental waters with Baltic water or water from more saline
Baltic precursor seas, their Br/Cl ratio should be close to 0.00348. (The Baltic water samples
taken by SKB, in 1992 during the pre-investigation of the Aspo site were not analyzed for Br).
Instead, figure 4.2 reveals that most Simpevarp ground waters have significantly higher Br/Cl
ratios. Although Br concentrations generally increase almost linearly with increasing Cl
concentrations, figure 4.2 shows a break in the Br/Cl slope for samples near 5 g/L Cl (i.e. for
samples taken near 500 m depth). Samples with Cl concentrations near 5 g/L have an
anomalously wide range of Br concentrations from 21 mg/L Br to about 39 mg/L Br (fig. 4.2A).
Linear regression of samples with Br concentrations above 35 mg/L results in an average Br/Cl
ratio of 0.0072 ± 0.0001 (coefficient of determination: r2 = 0.96). Linear regression of samples
with Br concentrations below 35 mg/L results in an average Br/Cl ratio of 0.0048 ± 0.0001 (r2 =
0.92).
The clustering of Br/Cl ratios into two groups above and below 300-600 m depth suggests
the possibility of subhorizontal hydraulically-conductive, or alternatively, relatively
impermeable, fractures zone(s) near 300-600 m depth, extending throughout the Simpevarp area.
By having a greater or lower hydraulic conductivity than the rock masses above and below, such
a zone could separate an upper flow system containing waters with lower Br/Cl ratios from a
deeper flow system containing more saline waters with higher Br/Cl ratios. The greater density
of the deeper waters also contributes to the separation of the two flow systems. The intermediate
waters, that may possibly belong to this subhorizontal fracture zone system, have approximately
5 to 6 g/L chloride. They also have highly varying Br/Cl ratios (fig. 4.2C), and belong primarily
to the "5 g/L Cl" and "Seawater imprint" water groups (previously identified on the basis of Cl
concentrations, 5D and 8I8O values). The reasons for the highly varying Br/Cl ratios of the
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"Seawater imprint" waters are not clear. Possible explanations include 1) varying residence
times for the waters sampled affording greater time for diffusion and/or mixing of Br-rich
"Deep" waters, 2) varying Br/Cl ratios in Baltic and paleo-Baltic water compositions responsible
for providing the "Seawater imprint", and 3) possibly lack of analytical precision in the Br and/or
Cl measurements (although it is unclear why other water groups would not have experienced the
same variability).
4.3 Less Conservative Chemical Constituents
Lithium, strontium and sodium can not be considered "conservative" ground-water tracers
to the same extent as chloride and bromide. Indeed, the concentrations of all three elements can
be affected by ion exchange processes, and by mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions. In
Simpevarp ground waters, however, these three elements appear to be relatively conservative
tracers and their concentrations show a strong correlation with chloride concentrations (fig. 4.3).
Lithium concentrations will be affected by ion exchange only if smectite clays are present
(Blair Jones, U.S. Geological Survey, verbal communication, 1993). Smectites are not common
alteration minerals in acid, felsic-rich igneous rocks such as granites, although smectites have
been reported in Aspo fracture zones (Tullborg and others, 1991). Lithium substitutes for
magnesium in some minerals (Heier and Billings, 1970), such as in biotite. Indeed, alteration of
biotite may be the primary source of lithium in Simpevarp ground waters. Wilson and Long
(1983) report lithium analyses in biotite from granitic rocks in the range of 4000 to more than
10000 ppm Li. Edmunds and others (1987) report Li contents in biotite in the range of 650 to
6500 ppm, in their study of the Carnmenellis granite. Lithium also occurs in the pegmatite
minerals (Hem, 1985, p. 133) spodumene, LiAl(Si2O6), amblygonite, (Li,Na)Al(PO4)(F,OH), and
in the mica lepidolite, K2Li3Al;i(OH,F)4(AlSi30io)2. These minerals are rare but can also be found
in granitic rocks.
Although present in much greater concentrations in ground waters, sodium is similar to
lithium in that it is not likely to precipitate from solution but can be brought into solution by the
dissolution and weathering of silicate minerals. Feldspars are the most abundant silicate minerals
that contribute sodium by their weathering into clays. Calcium-rich plagioclase feldspars and
hornblende are among the silicates that can be most rapidly altered, thereby contributing sodium
to the ground waters (together with calcium). Sodium is generally not removed from solution by
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ion exchange processes because calcium concentrations are usually high enough in continental
ground waters for calcium to be selectively preferred on ion exchange sites. Nevertheless,
sodium uptake and calcium removal can occur, when waters with high Na/Ca ratios such as
seawater intrude into environments previously in exchange equilibrium with typically
calcium-rich ground water.
In ground water environments with low ion-exchange-surface to water ratios, ion exchange
processes cannot be held responsible for significant changes in water chemistry. During the
intrusion of a diluted seawater (such as the Baltic) into a fracture zone in a crystalline rock, some
sodium may indeed be removed from solution by ion exchange, but its concentration in the dilute
seawater will likely be high enough not to be significantly affected. Additional intrusion of
dilute seawater will contact ion-exchange sites already in equilibrium with the water, and
therefore the additional water will not be affected by ion-exchange. If at a later time, the dilute
seawater retreats and more calcium-rich continental ground water enters the fracture system,
sodium present on exchange sites will be brought into the waters as the exchange sites take up
calcium.
Ground waters from the Simpevarp region are undersaturated (fig. 4.4) with respect to the
common strontium minerals celestite (SrSO-O and strontianite (SrCOj). Strontium is therefore
not likely to precipitate out of solution as part of pure mineral phases. Some strontium may
coprecipitate with calcite, and to greater extent with gypsum, although the Sr to Ca ratios in these
minerals will probably be less than 1:1000 (Hem, 1985, p. 135; Glynn, 1992). Similarly, because
of the very high concentrations of calcium, strontium is not likely to be strongly affected by ion
exchange. Similarly to sodium, strontium increases with increasing chloride concentrations.
The correlation between strontium and calcium concentrations is even stronger than the
correlation between strontium and chloride concentrations. This suggests that a common source
releases strontium and calcium into the ground waters. The alteration of calcium-rich silicates
(such as plagioclase and hornblendes) may provide that source.
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4.4 Non-Conservative Redox-lnsensitive Constituents
4.4.1 Calcium, dissolved inorganic carbon and pH relations
The concentration of calcium in many natural waters is controlled by thermodynamic
equilibrium with calcite. Solution alkalinities are also affected by this mineral equilibrium. In
Simpevarp ground waters, calcium increases almost linearly with chloride (fig. 4.5). Given the
strong correlation between calcium and strontium (fig. 4.4), calcium must behave almost as a
conservative tracer. The amount of calcium removed from solution by precipitation or ion
exchange reactions must be small relative to the amount present in solution or relative to the
amount brought into solution. The ground waters sampled are all undersaturated with respect to
gypsum, although the degree of undersaturation decreases with increasing depth and increasing
chloride content. "Deep" ground waters are close to gypsum solubility equilibrium.
Most Simpevarp ground waters are near saturation with calcite, except for the shallowest
waters, which are undersaturated. Indeed, borehole cores show that a zone of calcite depletion
extends to 40 m depth (Smellie and Laaksoharju, 1992, p. 195, Tullborg, 1988, p. 18). In
contrast, the "Deep" waters are slightly, but consistently, supersaturated with respect to calcite,
with an average saturation index of 0.5. This degree of supersaturation is common in deep,
calcium-chloride rich, ground waters such as those found in the Fennoscandian Shield (Stripa
waters, Nordstrom and others, 1989a; Outokumpu drill hole waters, Nurmi and others, 1988) and
in the Canadian Shield (Lac du Bonnet ground waters, Gascoyne and others, 1987).
The rise in calcium concentration with increasing depth and chloride concentration
accompanies a decrease in the alkalinity of the ground waters (fig. 4.6), an increase in pH and a
decrease in calculated equilibrium partial pressures of CO2 (fig. 4.7). The decrease in the
alkalinity is probably the result of the decrease in total dissolved inorganic carbon due to the
increase in calcium concentrations and the resulting precipitation of calcite (a process indicated
by Nordstrom and others, 1989a, in their study of ground waters from the Stripa site).
Ground-water pH values were measured both down in the boreholes and/or in samples
brought back to the laboratory. Borehole pH measurements were reported by SKB only when
stable and consistent results were obtained among three downhole pH electrodes. Average
borehole pH values were generally higher than values measured in the laboratory (fig. 4.7) and
are probably more reliable. Equilibrium partial pressures of CO2 (Pccn) calculated (with
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NETPATH/DB, Plummer and others, 1991) for the "Deep" and "5 g per liter chloride" water
groups" are generally lower than the atmospheric sea-level value of 10"345 atmospheres reported
for 1990 (TRENDS 90, 1990). Samples of these waters that were brought back to the laboratory
may have dissolved some atmospheric CO2, thereby resulting in a pH decrease. Conversely,
shallower samples with Pan values higher than the atmospheric value may have exsolved CO2,
thereby causing an increase in the laboratory-measured pH. The anomalously high PCoi value
determined for KAV01 (635 m) results from an anomalously low, probably erroneous, but
certainly unrepresentative, laboratory pH measurement (fig. 4.7). Because the ground-water
system is closed with respect to atmospheric CO2, precipitation of calcite can only contribute
protons to the ground waters. Therefore, the general increase in pH with depth and chloride
concentration (fig. 4.7) is probably caused by silicate hydrolysis and by some redox reactions.
The dissolution of anorthite offers a typical example of silicate mineral (feldspars, biotite...)
dissolution reactions,

CaAl 2 Si 2 Og+2H + +H 2 O => Ca 2 + +Al 2 Si 2 O 5 (OH) 4

(4.2)

where the release of major cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K) into solution is commonly balanced by an
equivalent uptake of protons. Redox reactions may result in either net proton uptake or in net
proton production. Two example reactions with idealized organic matter (CH2O) follow:
4 F e O O H + CH 2 O + 7 H + => 4 F e 2 + + HCO§ + 6H 2 O

+ 2 CH2 O =* HS~ + 2HCOI + H +

(4.3)

(4.4)

4.4.2 Fluoride
Fluoride concentrations show (fig. 4.8) a typical inverse relationship when plotted against
calcium, indicating probable solubility control by fluorite (CaF2), a fracture-filling mineral
commonly found in the borehole cores (Tullborg and others, 1991). Indeed, WATEQF
calculations indicate supersaturation with respect to fluorite, with most waters having a
saturation index between 0.5 and 1 (fig. 4.8B). The "Deep" ground water group shows the
highest fluorite supersaturation of all five groups. Several reasons could explain the observed
supersaturation.
Aluminum fluoride complexes are strong complexes and can often be the predominant
fluoride species in natural waters. Aluminum concentrations were not available from the SKB
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database, and so a concentration of 1 ppb was assigned to all the waters. While this
concentration should be of the right order of magnitude, higher aluminum concentrations (up to
10 ppb) are possible. But even in the case of these higher aluminum concentrations, fluoride
concentrations are so much greater than aluminum concentrations that the amount of aluminum
fluoride complexes should be insignificant compared to the free fluoride species. Indeed,
speciation calculations suggest that the aluminum fluoride complexes will be at least 6 orders of
magnitude lower than the free fluoride species. Therefore, a different explanation is needed for
the calculated supersaturation of the waters with respect to fluoride.
Some process, such as the dissolution of plagioclase or other calcium-rich aluminosilicates,
may be constantly adding calcium to the ground waters. Such an influx would tend to be
naturally balanced by the precipitation of secondary calcium-rich minerals. In such a case,
sufficiently high supersaturation with respect to fluorite needs to be achieved, before the rate of
precipitation of fluorite (and of other secondary calcium minerals) matches the rate of calcium
influx to the solution. Such a process could also explain the slight but consistent supersaturation
observed with respect to calcite; this explanation was given by Nordstrom and others (1989a, p.
1733) in their study of ground waters from the Stripa site.
Finally, Hem (1985) suggests that saturation indices within ± 0.5 are a reasonable indication
of equilibrium with fluorite, presumably given the uncertainties in the thermodynamic data and
in typical fluorine measurements.

4.4.3 Silica
Silica concentrations in Simpevarp ground waters average near 10 mg/L SiC>2, with most
values comprised between 8 and 13 mg/L (fig. 4.9). According to the thermodynamic data used
in the speciation calculations conducted for this report, the ground waters are generally near or
slightly below saturation with respect to chalcedony, and like most natural continental waters are
supersaturated with respect to quartz. "More recently, however, Rimstidt (1997) determined that
waters at equilibrium with quartz have near 11 mg/L of SiC>2 at 25 °C, near 7 mg/L at 10 CC.
Accepting these higher values for quartz saturation would mean that the Simpevarp ground
waters are generally near quartz saturation.
Deep" waters and some waters in the "5 g/L chloride" group show a greater degree of
undersaturation with respect to chalcedony, and a lower degree of supersaturation with respect to
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quartz, compared to other shallower waters. Longer residence times and faster reaction rates as a
result of the higher temperatures and salinities of the deeper ground waters may be responsible
for these lower silica activities. Quartz, chalcedony or other SiO2 phases do not necessarily
represent the minerals "controlling" the activity of dissolved silica. Aluminosilicate minerals,
such as illite, kaolinite and/or chlorite, or feldspars are probably involved in controlling dissolved
silica levels. Dissolved silica concentrations may also be determined by competing
kinetically-limited processes, such as the input of SiC>2 into solution by feldspar alteration
(predominantly plagioclase) and SiC>2 removal from solution by formation of an SiO2 or
aluminosilicate mineral phase.
"Baltic" waters sampled at shallow depths near Aspo in September 1992 have extremely low
silica concentrations (below 1 mg/L); their silica concentrations are close to those predicted by a
conservative dilution of seawater (which has on average 4.3 mg/L SiO2). Surficial seawater,
however, commonly has less than 1 mg/L SiO2 (Hem, 1985). The low silica concentration of
surficial seawater is known to be the result of silica extraction by marine organisms, primarily
diatoms and radiolaria, for use in building their shells and skeletons (Lowenstam, 1974; Wollast,
1974, Garrels and Mackenzie, 1971). Diatom and other biogenic activity is also most likely the
cause of the low silica concentrations observed in the "Baltic" waters. Indeed, "dilution" by river
water can not be invoked, considering that European river waters have an average concentration
of 7.5 mg/L SiO2 (Livingstone, 1963).
Although "Baltic" waters have very low silica concentrations, ground waters in the
"Seawater imprint" group have some of the highest concentrations. This may be caused simply
by the reaction of wall rock and fracture fillings with Baltic water; additionally the highest silica
concentrations may be the result of the passage of Baltic water through bottom sediments, rich in
highly soluble diatom and radiolarian skeletons. As this silica-rich water (with concentrations
above 60 mg/L) is entrained into the fractured crystalline bedrock, silica concentrations would be
expected to decrease as a result of reactions with fracture filling clays and aluminosilicates. This
process has been demonstrated by Mackenzie and others (1967). The highest silica
concentrations measured in Aspo ground waters, 13 mg/L, originate from KAS06 (304-377 m).
Although water from KAS02 (202-215 m) belongs in the "Glacial melt" water group because of
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its low 8I8O and 5D values, its high silica concentration (12.8 mg/L) and the similarity of its
bromide/chloride ratio to that of Baltic water also suggest that it may have a seawater component.
4.5 Magnesium and Potassium: Indicators of a Seawater Component
Unlike most other major constituents in Simpevarp ground waters, magnesium and
potassium concentrations do not show a strong correlation with depth and with increasing
chloride concentration (fig. 4.10). Potassium concentrations in ground waters are a function of 1)
the weathering rate of potassium minerals, potassium feldspar in particular, 2) the availability of
ion-exchange sites (Heier and Billings, 1978), and 3) the rate of formation of secondary
potassium minerals, such as illite clays. Because of its lower affinity of hydration, potassium has
a high selectivity coefficient, relative to sodium and calcium, for ion exchange onto clays. In
illite clays, the potassium ions are taken up in interlayer positions by an essentially irreversible
sorption process. Potassium minerals also have slow weathering rates. Potassium-rich feldspars
(such as orthoclase and microcline) are the most common potassium minerals in granitic rocks,
but have much slower weathering rates than their more sodium-rich, calcium-rich, or even
magnesium-rich counterparts. Among mica minerals, muscovite (KAUAlSijOiotOH^) will
weather more slowly than biotite (K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi3Oio(OH)2).
Magnesium is characterized by its large hydration affinity. This affinity is responsible for a
kinetic barrier in the formation of dolomite and magnesite. Magnesium has a slightly lower
ion-exchange selectivity relative to calcium, but both ions are strongly sorbed by clay minerals.
In Simpevarp ground waters, magnesium concentrations may be controlled by the precipitation of
sepiolite (Mg3Si4On4H2O; see Hem, 1985, and Siffert, 1962, or Mg4Si6O,5(OH)2 6H2O; see
Drever, 1988) or by uptake into chlorite (Mg,Fe,Al)6(Si,Al)40io(OH)g. Sepiolite has not been
reported present as a fracture filling mineral and speciation calculations (with NETPATH/DB,
Plummer and others, 1991) indicate that the ground waters are generally highly undersaturated
with respect to sepiolite. Chlorite, however, is commonly found in the fracture filling minerals
and is a probable sink for magnesium. Magnesium will also substitute for calcium in calcite,
although the magnesium content of calcite present in fracture fillings in the Simpevarp region is
typically less than 1.3 mole percent (Tullborg and others, 1991).
The "Seawater imprint" ground waters have higher magnesium and potassium
concentrations than waters from other groups (fig. 4.10). The second water sample taken from
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percussion hole HAS06 has much higher potassium and magnesium concentrations than the
concentrations measured in the first sample (waters from HAS06 were not included in the
"Seawater imprint" group). Therefore, as also revealed by its high deuterium and oxygen-18
contents, the second sample probably contains a significant fraction of Baltic water. Figure
4. IOC shows that the potassium and magnesium concentrations of the "Seawater imprint" ground
waters cannot be explained by simple dilution of water from the Baltic, or from a dilute seawater.
Indeed potassium concentrations are too low relative to the magnesium concentrations, or
alternatively magnesium concentrations are too high. Preferentially faster removal of potassium
by incorporation into illite, or more generally by irreversible fixation into clay interlayer
positions is a probable explanation for the potassium/magnesium imbalance. Contribution of
excess magnesium from ion exchange sites or from a mineral source could also be invoked, but
is not likely. Indeed, the magnesium concentrations of waters from boreholes HAS 13 and
HAS02 are within the range of the concentrations determined for Baltic waters near Aspo
(230-250 mg/L). Nevertheless, the potassium concentrations in waters from these boreholes are
approximately three times lower than the concentrations measured in the Baltic (95-104 mg/L).
Despite the preferential removal of potassium, the magnesium, potassium and chloride data, as
well as the 18O and 2H data, suggest the possibility that the "Seawater imprint" waters from
HAS02, HAS 13 and from KAS06 (below 304 m) may represent the result of mixing between
Baltic waters and waters of the "5 g/L chloride" group.
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4.6 The Redox-Active Components
Sulfate, sulfide, iron, manganese, and organic matter are the principal redox-active
components analyzed in Simpevarp ground waters. Ammonia and especially uranium
concentrations also reflect redox conditions. The concentrations of all these components are
affected by both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. In the ground waters, dissolved
organic matter is generally the most abundant reducing agent, and sulfate is the most abundant
reducible component. The ground waters do not presently have any dissolved oxygen, and nitrate
and nitrite concentrations are also below detection limits (0.01 mg/L for nitrate, 0.001 mg/L for
nitrite). Mineral oxidants and reductants are ubiquitous however. Iron and manganese present in
fracture-filling and rock-matrix minerals undergo dissolution, precipitation and redox
transformation reactions, thereby affecting the redox state of the water. Iron sulfide, in the form
of pyrite, has been reported from borehole core observations. It could be oxidized to generate
sulfuric acid in the ground waters if the ground waters were to become significantly more
oxidizing, that is if dissolved oxygen or elevated nitrate concentrations were to appear.

4.6.1 The sulfur system
Ground-water sulfate concentrations generally increase and correlate with chloride to a
maximum of 770 mg/L. Sulfate/chloride concentration ratios are one half to one third of the
seawater ratio, with the exception of shallow, low chloride, "Recent" waters (fig. 4.11 A). Linear
regression of all ground water samples gives a sulfate to chloride ratio of 0.051 (by weight), as
compared to a seawater ratio of 0.14. The coefficient of determination (r2) of the regression is
0.78. The sulfate intercept concentration is 50 mg/L. Linear regression of SDD ground waters
gave a similar sulfate to chloride ratio, 0.048 (see table 1), but with a lower r2 value (0.66). As
mentioned previously (see figures 4.4 and 4.5) Simpevarp ground waters are undersaturated with
respect to gypsum, celestite and other sulfate minerals and only approach gypsum and celestite
saturation at depths of 1000 m or more and at chloride concentrations above 11000 mg/L.
Therefore, the higher variability of sulfate/chloride ratios, compared to that of sodium/chloride,
calcium/chloride, strontium/chloride, lithium/chloride and bromine/chloride ratios, is most likely
the result of biologically-mediated sulfate reduction processes driven by the oxidation of organic
matter. Reduction by iron II and manganese II is not thermodynamically possible. Sulfide
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mineral oxidation, under previously oxidizing conditions, may also be responsible for some of
the variability of the presently observed sulfate/chloride ratios.
Sulfide concentrations do not vary in proportion to either chloride or sulfate, and are
generally below 1 mg/L (fig. 4.1 IB). Shallow "Recent" waters and "Deep" waters have the
highest sulfide concentrations, up to 1.3 mg/L. Some waters in the "5 gram per liter chloride"
group, in the "Seawater imprint" group and some of the less chloride-rich "Deep" waters have
less than 0.1 mg/L sulfide (the sulfide detection limit was 0.01 mg/L). A water sample from 680
m depth in well KLX01 taken in 1988 and classified in the "5 gram per liter chloride" group has
an anomalously high sulfide concentration of 2.5 mg/L. Samples one year later from the same
well section had sulfide concentrations near 0.6 mg/L. With the exception of ground waters from
the KAV01 borehole, high sulfide waters have generally low iron concentrations and vice-versa
(fig. 4.11C). Waters from KAV01 have excessively high drilling water concentrations, are
mixtures of different waters, and also were possibly unfiltered; therefore their iron and sulfide
concentrations are highly suspect. With the exception of "Seawater imprint" waters, all ground
waters are supersaturated with respect to amorphous iron sulfide, and are therefore highly
supersaturated with respect to pyrite. Amorphous FeS saturation indices calculated with
NETPATH/DB (Plummer and others, 1991) are close to the saturation indices for "FeS
precipitate" calculated with the WATEQ4F (Ball and Nordstrom, 1991) and PHREEQE
(Parkhurst and others, 1980) codes (fig. 4.12). All three codes use essentially identical H2S and
HS" aqueous dissociation constants and the same FeS solubility product (pKsp = 3.915, derived
from results of Berner, 1967 and applicable to the reaction FeSppt+H+ « Fe2++HS~). The
WATEQF thermodynamic database, however, does not consider Fe(HS)2° and Fe(HSV aqueous
complexes. According to the WATEQ4F and PHREEQE speciation results these complexes can
account for as much as 8 percent (mole basis) of total dissolved iron in Simpevarp ground
waters. The supersaturation of Simpevarp ground waters with respect to amorphous iron sulfide
is not anomalous, considering that the stability of amorphous iron sulfides varies greatly as a
function of crystallite size, composition and age. Reported solubility products vary by two orders
of magnitude (Bagander and Carman, 1994). The constant used in WATEQ4F is in the midrange
of reported values. This supersaturation may also suggest that the ground-water samples
represent a mixture of waters with different compositions and redox states. Alternatively, the
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reported iron concentrations may reflect some contribution of colloidal or paniculate iron.
Indeed, a lack of proper filtering is suspected in samples taken from the percussion-drilled
boreholes (and possibly in some of the SPT samples). Most "Recent" waters were sampled from
the shallow percussion-drilled boreholes.

4.6.2 Iron and redox-potential controls
"Recent" and "Seawater imprint" waters have the highest iron concentrations measured (fig.
4.13A). The high concentrations in "Recent" waters may be due to the fact that most of the
samples originate from percussion-drilled boreholes pumped along their entire length; this not
only resulted in a mixture of different waters but may also have entrained a greater proportion of
colloidal and/or paniculate iron that was not filtered out during sample collection. Invariably the
second sample taken from these percussion-drilled boreholes had a lower iron concentration than
the first. Several of the "Recent" waters sampled from the KAV01 borehole also showed a
decrease in dissolved iron concentrations with time (fig. 4.11C). Samples taken from HAS06
showed the most striking decrease in dissolved iron: the first sample taken had an iron
concentration of 20.4 mg/L (the only point not represented on fig. 4.13A); in contrast a sample
taken the next day had only 4.7 mg/L, still a very high concentration. This second sample from
HAS06 had a significant amount of Baltic water (cf. sections 4.1 and 4.5) which should have
little dissolved iron in its original aerobic environment. The six "Seawater imprint" waters with
high iron concentrations also originate from percussion-drilled boreholes, HAS 13 and HAS02.
"Seawater imprint" samples from borehole KAS06 had lower iron concentrations near 0.8 mg/L.
Except for a sample from HAS02 and some "Recent" ground waters that also have high iron
concentrations, most waters are undersaturated with respect to siderite; "Deep" waters have the
lowest siderite saturation indices as a result of their very low alkalinities. Dissolved iron (II)
measurements were made in SKB's mobile field laboratory, using the ferrozine
spectrophotometric technique. Unsurprisingly, the data indicate that essentially all dissolved iron
is in the 2+ oxidation state. Differences are not high enough to calculate meaningful iron (III)
concentrations. Saturation indices for iron (II) minerals, such as siderite and amorphous iron
sulfide, are insensitive to equilibrium redox potentials as long as the EH values are below
approximately +700 raV and as long as equilibrium sulfide concentrations are specified. EH
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measurements and EH estimates, however, are needed to calculate saturation indices for iron
oxyhydroxide minerals.
4.6.2.1 Redox-potential calculations
Few reliable EH measurements are available, and then only for diamond-core drilled
boreholes. Measured dissolved sulfide and sulfate concentrations offer the only possible
traditional redox couple calculations of EH in Simpevarp ground waters. Indeed, dissolved
iron(in) concentrations determined by difference between total iron and iron(II) measurements
are too small to be used for calculation of EH values based on the dissolved Fe(III)/Fe(II) redox
couple. Unfortunately, no sulfide measurements are available for percussion-drilled boreholes.
Smellie and Laaksoharju (1992), following the work of Grenthe and others (1992), suggest
however, that in Aspo ground waters like in other Swedish ground waters, EH values can be
estimated from pH and Fe2+ activity values. According to Grenthe and others (1992), EH values
in Swedish ground waters are in good agreement with the following heterogeneous half-cell
reaction:
"Fe(OH)3"(,o + 3H+ + e~ » Fe2uf+3H2O

(4.5)

Assuming this reaction to be at equilibrium, Grenthe and others derived the following relation:
Ej* = Eg - 2.303 f (3pH + log[Fe*"])

(4.6)

where E$ = 707 ± 59 mV and 2.303 RT/F = 56 mV at 10 °C, the average Swedish ground water
temperature. The value of B$ determined by Grenthe and others (1992) is based on a fit of the
above equation to EH, pH and Fe2+ data from SKB ground water investigations at the Klipperas,
Aspo, Laxemar, Avro, Finnsjon and Fjallveden sites. From this fit, Grenthe and others (1992)
also determined an average solubility product for the "Fe(OH)3,"(s) phase, log Ksp = -40.9 ±1.1.
Grenthe and others claimed support for their EH model from the fact that their calculated log Ksp
fell in the range 37.3 to 44.1 reported by Langmuir and Whittemore (1971) for the log Ksp values
of amorphous ferric hydroxide and goethite, respectively.
Curiously, Grenthe and others (1992) appear to have used iron (II) concentration data,
corrected only for the FeCO3 ion pair, rather than calculated Fe2+ activities in their determination
of a representative EQ value for Swedish ground waters. Temperature corrections also seem to
have been ignored. Given the other sources of uncertainty present in their model, Grenthe and
others were probably justified in neglecting these corrections. Our own speciation results for
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Simpevarp ground waters with the WATEQF, WATEQ4F and PHREEQE geochemical codes
show that the FeCCh0 aqueous species is generally a minor species (in the 1-2 percent range)
compared to the bare Fe2+ species which is invariably predominant, typically representing more
than 75% of total iron. Fe(HS)2° and FeCl+ species have generally higher concentrations than the
FeCO3° complex, typically representing 5 to 10% of total iron. The Fe2+ activity coefficients
range from 0.8 for the more dilute shallow waters to 0.3 for the deeper ground waters.
For the sake of comparison with the original model of Grenthe and others, a set of EH values
was calculated, based on their model "FeOOH" phase, and based on Fe2+ species activities
calculated with WATEQF, rather than based on total Fe(II) concentrations. The calculated EH
values are at most 31 mV higher than those calculated ignoring activity coefficient corrections
and Fe(HS)2 and FeCl+ corrections. Another set of equilibrium EH values based on the SOi'fS2'
couple was also calculated, also using the WATEQF code. Finally, the possible importance of
polysulfide species was investigated, together with the possibility that the S^/S 2 " couple may be
representative of the redox potentials measured in Simpevarp ground waters (as suggested by
Kirk Nordstrom, U.S. Geological Survey, personal communication, February 1994). The
WATEQ4F code was used to calculate EH values based on the £>(_, /-S2" and SO^~(B2~ couples.
Unlike the WATEQF code, WATEQ4F includes polysulfide species in its database and has the
ability to calculate S(?-JS*~ redox couple EH values. Both codes, however, give almost identical
results for Sdl~fS2~ couple EH calculations, to within 1 mV of each other. Because pH values
were generally below 9, polysulfide species generally comprised less than 4 percent of total
sulfide.
The EH values calculated through the four different techniques mentioned above can be
compared with values measured in the field using a platinum electrode (fig. 4.14). The EH values
calculated using the model of Grenthe and others (1992), using either total iron (II)
concentrations (fig. 4.14B) or calculated Fe2+ activities (fig. 4.14A), show a wide range of
variation, varying between -150 mV to less than -450 mV. In comparison, field EH values are
generally clustered between -260 and -310 mV, with the exception of one value near -400 mV.
EH values calculated using the S^yS2" redox couple are invariably higher than measured EH
values, ranging between -50 and -150 mV with an approximate average of -120 mV. The EH
values calculated using the SOi~/S2~ EH couple are closer to measured values, ranging between
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chloride concentration. Successive samples from a given borehole section follow each other.
A) FeOOH model calculations using Fe2+ activities. B) FeOOH model calculations using iron
(II) concentrations.
-150 and -300 mV with an average approximately near -250 mV. There is, however, absolutely
no requirement that these redox couples be close either to each other or to the measured EH
values (Thorstenson, 1984; Morris and Stumm, 1967; Thorstenson, 1970). It is known that
platinum electrodes do, on occasion, respond to sulfide ion activities (Berner, 1963). Nordstrom
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Figure 4.15. Measured EH values versus values calculated following the FeOOH model of
Grenthe and others (1992). The calculations use the Fe2+ species activities calculated with the
WATEQF geochemical code instead of iron (II) concentrations.
and Puigdomenech (1986) found that EH measurements from Swedish ground waters from the
Fjallveden, Gidea, Finnsjon and Svartboberget SKB sites were within 15 mV of EH values
calculated from the S^'/JS 2 " redox couple, as long as polysulfide species were accounted for in the
calculation. The measured EH values varied between -50 and -175 mV.
To further test the EH model of Grenthe and others (1992) with respect to Simpevarp ground
waters, measured EH values and EH values calculated with the model (using Fe2+ activities rather
than iron (II) concentrations) were plotted against the variable 3 pH + log [Fe2+], where [Fe2+]
represents the Fe2+ species activity (fig. 4.15). The few available measured EH values do not
allow stating that the platinum electrode readings respond to Fe^/Fe2* activities determined by a
reaction between Fe2+ ions, H+ ions and an FeOOH phase with a unique stability. The variance
may come from the fact that there is no unique stability for iron oxyhydroxide phases. As a
result, the decision was made in this report not to use the model of Grenthe and others (1992) to
calculate equilibrium EH values for thermodynamic calculations of mineral saturation indices.
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Figure 4.16. Logarithm of Fe2+ species activities calculated with the WATEQF geochemical
code as a function of pH values measured in the field. Arbitrary lines with slopes of -3 and -1
are drawn for comparison.
Instead, EH values calculated by the SOJ'IS2' couple are used, at least when measured values are
not available. Indeed, the EH values calculated using the model of Grenthe and others (1992) are
too low (by 50 raV on average), and more importantly, the calculated values show a much wider
variation than the measured values.
Measured EH values actually seem relatively constant, ranging for the most part between
-260 and -310 mV (fig. 4.15). Given that iron oxyhydroxides are common fracture filling
minerals in borehole cores from Aspo, Avro and Laxemar, the possibility of a relation between
pH and Fe2+ activities can be tested. The results (fig. 4.16) show that although an increase in pH
does correlate with a decrease in Fe2+ log activities, a line with a slope of -1 actually fits the
Simpevarp data better than, or at least just as well as a line with a slope of -3. A linear
regression of the data actually gives a slope of -0.925, intercept of 1.59 and r2 value of 0.866. A
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slope of -3 could have indicated, if a constant unique EH and a constant unique solubility product
are assumed, that Fe (II) concentrations were controlled by the reductive dissolution of FeOOH
or any other Fe (III) iron oxide phase. Of course, any reductive process requires the concurrent
oxidation of an electron donor. The electron donor for this reaction is not one that is obviously
found. Sulfide and dissolved organic matter appear to be the only significant electron donors
present in the ground water system. Ammonia and dissolved uranium (IV) are present only in
minor to trace quantities.
A slope of -1 for the dependence of Fe2+ log activities on pH could be explained by the
dependence of FeS solubility on pH, following the reaction:
(4-7)

Fe^ + HS" e*FeS+H+
and assuming that bisulfide activities and FeS stabilities are relatively constant. Given the

supersaturation of the ground waters with respect to amorphous FeS, this reaction is probably
occurring.
Alternatively, a slope of -2 could be explained by the reaction:
2FeOOH+Fe2* « Fe3O4 + 2 / / 4

(4.8)

again assuming that FeOOH and Fe.iO4 stabilities are relatively constant.
In summary, all these reactions are possible and it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine
with certainty which reaction(s) may offer the strongest control(s) on iron (II) concentrations.

4.6.3 Manganese
Dissolved manganese concentrations reach a maximum of close to 3 mg/L in the "Recent"
and "Seawater imprint" waters, but decrease to a minimum of 0.05 mg/L in the "Deep" chloride
rich ground waters (fig. 4.17A). The decrease in manganese concentrations with depth is
strongly correlated with the decrease in iron concentrations (fig. 4.17B; r2 = 0.90, slope = 1.05,
intercept = 0.13). WATEQF and WATEQ4F results show that Simpevarp ground waters are all
undersaturated with respect to the manganese minerals found in the thermodynamic databases of
these geochemical codes. The reducing conditions of the waters explain the undersaturation with
respect to the suite of manganese oxyhydroxide minerals. The decrease in alkalinity with depth
explains why only the bicarbonate-rich "Recent" waters approach saturation with respect to
rhodochrosite. The decrease in manganese concentrations with depth can perhaps best be
explained by sorption onto iron oxyhydroxides. Pristine points of zero charge for some of these
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Figure 4.17. Manganese chemistry. A) Manganese concentrations as a function of chloride.
B) Manganese concentrations as a function of iron. The linear regression shown has a
coefficient of determination r2 of 0.897, slope of 1.046 and an intercept of 0.126. C)
Rhodochrosite saturation indices as a function of chloride.
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Figure 4.18. Manganese chemistry continued. A) Dissolved manganese concentrations as a
function of field pH measurements. B) Mn2+ ion activities as a function of field pH
measurements. The linear regression shown has a coefficient of determination r2 of 0.66, slope
of-0.74 and an intercept of 0.16.
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minerals are generally in the pH 7 to 8 range. Davis and Kent (1990) cite the following values:
goethite, 7.3; hematite, 8.5; magnetite, 6.6. Manganese concentrations and Mn2+ activities in the
Simpevarp ground waters do indeed decrease with increasing pH and the decrease resembles the
standard inverted-integral sign profile typically observed in measurements of cation sorption as a
function of pH (fig. 4.18). MINTEQA2 (Allison and others, 1991) speciation calculations for
manganese, calcium, strontium, sulfate and proton sorption onto hydrous ferric oxide, using the
diffuse-double-layer surface complexation model and thermodynamic data given by Dzombak
and Morel (1990) show that 94 to 98 percent of total (aqueous and sorbed) manganese can be
expected to be sorbed at a pH of 8.1 for a water of composition similar to that sampled from
borehole KAS02 at 530 m depth (chloride concentration: 6410 mg/L, manganese concentration:
0.29 mg/L).
Divalent manganese occurs as a trace constituent in many minerals. In the Aspo HRL rocks,
it can be expected to be a particularly significant constituent in the metabasaltic rocks in
pyroxenes, olivines and amphiboles (Hem, 1985). Divalent manganese is also known to
substitute for calcium in calcite. Indeed, Tullborg and others (1991) report MnO contents in
fracture-filling calcites as high as 2.5 weight percent in a core taken at 318.6 m in borehole
KAS04. The average MnO content in fracture-filling calcite measured by Tullborg and others
(1991) in cores from the KAS02, KAS03, and KAS04 boreholes was 0.95 weight percent. In
comparison, the average MgO and FeO contents were 0.95 and 0.09 weight percent, respectively
Plants can also be significant accumulators of manganese. Hem (1985) cites, in particular, a
study by Oborn (1964) showing, that manganese bioaccumulates in aquatic plants, and a study by
Ljunggren (1951), showing high manganese concentrations in the needles of spruce trees in
southern Sweden. The high manganese concentrations found in some of the "Seawater imprint"
ground waters may originate from high organic and/or inorganic manganese contents of Baltic
coastal sediments. The reducing conditions which likely occur in these organic-rich sediments
allow the mobilization of divalent manganese into the ground waters.

4.6.4 Dissolved organic carbon
Dissolved organic carbon is the main reductant present in the ground waters. Presumably as
a result of their longer residence time, "Deep" ground waters have less than 1 mg/L organic
carbon, whereas "Recent" waters have concentrations as high as 28 mg/L (fig. 4.19A).
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Figure 4.19. A) Total organic carbon concentrations in Simpevarp ground waters as a
function of chloride. B) Ammonia-nitrogen concentrations as a function of chloride.
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According to Pettersson and others (1990), the concentration of humic substances from "Deep"
Aspo ground water was too low (<0.01 mg/L) to allow complete elemental analysis. The authors
do report a number average molecular weight of 950 Dalton and a weight average molecular
weight of 1120 for fulvic acids extracted from a sample taken at 530 m depth, which had a
chloride concentration of 6398 mg/L (the sample is probably a CCC sample from the KAS02
borehole). These molecular weights are within the range reported by Pettersson and others
(1990) for other deep Swedish ground waters in granitic environments. The low DOC
concentrations obtained from the deepest samples may possibly not be representative of the
actual DOC concentrations at depth. Indeed, contamination from nylon sampling tubing was
found to be responsible for the majority of the DOC sampled by SKB, for purposes of 14C dating
of the DOC, at the Stripa site (Kirk Nordstrom, U.S. Geological Survey, written communication,
1999). The only uncontaminated DOC sample at the Stripa site was sampled from the single
teflon tubing line installed. Although the type of tubing used for DOC sampling, or for other
geochemical analyses, is not revealed in SKB reports, the presumption is that teflon was probably
not used for DOC sampling. Due to it's high porosity, however, teflon tubing may not be the
tubing of choice for sampling of all chemical constituents. Oxygen and other dissolved gases may
easily diffuse through it, as well as other small molecules (Ed Busenberg, personal
communication, U.S. Geological Survey, 1999).

4.6.5 Nitrogen oxidation states
Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen measurements are below detection limits (0.01 mg/L for nitrate,
0.001 mg/L for nitrite) in all Simpevarp ground waters. Ammonium nitrogen measurements,
which may or may not include organic nitrogen (SKB reports are unclear in this respect), are
above the detection limit of 0.005 mg/L, however, and show significant variation (fig. 4.19B).
The waters with the highest ammonia concentrations (up to 1.1 mg/L as N) are the ground waters
from the "Seawater imprint" and "5 g/L chloride" groups. A "Glacial melt" ground water drawn
from 202 m in borehole KAS02 also has a high ammonia concentration (0.4 mg/L as N). This
water also matches the Br/Cl ratio of seawater, and therefore could have a seawater component in
it. Water from the shallowest section (204-277 m) sampled in KAS06 also has a relatively high
ammonia concentration (0.27 mg/L). This water is classified in the "Recent" ground water
group, but the ammonia concentrations could nevertheless reflect a "Seawater imprint"
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contribution, given that the ground waters from the three lower sections in the KAS06 borehole
all belong to that group and that all four waters from KAS06 were sampled during pumping tests
(SPT).
The high ammonia contents of the "Seawater imprint" and "5 g/L chloride" water groups can
not be conclusively explained. It may be related to the high organic carbon, presumably high
organic nitrogen content, and to the highly reducing environment in Baltic sediments, through
which the ground waters may have passed.
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4.7 Radionuclide Elements
The three natural decay series, cut off at the first radon isotope, are (Holden, 1991):
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The half-lives of parent radionuclides are given below each disintegration process, expressed in
years (yr), days (d), hours (hr), minutes (ran), or seconds (s). Because a thorough discussion of
radionuclide geochemistry is not within the scope of the present study, the reader is directed to
excellent discussions of uranium and thorium series geochemistry in ground-water environments
by Osmond and Cowart (1982) and more recently by Osmond and Cowart (in Ivanovich and
Harmon, 1992). Ivanovich and Harmon (1992) offer a comprehensive survey on the occurence
of uranium-series disequilibria in the natural environment, and on their use in solving
geochemical problems.

4.7.1 Uranium
Uranium-234, uranium-238 and uranium-235 activities in Simpevarp ground waters were
determined by alpha spectrometry and converted to concentrations of total uranium by SKB in
their GEOTAB database, apparently using a conversion factor of 39.4 jxg/L of total uranium per
Becquerel/L of 238U. Calculations for the present report (and the opinion of a USGS
radiogeochemistry expert: Tom Kraemer, personal communication, 1994) indicate that 80.2 (ig/L
U per Becquerel/L of 238U is the correct conversion factor. Because of a lack of details as to how
the uranium concentrations were actually calculated, however, the values reported by SKB in
their GEOTAB database have not been corrected. Thus, the aqueous uranium concentrations
cited in this report are probably too low by a factor of 2.
Because of generally reducing conditions, Simpevarp ground waters have low dissolved
uranium concentrations, in the 0.1 to 0.7 |ig/L range (fig. 4.20). The average uranium
concentration in seawater is 3.3 p.g/L. Such a seawater diluted to the equivalent Baltic chlorinity
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Figure 4.20. A) Dissolved uranium concentrations in Simpevarp ground waters as a function
of chloride. B) Dissolved uranium concentrations as a function of redox potential, either
measured (encircled points) or calculated from the SCV'/S2" redox couple. C) Amorphous
uranium dioxide saturation indices.
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Figure 4.21. A) Uraninite (crystalline UO2) saturation indices in Simpevarp ground waters as a
function of chloride. B) U3O8 saturation indices as a function of chloride. C) Coffinite
(US1O4) saturation indices.
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near Aspo would have about 0.68 (ig/L uranium. Two samples from the HAS 13 (0-100 m; SPT
sample) and KAS04 (440-481 m; CCC sample) borehole sections have significantly higher
uranium concentrations of 6.11 and 27 ^ig/L, respectively. No geochemical reason has been
found to explain these two high uranium concentrations. In general however, uranium
concentrations in Simpevarp ground waters are up to two orders of magnitude lower than the
concentrations found at the Stripa site (maximum 90.2 p.g/L; Nordstrom and others, 1985).
The average uranium contents of the Smaland granite, the fine-grained granite and the
greenstone rocks found at the Aspo site are 5.4, 5.0 and 0.7 ppm, respectively (Tullborg and
others, 1991). The fine-grained granite occurs primarily as dikes or veins intersecting the older
Smaland granite, the predominant rock type on Aspo. The "aplite" dikes, however, have a
significantly greater fracture density than the Smaland granite (Wikberg and others, 1991). The
greenstone rocks are metabasalts that exhibit more intense and closely-spaced fracturing than the
granitic rocks (Wikberg and others, 1991), but are much less common. Fracture fills, analyzed
from core samples from the KAS02, KAS05, KAS06 and KAS09 boreholes, have an average
(unweighted) uranium content of 15 ppm (Tullborg and others, 1991). The 29 reported
measurements, however, are unevenly distributed between 0.27 to 80 ppm U. Most samples,
especially from KAS02 samples taken from less than 870 m borehole length (bhl) and from
KAS06 samples taken from 400 m bhl, have U contents of less than 5 ppm. The average for the
19 uranium analyses showing less than 20 ppm U is 4.3 ppm with a standard deviation of 3.8
ppm. In the fracture fills with higher uranium contents (samples from KAS02 at 876, 880, 886,
891, and 900 m bhl, from KAS05 at 329 m bhl, from KAS06 at 554 m bhl, from a fluorite-rich
sample from KAS09 at 132 m), the average uranium content was 37 ppm with a standard
deviation of 21 ppm. According to Tullborg and others (1991), iron-oxyhydroxide-rich
fracture-fill material was often associated with the higher uranium contents. This observation
supports the concept that uranium may have been mobilized into flowing fractures at some time
in the past. A more oxidizing environment must have been present in these ground waters to
allow both the uranium mobilization (uranium(VI) is much more soluble than uranium(IV)) out
of the rock-matrix and the precipitation of iron oxyhydroxides. Uranium coprecipitation into, or
later sorption onto, the iron oxyhydroxides probably occurred resulting in the observed
association described by Tullborg and others (1991).
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In comparison to the 5 ppm or lower uranium content of most rocks at the Aspo site, the
Stripa granite has an average uranium content of 44 ppm, 15 times the world average for granite
(Andrews and others, 1989a). Nelson and others (1979, cited in Andrews and others, 1989a)
report that the uranium found in the Stripa granite is primarily concentrated as uraninite within
open microfractures in feldspars and is readily accessible to dissolution/leaching by circulating
ground waters. Despite these higher solid-phase uranium concentrations, the higher redox
potential of most Stripa ground waters (average measured EH = 32 mV, standard deviation =112
mV for 47 samples) is probably the primary reason for the higher dissolved uranium content of
Stripa ground waters relative to that of the Simpevarp ground waters (8 measured EH values
ranging from -260 to -310 raV plus one value measured at -400 mV). At the Stripa site,
dissolved uranium contents generally decrease with depth as a result of decreasing redox
potentials. Because redox potentials are so much lower and in a narrower range in the Simpevarp
ground waters, dissolved uranium is essentially entirely in the +IV oxidation state in these waters
and no correlation can be seen between measured (or calculated) potentials and measured
aqueous uranium concentrations.
U(OH)4° accounts for more than 99 percent of total dissolved uranium in Simpevarp ground
waters, according to WATEQ4F speciation results. The uranium(VI) carbonate complexes,
UO2(CO3)34" and UC^CO^ 2 ", and uranium(V) UCV1 species are next in order of importance, but
represent at most 0.4, 0.1 and 0.1 percent of total dissolved uranium, respectively. No significant
correlation was found between uranium concentrations and pH, because of the strong
predominance of the U(OH)4° species, and also perhaps because of the problems involved in
sampling and analyzing trace uranium concentrations. Most likely for similar reasons, no
significant correlation was found between uranium concentrations and alkalinity.
According to WATEQ4F speciation results, Simpevarp ground waters are generally
saturated to supersaturated with respect to amorphous uranium dioxide (fig. 4.20C) and
undersaturated to saturated with respect to crystalline UiOg (fig. 4.2IB). The speciation results
(fig. 4.21) also indicate supersturation (saturation indices in the 2 to 9 range) with respect to
crystalline uraninite (UO2) and coffinite (USiO4).
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4.7.2 Thorium
Thorium concentrations in Simpevarp ground waters were measured by neutron activation
(Smellie and Laaksoharju, 1992) and probably represent 232Th (Tom Kraemer, U.S.Geological
Survey, personal communication, 1994), the most abundant thorium isotope in the natural
environment. (SKB reports do not state which isotope was measured.) In his discussion of
radioelements in granite and in ground waters at the Stripa site, John Andrews (in Nordstrom and
others, 1985) points out that the ratio of 232Th to 228Th atoms for radioactive equilibrium is 10'°
(228Th is in the232Th natural decay series) and that the only other natural thorium isotope, 230Th (in
the 238U decay series), was found to be absent (or at least below detection limit in all ground
waters at the Stripa site.
228

Th activities in Stripa ground waters were approximately 7.4 dpm kg"' (disintegrations per

minute per kilogram of water), an activity exceeding radioactive equilibrium with 232Th in the
ground water by more than two orders of magnitude (Nordstrom and others, 1985). The excess
228

Th is the result of a-recoil ejection of 228Ra into solution (from 232Th in the rock) which then

rapidly (half-life = 5.76 yr) decays to 228Th.

228

Ra and228Th activities should be equal (should

reach radioactive equilibrium) in ground waters with residence times greater than 30 years, if
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thorium does not precipitate out. It is unfortunate that 228Th activities were not measured in
Simpevarp ground waters.

228

Th measurements would have enabled estimation of the 228Ra

a-recoil rate. More importantly, the 226Ra a-recoil rate and more generally the 238U series
a-recoil rate could also have been estimated, by comparing the 238U content of the rock to its
232

Th content and by knowing the consequent 228Th activity of the ground water. (Knowing

radionuclide a-recoil rates is essential in understanding their fate and behavior in solution, the
rates of their controlling processes, and may possibly be used to determine ground-water
residence times). For the Stripa site, John Andrews (in Nordstrom and others, 1985) calculated
the 226Ra a-recoil rate as follows:
ZJlA

40x0.7336 n ,
30x0.246 xl4=

,,Q
Z9A

, . . -i
d m
P **

(4-9)

where [U]s and [Th]s are the concentrations of uranium (predominantly 238U) and thorium
(predominantly

232

Th) in the rock (in ppm); Asp,u and Asp,Th are the specific activities of 238U and

232

Th (in dpm |Xg"'); An,228 is the measured activity of 228Th in the ground water (in dpm kg"').

The numbers given are those reported for the Stripa site.
The average thorium content of the Smaland granite, the fine-grained granite and the
greenstone rocks found at the Aspo site are 11.8,28 and 3.9 ppm, respectively (Tullborg and
others, 1991). The average thorium content of analyzed fracture-fill materials at the Aspo site is
18 ppm. In comparison, the Stripa granite has an average thorium content of 33 ppm (Andrews
and others, 1989), at the high end of the 8 to 33 ppm range reported for granitic rocks (Gascoyne,
1992). Nevertheless, the 0.75 Th/U ratio (ppm/ppm) of the Stripa granite is low relative to the
world rock average Th/U ratio of 3.5 or to the 3.5-6.3 Th/U range normally found in granites
(Gascoyne, 1992). The low Th/U ratio is a result of the very high U content of the Stripa
granite. In comparison, the Th/U ratio of the Aspo granites and greenstones is very close to the
world rock average of 3.5 ppm/ppm (fig. 4.22). The Th/U ratio of the fracture fillings is
distinctly lower, reflecting the greater relative concentration of U in the filling materials,
probably brought about by the greater solubility and mobility of U relative to Th in past (and in
present) Simpevarp ground waters.
Simpevarp waters can be distributed into two groups based on their reported thorium
concentrations: a first group with concentrations at or below 0.1 Ji.g/L and a second group of
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Figure 4.23. Thorium chemistry. A) Aqueous thorium concentrations as a function of chloride.
B) Aqueous thorium concentrations as a function of dissolved uranium. The two waters with
anomalously high uranium concentrations are not shown. Water from HAS 13(0-100, SPT) had a
uranium concentration of 6.11 (Xg/L and a thorium concentration of 0.057 fXg/L. Water from
KAS04(440-481, CCC) had a uranium concentration of 27 rUg/L and a thorium concentration of
0.015 ng/L.
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waters with concentrations up to 5.7 )Xg/L (fig. 4.23). This second group shows a positive
correlation between thorium and chloride concentrations. The thorium concentrations in this
group are much greater than the 232Th concentrations measured in ground waters at the Stripa site,
where concentrations ranged from 0.07 to 0.27 Jig/L (Nordstrom and others, 1985).

4.7.3 Radium-226
According to Smellie and Laaksoharju (1992), radium-226 activities in Simpevarp ground
waters were measured by neutron activation. More typically, 226Ra activities are determined by
alpha-spectrometry counting of radon-222 ingrowth.

226

Ra is typically the most common radium

isotope found in ground water followed by 228Ra (Hem, 1985), which unfortunately wasn't
measured by SKB. The buildup of 226Ra and 228Ra activities in ground water is caused by the
following three processes (Andrews and others, 1989a):
1) "chemical solution by rock-etch processes in which the dissolution rates for the two isotopes
are controlled by the relative accessibility of their parents ^V/230!}!

and 232Th, respectively)

to the water phase."
2) "decay of 230Th and 232Th in solution which are generally negligible because of the insolubility
of Th isotopes".
3) "alpha-recoil of 226Ra and 228Ra on decay of 230Th and 232Th, respectively. The 230Th may either
be present at the water-rock interface due to deposition from solution or be formed by 234U
decay within the rock surface".
Chemical solution of Ra is generally thought to increase with increasing ground water
salinities and with increasing calcium and barium concentrations (Andrews and others, 1989a).
Although the correlation is poor, Simpevarp ground waters show generally increasing 226Ra
activities with increasing chloride and calcium concentrations (fig. 4.24), except for waters in the
"Seawater imprint" group. The 226Ra activities are significantly greater than would be anticipated
for radioactive equilibrium with dissolved uranium and thorium. At radioactive equilibrium, a
ratio of 12 mBq of 226Ra for each \ig of 238U would be expected. Given that uranium
concentrations are generally less than 0.7 u,g/L and that 226Ra activities go up to 6.8 Bq/L, 226Ra
activities clearly exceed radioactive equilibrium with dissolved uranium by about 3 orders of
magnitude. Given the 1599 year half-life of 226Ra, it should take at least 5 half-lives or about
8000 years before radioactive equilibrium could be achieved in a closed system between 234U and
226

Ra and even longer, on the order of about 1.2 million years, before equilibrium between 238U
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Figure 4.24. Radium chemistry. A) Aqueous radium concentrations as a function of chloride
concentrations, B) as a function of calcium concentrations and C) as a function of dissolved
uranium concentrations.
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and 234U is established. In contrast, radioactive equilibrium between 232Th and 228Ra would take
only about 30 years in a closed system. Because of the very different chemical properties and
solubilities of uranium, thorium and radium, the likelihood of a ground water behaving as a
closed system with respect to these radioactive elements over such a long time span is very small.
Although it is clear that Simpevarp ground waters can not be considered to have behaved as
closed systems over the last 8000 years, there does seem to be a weak correlation between
dissolved radium activities and dissolved uranium concentrations.
Alpha-recoil of 226Ra probably contributes to the dissolved 226Ra activities observed in
Simpevarp ground waters. If alpha-recoil of 226Ra is the dominant solution mechanism, 226Ra
activities should increase with time and approach a constant level after about 8000 years (in a
closed system). In their study at the Stripa site, Andrews and others (1989) note that exchange of
calcium between ground water and calcite and coprecipitation of 226Ra with the calcium may
prevent the equilibrium 226Ra activity from being attained in solution. At the Stripa site, 226Ra
activities were correlated with calcium concentrations with a slope of about 3 Bq/L 226Ra per 100
mg/L Ca.

226

Ra activities generally increased with depth up to a maximum of 6.5 Bq/L. The

"Deep" Simpevarp ground waters reach a similar maximum 226Ra activity of 6.8 Bq/L. The
increase of 226Ra activities as a function of calcium concentrations is not as steep as at the Stripa
site, however, with an increase of less than 0.005 Bq/L 226Ra per 100 mg/L Ca. Of course,
salinities and calcium concentrations are up to 20 times greater in Simpevarp ground waters than
in Stripa ground waters. Most ground waters at both sites, except for some shallow ground
waters, are saturated to slightly supersaturated with respect to calcite. Except for the deepest
waters at the Aspo site, the ground waters are also undersaturated with respect to gypsum.
Because of these facts and because of the correlation with calcium concentrations, Andrews and
others (1989a) suggested that 226Ra activities at the Stripa site are controlled by Ra/Ca carbonate
solid-solutions, that is a, chemical solution control. Indeed, Andrews and others (1989a)
calculated that 226Ra activities in Stripa ground waters were up to 80 times greater than the
equilibrium recoil level, given a uranium content of 44 ppm and fracture widths in the 20 to 250
(xm range. The high 226Ra activities found in Simpevarp ground waters also probably result from
a chemical solution process rather than from simple alpha-recoil of 23OTh, especially if one
considers that the uranium contents of fracture fillings at the Aspo HRL are on average about
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three times lower than those found at the Stripa site, and that similar fracture widths can be
calculated from the 222Rn data.
4.7.4 Radon-222 and the Estimation of Fracture Apertures
According to Smellie and Laaksoharju (1992), radon-222 activities in Simpevarp ground
waters were measured by neutron activation. More commonly, ground water radon
concentrations are measured by direct alpha-spectrometric determination of radon gas extracted
from the water.
Because of its short half-life (3.8 days), 222Rn activities would be expected to approach
equilibrium with its parent 226Ra after only 20 days, in a closed system. It is clear, however, that
the measured 222Rn activities, which average near 400 Bq/L but go as high as 2000 Bq/L, are 2 to
3 orders of magnitude above dissolved 226Ra activities. Stripa ground waters were found to have
an even higher disequilibrium between dissolved 226Ra and 222Rn, with 222Rn activities in the
range of 200 to 700 Bq/L for shallow waters and 19000 to 120000 Bq/L for deeper waters. The
high dissolved 222Rn to 226Ra disequilibrium in Stripa and Simpevarp ground waters can be
explained by the continual flux of 222Rn atoms from the fracture surfaces into the ground waters.
Andrews and others (1989a) invoke the following three mechanisms for this 222Rn flux:
1) the recoil of 222Rn atoms into solution upon decay of 226Ra within recoil range of the surface;
2) the diffusion of 222Rn atoms through crystalline lattices from production sites close to the
fracture surface;
3) the diffusion of 222Rn atoms along crystal defects, grain boundaries or microfractures from
production sites within the rock.
According to Andrews and others (1989a), 222Rn recoil and crystalline lattice diffusion can
not account for the 222Rn activities observed in the Stripa ground waters. The 222Rn flux must
instead be explained by diffusion along grain boundaries and microfractures, which can have
openings as small as 10 um and have been described, in the Stripa granite, by Nelson and others
(1979). The equation describing the growth of 222Rn activity in a fluid moving through a fracture
in time t is:
[£«]»= l £ ( l - e - * ) atoms s^m" 3

(4.10)

where X is the 222Rn decay constant, t is time , F is the 222Rn flux from the fracture surfaces, and
w is the fracture width (an approximation of the volume of water in fracture divided by half the
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Figure 4.25. Radon chemistry. A) Aqueous radon activities as a function of chloride. B)
Aqueous radon activities as a function of dissolved radium activity.
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surface area). Before entering the fracture, the fluid is assumed to have no 222Rn activity. If the
transit time is greater than about 20 days (5 half-lives), the 222Rn activity in the fluid will
approach its equilibrium activity:

Based on laboratory experiments, Andrews and others (1986) determined a saturation 222Rn
flux from plane surfaces of the Stripa granite of 1100 atoms s 1 m 2 . Using this flux, as well as
the observed 222Rn concentrations and the equation given above, Andrews and others (1989a)
calculated "representative" fracture widths for the Stripa site ranging from 10 (im for deep waters
with the highest 222Rn activities to 1500 [lm for shallow waters with low 222Rn activities. A
similar range of fracture widths (80 to 250 u,m for the most 222Rn active ground waters) was
calculated by Andrews and others (1986) for the Carnmenellis granite (Cornwall, United
Kingdom). These authors measured a saturation 222Rn flux of only 30 atoms s 1 m'2, but the
highest ground-water 222Rn activities in the Carnmenellis granite only reached 733 Bq/L
(Edmunds and others, 1984), 160 times lower than the maximum 222Rn activity measured at the
Stripa site. The equilibrium 222Rn content of a ground water is of course not only related only to
the width of its fractures, but also to the amount of uranium present in the rock. (Andrews,
1991):
U2Ep
[Rx] = — j * - [ U] rock BqiL

(4.12)

where p is the bulk density in g cm'3; <(> is the porosity of the rock.; [U]rOck is the uranium content
of the rock in ppm; E is a factor that accounts for the efficiency of the 222Rn recoil solution
process and for the diffusion of

222

Rn into the flow porosity. E is generally in the range of 0.01

to 0.05 for a granitic rock (Nordstrom and others, 1985), but would be equal to 1 if all the 222Rn
generated could easily and instantaneously (without decay) diffuse into the flowing fluid. The
above equation also assumes that the 238U radioactive series isotopes in the rock are all at
radioactive equilibrium with each other down to 226Ra and 222Rn.
Whereas rock uranium contents at Stripa averaged 40 ppm (with most of the uranium
deposited in microfractures), average uranium contents at the Aspo HRL average only 15 ppm in
the fracture filling materials and 5 ppm in the rock. As discussed earlier, the fracture fillings
have a skewed uranium distribution, with the less than 20 ppm uranium group (19 analyses of
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which 13 show less than 5 ppm) averaging 4 ppm and the greater than 20 ppm group (10
analyses) averaging 37 ppm. 222Rn activities measured in Simpevarp ground waters show a log
normal distribution centered around a mean of 380 Bq/L (fig. 4.25). An average porosity can be
calculated from this mean 222Rn activity using the equation given above. If a uranium content of
5 ppm is assumed for the rock, porosities of 0.004 and 0.02 can be calculated for efficiency
factors of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
The range of 222Rn estimated porosities agrees with the 1 to 2 percent average total matrix
porosity found for granitic rocks by Knapp (1975, cited in Andrews and others, 1989) and with
porosities cited elsewhere in the literature. For example, Wolff (1981) compiled a list of porosity
determinations for various rocks including granite. The average porosity for granites in that list
is 1.13 percent, although the few "effective flow porosities" cited are as low as 0.002 percent
with a maximum of 5 percent. Most of the porosities compiled by Wolff (1981) were probably
determined by either comparing wet versus dry, or crushed versus uncrushed, specific gravities
for small rock samples. The "effective flow porosities" were determined using Boyle's law. In
their seminal study on transport phenomena in pluton environments, Norton and Knapp (1977)
distinguish three types of porosity that combine to form the total porosity of a rock: the effective
flow porosity, the diffusion porosity and the residual porosity. In their study, Norton and Knapp
find that the residual porosity in fractured rocks is typically greater than 90 percent of the total
porosity, and that the ratio between the unidirectional diffusion porosity and the total porosity is
consistently equal to 4 x 10'2 with the true diffusion porosity being generally equal to three times
the unidirectional diffusion porosity. The porosities of 0.4 to 2 percent that are estimated here
for the Aspo rocks based on the M2Rn activities should be considered total porosities. The 0.01 to
0.05 efficiency factor corrects for the percentage of 222Rn atoms that can find their way into the
flow porosity and into the sampled ground water. The range of porosities estimated for the Aspo
rocks, based on the 222Rn measurements, is close to the total porosity of 0.5 percent determined
by laboratory tests on drill cores from the Stripa site.
The 222Rn activities can also be used to estimate the average fracture aperture of the Aspo
rocks. Indeed, an "average fracture aperture" of 650 (im, or more accurately an average surface
area of 3.1 m2 per liter of fluid can be estimated, given an average 222Rn activity of 380 Bq/L.
This calculation assumes that the flux of 222Rn atoms into the fractures is proportional to the
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uranium content of the rock, that the ratio of the efficiency factor to the porosity of the rock at the
Aspo" HRL is similar to that of the Stripa granite, and therefore that the flux of 222Rn atoms is
125 atoms s"1 m"2, 8.8 times less than the one measured for the Stripa granite. A range of fracture
apertures, from 124 to 5734 (im, can be calculated from the range of 222Rn activities measured, if
these assumptions are used. A lower estimated flux, due either to a lower uranium content or a
lower efficiency to porosity ratio, would result in smaller calculated apertures (that is in greater
fracture surface to fracture volume ratios). According to Norton and Knapp (1977), fracture
apertures in igneous rocks are not well known, but may vary from 0.5 to 200 \xm. The average
apertures estimated here, using the 222Rn technique, exceed this range by a factor of three. This is
not surprising given the multiple uncertainties and assumptions present in the 222Rn aperture
estimation procedure. Other geophysical and geometrical estimation techniques, however, have
even larger associated uncertainties than the 222Rn technique. Estimates range over 5 orders of
magnitude for the Aspo site (SKI SITE-94 report, 1996, p.362).
4.7.5 Uranium-234/Uranium-238 Activity Ratios and the Estimation of Fracture
Surface Areas
Uranium-234/uranium-238 activity ratios (234U/238U) in Simpevarp ground waters range from
1.5 to 7.2 (for a sample from KAS04 (440-481 m) with an average around 3.5. These ratios are
much higher than the secular equilibrium value of 1, or than the average seawater ratio of 1.15,
and are significantly greater than the ratios encountered in most ground-water environments.
Because of the reducing conditions of the ground waters, uranium mineral solubilities are low,
and the aqueous uranium reservoir is small relative to the amount of uranium sorbed or
precipitated at the rock-water interface. Consequently, 2MU/238U aqueous activity ratios can build
up 1) because of the preferential partitioning of 234U into the solution due to alpha recoil during
238

U decay or 2) by preferential leaching of 234U from alpha-particle-damaged areas. These two

mechanisms are commonly invoked in the literature (Osmond and Cowart, 1982, Ivanovich and
Harmon, 1992) to explain 23*U/aiV activity ratios greater than 1. The build up of ^ U / ^ U
activity ratios through these processes is counterbalanced by the faster decay of U234 relative to
U238. Andrews and others (1982) describe the evolution of the 234\J/23S\J activity ratio in a ground
water which has become reducing by the following equation:
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Figure 4.26. 234U/238U ratios in Simpevarp ground waters as a function of ground water A)
deuterium contents, B) chloride concentrations and C) alkalinities.
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ARt = 1 + (ARi- V) e~h + 0 . 2 3 5 p S R ( \ - e ^ W k
v['\

(4.13)

where ARi is the initial activity ratio of the dissolved uranium in the ground water entering the
reducing zone (t=0), A is the decay constant of 234U, p is the rock density, 5 is the rock surface
area per unit volume of water (m 1 ), R is the recoil range of 234Th in the rock matrix (m), [U]r is
the uranium content (ppm) of the rock surface and [U]s is the uranium content of the water
(ppm). The constant value of 0.235 represents the fraction of recoil 234Th atoms within the recoil
range of the surface that actually escape from the surface (Andrews and others, 1982). Although
the recoil range R is not well known, Andrews and others (1989a), in their investigation of
radioelements in Stripa ground waters, suggested that values between 0.02 and 0.05 mm may be
reasonable; Andrews and others (1982) earlier proposed a value of 0.03 mm. The surface area 5
per volume of water is highly uncertain but a value of 3100 m"1 can be estimated from the222Rn
measurements at Aspo (cf. previous section ).
In equation 4.13, the second term represents the decay of any initial excess 234U activity,
whereas the third term represents the ingrowth of 234U in solution due to the recoil release of
234

Th from the fracture surfaces. Although in theory, equation 4.13 should allow determining the

time spent by a water under reducing conditions, in practice, using this equation is rather difficult
not only because of the many uncertainties regarding the appropriate values of the R and S
parameters, but also because of uncertainties regarding the initial 234U/238U activity ratio, ARi, of
the water at the time at which the water became reducing. Ground waters found near their
recharge areas often exhibit initial 234U/238U activity ratios above 1. Given the low residence time
of these waters, the higher activity ratios must generally result from preferential solution of 234U
relative to 238U, rather than from recoil-induced solution of 234Th. The enhanced solution of 234U
relative to 238U may occur because the chemical etching process preferentially takes place at
lattice sites occupied by234U and damaged by the previous decay of the 238U parent. Radiation
induced auto-oxidation of 234U to the more soluble +6 valence state may also be responsible for
the observed 234U/238U disequilibrium in recently recharged waters (Andrews and others, 1982).
Shallow, low chloride, high alkalinity, waters belonging to the "Recent" group of Aspo
waters have 234U/238U ratios varying between 1.5 and 5 (fig. 4.26). The generally deeper and
presumably older waters belonging to the other groups in our classification scheme have ratios
that on average may be a little higher, although the small number of waters present in each of the
other water groups, and the rather large variability of measured 234U/238U activity ratios precludes
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making any decisive conclusion regarding this possible trend. In addition, the equation presented
by Andrews and others (1982) does not take into account any hydrologic factors, such as the
variation of the various parameters along the flow path taken by the water or the possibility of
mixing of waters with different residence times and different activity ratios.
Although waters with lower alkalinities would be expected to exhibit higher 234U/2:t8lJ
activity ratios, fig. 4.26C only provides a possible hint of such a relation. Waters with lower
alkalinities are generally sampled from greater depths, and consequently are likely to have had
greater residence times under reducing conditions. In addition, lower alkalinities would be
expected to result in lower aqueous U concentrations, and a consequently greater [U]r/[U]S
concentration ratio in the local environment, resulting therefore in a higher rate of recoil induced
234JJ/238U disequilibrium buildup.
Scoping calculations of the evolution of 2i4\J/2U\J activity ratios as a function of time (using
equation 4.13) indicate that significant 234Th recoil-induced changes in the 234U/2:!8U ratio, causing
a change of 0.2 or more in the ratio, would only occur after residence times on the order of 5x10"
to 105 years. The calculations were carried out assuming: a value of 0.03 mm for R, a value of
31 cmVcm3 for S (determined earlier from 222Rn measurements), a value of 15 ppm for [U]r, a
value of 0.5 ppb for [U]s and initial activity ratios of either 1 or 3.5. More rapid change in the
234

U/238U ratios would occur if a greater wetted surface area S or a greater [U]r/[U]S ratio had been

assumed. Under the given assumptions, a steady state 73A\JP'3S\J activity ratio of 2.74 was
calculated. This ratio would have also been higher if a greater wetted surface area 5 or a greater
[Uy[U] s ratio had been assumed (table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Steady state 234U/238U activity ratios as a function of fracture aperture or
wetted surface area. [U][/[U]S= 3xl0 4 ; R = 0.03 mm; r = 2.65 g/cm3.
Fracture aperture (mm)

Wetted surface area (cmVcm3)

10

2

113

20

1

57.0

50

400

23.4

100

200

12.2

200

100

6.60

500

40

3.24

1

20

2.12

234U/238U

rati()
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Instead of using the 234U/238U evolution equation (4.13) to estimate the amount of time spent
by a water under reducing conditions, the equation can, in theory, be used to estimate the wetted
surface area, assuming that the age of the water (under reducing conditions), the initial ^"U/238!!
activity ratio, and the [U]/[U]S ratio can be adequately estimated by other means. Such
calculations were attempted for the sample of "Glacial" water from borehole KAS03 at 129 m.
An uncorrected I4C age of 31400 years has been obtained for this water (see next section).
Corrections accounting for carbonate mineral dissolution would imply that the water is at least
25600 years old. The water has a ^ U / ^ U ratio of 4.56. A [Uy[U] s ratio of 3x 104 was assumed
initially for the purpose of our calculations; the values of all other necessary parameters are
identical to those used in the earlier calculations. The primary uncertainty in the calculation of
the wetted surface area 5 and of the corresponding fracture aperture is the value of the initial
234

U/238U activity ratio of the water, at the start of reducing conditions. Fracture apertures of less

than 100 mm are obtained if a value below 3.5 is used for the initial activity ratio (the values of
all other parameters are identical to those used in the scoping calculations previously described in
this section). The only way to obtain fracture apertures greater than 100 mm is to increase the
[U]r/[U]S ratio by a factor of at least 3 to 4. Although such high [U]r/[U]S ratios are certainly
likely to occur (cf. section 4.7.1), it also quite possible that most of the ^ U / ^ I J disequilibrium
measured in an extracted water sample was provided primarily by diffusion of the dissolved
uranium from microfractures with apertures on the order of tens of microns or less.
The only other way of explaining the rather high 234\J/23SlU ratio (4.56) for the "Glacial" water
sampled from the KAS03 borehole (at 129 m), while assuming a wetted surface area of 3100 m'1
and a [U]r/[U]S ratio of 3xl0 4 , would be to invoke that the initial activity ratio was higher than
4.56. In this case, initial activity ratios of 4.73 or 4.69 can be calculated, depending on whether
the uncorrected (31400 years) or the corrected I4C water age (25600 years) is used. Either way, it
is assumed that the high initial activity ratio is reached before the onset of any significant
radiocarbon decay. These initial 234U/238U activity ratios seem rather high and near the maximum
values measured in the "Recent" water group (fig.4.26). Nevertheless, ground waters recharged
under glacial conditions, such as must have been the case for the KAS03 "Glacial melt" water,
can be expected to have been very highly oxidizing at the time of recharge (see part II of this
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report) and a high initial ^ U / ^ i J activity ratio may perhaps be a natural consequence of this
high oxidation state. Alternatively, diffusion of uranium from microfractures on the order of tens
of microns or less also provides a reasonable explanation for the high observed 234U/238U ratio in
the water from KAS03 (129 m). The lower "flow-wetted" surface area and higher average
fracture aperture calculated from the 222Rn measurements would not reflect the existence of these
micro-fractures. Because of its short half-life of 3 days, 222Rn generated within these
microfractures would not be able to diffuse into the more conductive, wider-aperture fractures.
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4.7.6 Tritium, Carbon-14 and Carbon-13 in Ground Water
Ground-water tritium contents above 1 TU (1 tritium unit) generally indicate that at least
some portion of the ground water has been recharged after 1950, when atmospheric nuclear
testing began to significantly affect tritium contents in precipitation. Simpevarp ground-water
samples were sent to two different laboratories for analysis. Usually samples were sent to
Kjeller, Norway, but a few samples that required analysis by tritium enrichment were also sent to
the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) laboratory in Vienna, Austria. The Kjeller
laboratory had a detection limit of approximately 8 TU (or 1 Bq/L); the IAEA laboratory had a
detection limit below 0.1 TU. The ground-water classification used in the present report does not
take tritium contents into consideration (it is instead based primarily on 2H, 18O and Cl
concentrations, see section 4.1). It is therefore reassuring that almost all the waters classified
into the "Recent" ground-water group have high (above 1 TU) tritium levels (fig. 4.27), with the
exception of two samples from the KAS04 borehole. This borehole was deliberately drilled north
to south at a relatively low angle so as to intercept the major mylonitized fracture zone that
transects Aspo island east to west through its middle. Reconsidering the 2H vs. Cl and especially
the I8O vs. Cl plots (fig. 4.1), an argument can be made that one of the two low tritium "Recent"
samples, the water sampled from the 440 to 481 meter section of the KAS04 borehole, should
have been classified instead in the "5 g/L Cl" group instead of in the "Recent" group. Most of
the "Seawater imprint" waters have low tritium levels, indicating that despite their elevated 818O
and S2H values, the seawater component present in these ground waters is probably not modern
(post 1950) Baltic water. The water pumped from the 439 to 602 m borehole section in KAS06
has 3.5 TU (and only 0.05 % drilling water), and therefore may contain some recent Baltic water,
in contrast to the shallower "Seawater imprint" samples from KAS06.
Carbon-14 measurements can often be used to estimate average groundwater residence times
on the scale of thousands of years. With conventional 14C measurements based on liquid
scintillation or gas proportional counting the theoretical 14C dating limit is about 40000 years.
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Figure 4.27. Tritium contents as a function of chloride concentrations.
The familiar relation expressing the radioactive decay of the 14C activity A as a function of time t
is:
A=Aoexp(-A£)

(4.14)

where X is the decay constant (and is equal to ln(2) divided by 5730 years, the 14C half-life). Ao
is the initial 14C activity.
Ground-water dating with the above equation typically requires intimate knowledge of the
chemical and isotopic processes that may have affected the 14C activity of a sampled parcel of
water both at its point of recharge (that is the applicable Ao value is required) and also along its
travel to its current location. The minimum knowledge needed for 14C dating typically requires
many different chemical and isotopic measurements (the Madison aquifer study by Plummer and
others, 1990, provides a good example of the type of information needed). Unfortunately, the
SKB sampling and analysis program for Aspo does not include much of the basic information
required, such as, for example, a complete set of I3C analyses. These analyses, when used
together with other chemical and isotopic analyses, would help to determine the amount of
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closed-system dissolution of calcite. Such dissolution would contribute inorganic carbon rich in
B

C but very poor in 14C.
Ao values generally range between 85% and 50% in most ground-water systems. A value of

85% was suggested by Vogel (1967) as a reasonable value for the initial I4C activity of total
dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) based on his survey of various shallow ground waters. The
use of this empirically-based initial activity is now known as the "Vogel model" in the
ground-water I4C dating literature. The lower initial activity of 50% is what would be obtained
by the dissolution of one mole of 14C-free calcite by one mole of biogenically-derived carbon
dioxide with 100% I4C activity, according to the following reaction:
H 2 O + CO2 + CaCO3 =*2 HCOi + Ca24

(4.15)

Initial 14C activities of 50% are usually not attained at least in the unsaturated zone or more
generally during what is known as "open-system" dissolution of calcite, because the dissolved
inorganic carbon is usually subject to isotopic exchange with the 14C-rich soil gas phase.
Nevertheless, once the ground water becomes "closed" to isotopic exchange with the soil gas
phase, other chemical and isotopic reactions may modify (and often lower) the 14C activity of the
water. For example, "closed-system" dissolution of carbonate solids (typically I4C poor) and/or
isotopic exchange between TDIC and carbonate solids will lower the I4C activity of a water.
Isotopic exchange will be significant mainly in systems with significant carbonate-surface to
water ratios, such as chalk or limestone aquifers. Oxidation of organic matter and/or methane
gas may also modify the I4C activity of ground waters. If the organic matter is old enough, this
will result in dilution of ground water 14C activity. If the organic matter has been transported
recently by the ground water (in either dissolved or small paniculate or colloidal form), its
oxidation may result in an enrichment of water 14C activity. Mixing of a relatively young
groundwater with an old one and/or diffusion of 14C into a 14C-poor aquitard (or
relatively-immobile water zone) will also affect the I4C activity of ground waters. Ideally all
these potential processes must be quantified to calculate ground-water ages based on 14C
measurements.
In aquifer systems with well defined flow paths, and for which a complete set of isotopic and
chemical analyses is available, 14C measurements can often be used to estimate, with less than an
order of magnitude uncertainty, average travel times between well points. Unfortunately,
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ground-water flow paths in fractured rock systems, such as present in the Aspo region, are rarely
sufficiently defined to allow any accurate estimate.
Despite the constraints of the insufficient amount of isotopic data and the lack of identifiable
flow-paths, I4C activity measurements were nevertheless used to estimate groundwater ages. An
average initial I4C activity was estimated for Swedish ground waters in crystalline rocks from a
plot of tritium content versus uncorrected I4C age presented by Tullborg and Winberg (1986) for
ground waters sampled as part of the SKB program at various sites around Sweden. The plot
(fig. 4.28) shows that most ground waters with uncorrected ages older than 4400 years B.P.
(corresponding to a I4C activities of 59% or lower) have low tritium contents, relative to waters
with younger uncorrected 14C ages. Young shallow ground waters from the Stripa site
(Nordstrom and others, 1985) had an average I4C activity of 64 %. Among the 3 waters (from
private wells and shallow boreholes) for which high tritium values were reported, the lowest
measured I4C activity was 54 %. Considering all this data, an initial I4C activity (Ao) for TDIC of
59% should provide a reasonable guess for the Aspo site. It is certainly unfortunate that so few
I4

C measurements, and so few 3H measurements with low-detection limits, could be obtained on

waters from the Aspo site to provide a site-specific Ao estimate using the 3H vs. 14C plotting
technique (fig. 4.29).
I4

C data can be used not only to date ground waters, but also to learn about their origin and

chemical evolution. A plot of I4C activities as a function of chloride (fig. 4.30A) shows that the
"Recent" water group has an average I4C activity near 50% as might be expected (see discussion
above). The plot also shows a strong similarity to the 2H vs. C\ and 18O vs. C\ plots (fig. 4.1),
despite the much smaller amount of available 14C data. Indeed, there appears to be a good
correlation between 82H values and I4C activities (fig. 4.30B). The relatively shallow ground
waters on Aspo (for which 14C data are available) have I4C activities and 82H values which
generally fall on a line between "Recent" (14C-rich) waters with 82H and 818O values
characteristic of modern precipitation and older (l4C-poor) "Glacial melt" waters with
significantly lower 82H and 8I8O values. The water with the lowest I4C activity and the lowest
82H value was a "Glacial melt" water from borehole KAS03 (129 m) with an uncorrected age of
31400 years and a corrected age of 27000 years (assuming an A0 value of 59%). This age
corresponds to a time of glacial advance of the last Scandinavian ice-sheet (King-Clayton and
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others, 1995), and agrees with our current hydrological understanding of glacial meltwater
recharge (see part II of this report).
The only outlying data point on figure 4.30B belongs to one of the waters from the
"Seawater imprint" group, and which represents a sample affected by some proportion of Baltic
or paleo-Baltic water. The lack of I4C data for the "Deep" waters and even for the "5 g/L Cl"
group is regrettable, but would be questionable in any case because of the low alkalinities
reported for those waters. Indeed, these waters have very low amounts of dissolved inorganic
carbon and are much more susceptible to contamination, both by the 14C rich drilling fluids that
generally originated from shallow high-alkalinity ground waters and simply by contact with the
atmosphere. As was pointed out earlier, calculated CO2 partial pressures for the "Deep" waters
were generally lower than atmospheric CO2 partial pressure, and probably resulted in ingassing
of CO2 during or after sampling of these waters.
There are very few reported TDIC 613C measurements in Simpevarp ground waters. (8'3C
notation is essentially similar to the 518O and 8D notations described earlier for oxygen-18 and
deuterium1 ). 8I3C data would not only have been useful in interpreting the ground-water I4C
activities measured, but would also have been of use in determining the origin and chemical
evolution of Simpevarp ground waters. The few data available show a wide range of values,
from near -7 per mil for two waters from the "5 g/L chloride" group to -21 per mil for three
"Recent" waters (fig. 4.31). The remaining two measurements with 813C values between -14 and
-15 per mil are of old waters belonging to the "Glacial melt" water group, and are representative
of continental calcite-saturated ground-waters such as many of the waters found at the Stripa
Mine site. Indeed, the average ground-water TDIC 8I3C value for the Stripa waters is -17 per mil
with a standard deviation of 4 per mil (this calculation excludes samples taken in plastic bottles
which appeared to be 1 per mil lighter than identical samples taken in glass bottles). The TDIC
513C values measured in Stripa ground waters ranged from -13.2 to -35.6 per mil.
Fritz and others (1989) and Nordstrom and others (1985) conclude in their interpretation of
the Stripa ground-water data that 1) the infiltrating ground waters initially equilibrated with soil
CO2 with a 5'3C value of -23 per mil at a water pH of 5, and 2) the acidic H2CO3*-rich (H2CO3*
'A 8I3C value describes the relative difference between the 13C/12C ratio in a sample and the
13 12
C/ C ratio of a standard, generally the PDB standard originally obtained on a belemnite from
the PeeDee formation (Craig, 1957).
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comprises both carbonic acid and dissolved CO2) waters further evolved by closed-system
dissolution of calcite with an average 8I3C value near -5 per mil. According to this scenario, the
acidic H2CCV-rich waters would have initially obtained a 513C value near -24 per mil (fig. 4.32)
because at a pH of 5 almost all TDIC is in the form of H2CO3*. Once out of contact with soil-gas
CO2 (that is under closed system conditions), the waters would have dissolved 13C-rich (and
I4

C-free) calcite, thereby increasing the pH of the waters, diluting their I4C activity, and enriching

their 13C content, resulting in the observed 8I3C values near -16 per mil. Fritz and others (1989)
assumed an initial soil CO2 &nC value of -23 per mil, because -23 per mil was the lowest 613C
value measured in the shallow ground-waters (from water-table wells).
The pH of the infiltrating water is critical in determining the initial TDIC 8I3C value of an
infiltrating water. If the pH of the water isotopically equilibrating with soil CO2 is sigificantly
below 6.49 (at 7 °C, or 6.35 at 25 °C), most of the dissolved inorganic carbon present in the
water will be in the form of H2C(V, and therefore the equilibrium 513C value for the water will
be about 0.8 per mil lighter than that of the soil gas. If the pH of the infiltrating water, however,
is significantly above 6.49 (perhaps due to neutralizing reactions with solid carbonates and
silicates) but below 10.52 (at 7 °C, or 10.33 at 25 °C), most of the dissolved inorganic carbon
will be in the form of HCO3" and the resulting TDIC 513C may be enriched by as much as 9.5 per
mil relative to the soil CO2 813C value (fig. 4.32), given a temperature of 7 °C (the average annual
temperature at the Aspo HRL). For a soil gas 513C of -23 per mil, this would imply an
equilibrium TDIC 513C of -13.5 per mil. For a water pH of 6.49, under otherwise similar
conditions, the equilibrium TDIC 813C value of the water would be about -18.6 per mil, because
of the equal concentrations of H2CO3* and HCCV at that pH. Most Swedish soil waters, however,
are recharged over granitic terrane and can be expected to have pH values lower than 6.49,
primarily because of the relative scarcity of carbonate minerals in most Swedish soils. As a
result, many waters even below the soil zone, at both the Aspo HRL and at the Stripa site, are
often undersaturated with respect to calcite down to depths of 100 m. Indeed fracture-fill calcites
have been leached to depths of about 80 m at the Aspo HRL (Wikberg and others, 1991; Smellie
and Laaksoharju, 1992).
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The high organic matter content of soils and the ensuing high partial pressures of CO2
(typically 100 times greater than atmospheric) can therefore reasonably result in soil water pH
values of 5 (or even lower in the case of acid rain input), at the Stripa site and also probably in
Simpevarp ground waters (although there is no shallow ground-water TDIC 613C measurement to
confirm this). Significant dissolution of calcite occurs under closed system conditions (that is
not in equilibrium with soil gas) in most Swedish ground-waters. The best evidence of this is
that recent Swedish ground waters with relatively high tritium (above the 8 TU detection limit)
have nevertheless experienced some I4C dilution (figs. 4.28,4.29), which can be readily
explained by the dissolution of old 14C-free calcite. Old 14C-free calcite is not prevalent in
shallow Swedish soils and would most likely be encountered at greater depths, as a common
fracture filling mineral, by recharging ground waters.
The problem of the uC-enriched ground waters
The most 13C-rich Simpevarp ground waters belong to the "5 g/L Cl" group (borehole
KAS02, sections 314-119 and 463-468, CCC samples) and have TDIC 813C values near -7 per
mil. These high values are rather puzzling and no single simple explanation has been found to
explain their origin. The discussion that follows reviews the possible explanations.
If open system dissolution of calcite was responsible for these high 513C values, this would
mean that the soil CO2 that equilibrated with these HCOj -rich, pH 8.3, waters would have had a
813C value near -16 per mil (fig. 4.33). This is unreasonably high for soil CO2. Normal values
should range between -20 and - 25 per mil in Swedish soils. Therefore, the high TDIC 813C
values can only be the result of 1) mixing with I3C-enriched waters, 2) dissolution of
13

C-enriched calcite under closed-system conditions or 3) isotopic exchange with l3C-enriched

calcite under closed-system conditions.
The admixture of seawater or paleo-Baltic water (which should have a 513C value near 0 per
mil) is another possibility to consider. However, the Br/Cl ratios for the two waters are higher
(3.93xlO'3 and 5.15xl0'3 mg/mg) than might be expected for seawater-derived solutes
(3.48xl0'3), and the water with the highest 813C value (borehole KAS02: section 463-468) has the
highest Br/Cl ratio. Similarly, the Li/Cl ratios (1.05xl0'4 mg/mg for section 314-319 and
1.49x10"" mg/mg for section 463-468) are at least 10 times higher than might be expected from a
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seawater source (9.35x10'6) or than the ratios actually measured in the Baltic near Aspo
(6.44xlO6 to 6.99x10"6). These facts do not seem consistent with the hypothesis of a seawater
admixture to a low-salinity, NaHCC^ shallow ground water. Invoking a mixture between a
13

C-rich paleo-Baltic water and a deep saline brine (with high Br/Cl and Li/Cl ratios, but very low

alkalinities) would also not provide the answer since the Cl concentrations would then
presumably be significantly higher than the ones measured (5340 mg/L for the 314-319 m section
and 5440 mg/L for the 463-468 m section), and these concentrations are already quite close to
those measured in the Baltic outside Aspo (3760 mg/L to 4030 mg/L Cl). Perhaps a three way
mixture between shallow NaHCC>3 type groundwater, Baltic water and deep saline waters could
explain the high Br/Cl and Li/Cl ratios relative to Baltic water as well as the relatively similar Cl
concentrations. However, in such a case, the large amount of high-alkalinity, dilute, shallow
ground water required would probably cause the ensuing 813C value to be too low.
As an alternative hypothesis, could closed-system dissolution of calcite be responsible for
the high S13C values in the "5g/L Cl" water group? Assume, as a first approximation, that
soil-derived carbonic acid is the only reactant responsible for the dissolution of calcite and that
one mole of calcite dissolves for every mole of CO2 dissolved in the soil zone (equation. 4.15).
Then if the soil gas is assumed to have a 513C value of -23 per mil, the carbonic acid will be close
to -24 per mil, and the calcite that would dissolve would need to have a 8nC value near +10 per
mil to explain a final TDIC 813C value near -7 per mil. Such a high calcite 8I3C value is
unrealistic. The maximum fracture-fill calcite 513C value measured is near 0 per mil, and most
values are below -5 per mil (fig. 4.34). If instead, the initial dissolution of soil CO2 occurs at a
pH above 6.49, due for example to silicate weathering reactions and/or to proton sorption in the
soil zone, the initial TDIC 813C value could be as high as -13.5 per mil. The problem would then
be, however, that the ensuing water would probably also be near calcite saturation and could
probably not dissolve significant amounts of calcite. At least one mole of calcite, with a 813C
value of 0 per mil, would have to dissolve per mole of initial biogenic carbon present in the
water. If the calcite bnC value were lower, as is most likely, then significantly more calcite
would have to dissolve. This does not seem possible either.
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For significant amounts of calcite to dissolve under closed-system conditions, a reaction
removing Ca from solution (preferentially over TDIC) would have to occur. In many
environments, gypsum precipitation might be the answer. In this case, however, the waters from
KAS02 (sections 314-319 and 463-468) are not only undersaturated with respect to gypsum (with
saturation indices (SI) below -0.6) but are also significantly supersaturated with respect to calcite
(SI values above +0.6). Ion exchange, with aqueous Ca replacing Na on exchange sites, is
another possible, albeit questionable, Ca removal process. Indeed, fractured granitic rock is
normally not expected to develop very high cation-exchange capacities, because of the relatively
low surface area per volume of water and because smectite-type clays are not a common granitic
weathering product. Tullborg and others (1991), however, did note the presence of smectite, in
their study of fracture-zone filling minerals from the Aspo site. According to Blair Jones (U.S.
Geological Survey, written communication, 1999), smectite-type clays will commonly form as a
product of granitic weathering, but only in hydrologically closed systems. Ion-exchange is also a
transient process, that requires the prior equilibration of exchanging surfaces with solutions with
a much higher Na/Ca ratio (because of the greater selectivity of Ca on surfaces) than the Na/Ca
ratio in the sampled water. Once a surface is reequilibrated with a new Ca-rich infilling solution
it cannot be expected to remove any more calcium, unless the Na/Ca ratio decreased again for
some reason. Although the pre-equilibration could have been accomplished by Baltic-derived
waters or simply by more sodic ground-waters, ion exchange processes are probably not
responsible for the attainment of the high TDIC 513C values observed in KAS02 (sections
314-319 and 463-468) by calcite dissolution. Indeed, given the very low alkalinities (27 mg/L
and 25 mg/L as HCO3") and the calcite supersaturation measured in those ground waters, it is
suspected that reaction processes are probably adding Ca to the solution (and causing calcite
precipitation) rather than removing Ca.
Isotope exchange is another possibility to consider in attempting to explain the unusually
high TDIC 8I3C values. Isotope exchange processes essentially strive to attain isotopic
equilibrium of the aqueous TDIC with the available 13C-rich, and presumably 14C-poor calcite.
Given the presence of fracture-fill calcites with 813C values near -5 per mil (fig. 4.34) and given
the approximately 2 per mil equilibrium fractionation between calcite and aqueous HCCV ion, -7
per mil would be approximately the TDIC 813C value expected for an aqueous solution near a pH
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of 8.3 at equilibrium with a - 5 per mil (813C) calcite. There is, however, a problem with this
explanation. If isotope exchange was a significant process, it should affect older waters even
more than younger waters, and it should affect not only TDIC 813C values but also 14C activities.
The waters from KAS03 (196-223 m and 248-251 m sections) have a lower 14C activity than
those from KAS02 (sections 314-319 and 463-468) but also have significantly lower TDIC 613C
values near -14 per mil. Although isotopic exchange can not be completely excluded as an
explanation for the high TDIC 813C values measured in samples from KAS02 (sections 314-319
and 463-468), it does not appear to be a very likely explanation.
Other possible hypotheses that are often invoked to explain high TDIC 5I3C values are: 1)
methane generation, 2) high 613C values (as high as -11 per mil) for the biogenic CO2 source
(such as might be provided by a different climate favoring Hatch-Slack C4 photosynthetic-cycle
plants, such as some grasses), or 3) equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 which typically has a
value near -7 per mil. Methane generation is not a very likely process in these waters, given the
current sulfidic redox conditions and the large amount of sulfate in the water. Sulfate
concentrations would have to be significantly depleted before any onset of methanogenesis.
Sulfate essentially acts as a redox buffer. There is also no evidence to suggest that C4 grasses
covered the recharge area at the time of infiltration of these ground waters.
Contact with atmospheric CO2 provides a last possible explanation. The very low alkalinity,
high pH and low equilibrium Pco2 (one order of magnitude lower than atmospheric Pcoi) of the
KAS02 waters (sections 314-319 and 463-468) make them extremely susceptible to CO2
ingassing and/or to isotopic exchange with atmospheric CO2. Not knowing precisely how the
samples were collected and in what type of bottles they were kept and for how long, this
possibility cannot be initially rejected. Water recharged from the base of a glacier or an ice cap
could also conceivably contain significant amounts of CO2 from an atmospheric origin due to the
entrapment of air during the formation of glacial ice. At the base of the ice cap, the pressure is
great enough, when the ice melts, to dissolve all the air and especially the CO2 (see part II of this
report). The problem with this hypothesis is that it could then have been reasonably expected
that the samples of "Glacial melt" water from KAS03 (196-223 m and 248-251 m sections)
would then have even higher TDIC 813C values than the samples from KAS02 (sections 314-319
and 463-468). This is not the case, therefore, there remains the possibility of atmospheric
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contamination during or after sampling. If such contamination did occur, it should also have
significantly increased the 14C activity of the waters. Given that the waters have a 14C activity of
about 20 percent, the worst case is to assume that 20 percent of the TDIC is modern carbon
(with 100 percent activity) of atmospheric origin and 80% is old carbon (with 0 percent activity).
HCO3" in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 (with a 513C value of about -7 per mil) should have
a 6I3C value of about +3 per mil at 7 °C. Therefore, if 20 percent of the TDIC is of recent
atmospheric origin, then the remaining TDIC fraction can be calculated to have a 8'3C value of
about -9.5 per mil. This TDIC 813C value is still really too high relative to the values measured
on Stripa ground waters. Thus, the high TDIC 813C values of near -7 per mil measured in ground
waters from KAS02 (sections 314-319 and 463-468) can still not be satisfactorily explained, at
least by a single hypothesis amongst the ones examined here. A combination of processes,
possibly including isotope and ion exchange, may possibly offer the answer.
Discussion of the remaining 5*3C results
The samples from KAS03 (196-223 m and 248-251 m sections) have reasonable TDIC 813C
values near -14 per mil, similar to the upper range of values measured in Stripa ground waters.
These values are consistent with a process of open system dissolution of biogenic CO2 near -23
per mil, followed by mainly closed-system dissolution of calcite perhaps near -3 per mil.
Finally, the lowest TDIC 8I3C values measured in Simpevarp ground waters are near -21 per
mil and come from three samples taken from borehole KAV01 (sections starting at 420, 522, and
558 m, presumably 5-m sections). These waters all have relatively low pH values increasing
with depth (6.9, 7.0 and 7.2), relatively high alkalinities decreasing with depth (186, 81 and 41
mg/L as HCO3), and are all undersaturated with respect to calcite (saturation indices are -0.384,
-0.336 and -0.165 all increasing with depth). Total organic carbon concentrations are unusually
high, considering the sampling depths (9.6 mg/L for the 420 m sample, 3.9 mg/L for a 558 m
sample taken a day earlier than the sample used for 13C analysis). The two shallowest
ground-water samples also have rather high tritium contents (19 and 13 TU in order of increasing
depth). The tritium content of the deepest sample is below the detection limit of 8 TU.
Interestingly enough, measured drilling water contents appear inversely related to the tritium
level. This suggests a possible problem in the estimation of drilling water contents by the
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uranine tracer method. The reported drilling water amounts are 9, 10 and 15.3 percent in order of
increasing depth, although the last estimate is from a sample taken the day before the 558 m
sample was taken for 13C analysis. The above facts are all consistent with the relatively high 14C
activities (68, 66 and 51 percent decreasing with increasing depth) and the rather low TDIC 513C
values measured (-20.7, -20.4 and -20.2 per mil increasing with depth) in these samples. The
samples appear to have a significant component of shallow recent ground water that has
undergone open system dissolution of biogenic CO2 and calcite, probably followed by a minimal
amount of closed-system dissolution of calcite. This explains the low TDIC 5I3C values. There
is a puzzling inconsistency, however, between the measured TDIC 813C values and the measured
14

C activities. If the TDIC 5I3C values reflect open system equilibrium with a soil CO2 near -23

per mil, why are the I4C activities below 100 percent? The relatively high tritium values (as well
as the high organic carbon contents) measured in the ground waters argue against the idea that
radioactive decay alone is responsible for the observed 14C activities. Undoubtedly, these waters
probably represent mixtures of several water types, including a significant proportion of drilling
water. Unfortunately, the history of drilling and well activities at the KAV01 borehole is
complex and unclear (at least from the authors' perspective). Apparently KAV01 was first
drilled some time around 1977 and Baltic water was used as the drilling fluid. The borehole was
deepened later and water from shallow borehole HAV03 was used as a drilling fluid.
Unfortunately the composition of the drilling water used was not provided and is not published in
any of the available SKB reports. In any case, the 13C and 14C contents of the drilling water was
likely not measured either for the Baltic water source or for the water from HAV03.
4.8 Carbon-13 and Oxygen-18 in Fracture-Filling Calcite
Although most of the fracturing-filling calcites sampled from the Aspo boreholes and from
the KLX01 borehole have 813C values above -25 per mil, a few samples have extremely low 813C
values, as low as -74 per mil (fig. 4.34A). Such low 8I3C values can only be explained by
methane oxidation or by oxidation of other organic compounds, such as might occur during a
sulfate reduction process. The same explanation was used by Fritz and others (1989) to explain
the lowest value of -35.7 per mil found in a fracture calcite at the Stripa site. If the 513C values
below -25 per mil are disregarded (fig. 4.34B), the mean 513C value of the Aspo calcites is -8.5 ±
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Figure 4.34. 813C and 8'8O values measured on fracture-filling calcites from Aspo boreholes
and the KLX01 borehole, and at the Stripa Mine site. Figure 4.34B excludes unusually low
613C values. Data for the KLX01 borehole are taken from Wallin (1990). The Aspo data
(asterisk symbols) are taken from Tullborg, Wallin, and Landstrom (1991). The Stripa site
data are from Fritz and others (1989), Clauer, Frape and Fritz (1989) and Nordstrom and
others (1985).

4.3 per mil while the mean 513C value of the KLX01 calcites is -8.4 ± 4.4 per mil. Marine
calcites normally have 513C values between -3 and +3 per mil. Calcites of hydrothermal origin
have 8I3C values between -2 and -7 per mil (fig. 4.35) and very low 818O values. Indeed at 100
°C, a calcite in equilibrium with a water with a 8I8O value of -10 per mil should have a 818O
value near -23 per mil (fig. 4.36)2.
2

A11 calcite 818O values unless otherwise mentioned are cited relative to the PDB standard, in
contrast to the 818O values for the waters which are cited relative to the SMOW standard.
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Figure 4.36. Calculated calcite 518O values at isotopic equilibrium as a function of
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Three different groups, or generations, of fracture calcites were recognized at the Stripa site
(Nordstrom and others, 1985; Fritz and others, 1989). According to Fritz and others (1989), the
earliest generation of calcite, typically prismatic and represented by massive fillings in closed
fractures, was usually associated with dark chlorite, quartz, micas and epidote. The 813C values
for these calcites ranged from -25 to -3 per mil, although most values fell between -10 and -3 per
mil. The 818O values of these calcites were typically below -15 per mil. By assuming that the
magmatic/hydrothermal fluids responsible for the formation of these calcites were in the range of
0 to +5 per mil as found previously for the ore-forming fluids in the Canadian Shield, Fritz and
others (1989) estimated that the temperature of formation of the calcites "would exceed about
300 °C". The second group of calcites identified by Fritz and others (1989) at the Stripa site was
typically found in association with fluorite and epidote in veins up to several cm thick. This
second "hydrothermal generation" of calcite was massive to granular and was probably formed at
lower temperatures than the first calcite group, although the presence of epidote generally implies
formation temperatures of at least 300 °C (Blair Jones, U.S. Geological Survey, written
communication). The 818O values of these calcites ranged from -14 to -19.5 per mil, while the
813C values varied from 0 to -21 per mil, a much wider range than that of the earlier
"magmatic/hydrothermal" group. The third, most recent, group of calcites was typically found in
open fractures and did not have any particular mineral associations. Fritz and others (1989)
subdivided these calcites into two sub-groups: one group of platy calcites with 813C values near
-10 per mil and a second group with "sugary" texture and with very negative 8I3C values. The
calcites with very low I3C contents were probably formed in association with a
sulfate-reduction/organic-matter oxidation process or with a methane oxidation process. Sulfate
reduction is the more likely process given the abundance of sulfate in the Stripa ground-waters.
The same argument can be used, especially considering the greater abundance of sulfate in
Simpevarp ground waters, to explain the low 813C values found in the calcites from the Aspo
boreholes and from the KLX01 borehole. The 818O values of calcites in equilibrium with the
current Stripa ground waters should range between -9 and -14 per mil.
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5. GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION: SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Ground-Water Classification and Hydrological Implications
Ground waters from Aspo island and from surrounding areas (Laxemar, Avro) are classified
into five different water types based on their chemical and stable isotope characteristics. The five
different water types are: (1) "Recent" waters, (2) waters with close to "5 g/L chloride", (3)
"Deep" waters, (4) "Glacial melt" waters and (5) "Seawater imprint" waters. Deuterium
contents and chloride concentrations are the primary variables used to classify most of the ground
waters (fig. 4.1). Isotope data however, were only available for "CCC" and "SPT" data types
and for shallow percussion-drilled boreholes. "CCC" and "SPT" are SKB's nomenclature for
"completely characterized" water samples and for waters "sampled during pumping tests".
Waters "sampled during drilling" ("SDD" waters following SKB's nomenclature) and most water
samples taken during later ground water monitoring were not analyzed for stable isotopes and
therefore have to be classified on the basis of somewhat different variables, although this
secondary classification is made consistent with the first (Voss and others, 1999). Chloride
concentrations are still used as the primary variables to separate water types (1), (2) and (3).
"Seawater imprint" waters are determined on the basis of their Mg/Ca and K/Na ratios. The
"Glacial melt" waters (type (4)) in the CCC and SPT data groups do not have any noticeable
chemical characteristics and lacking isotopic data, none of the SDD and monitoring waters can
be classified into water type (4).
All ground waters considered were sampled before the start of the construction of the Aspo
tunnel in April 1991. The construction of the tunnel had a significant effect on ground water
chemistry, lowering chloride concentrations in many borehole sections (figs. 2.4, 2.5). Similarly,
hydrogeologic testing (pumping tests, interference tests, injection tests) and ground-water
sampling activities also appear to have had a significant dilution effect on the overall salinity of
the ground waters. Chloride concentrations in SDD samples, corrected for dilution by drilling
waters, are estimated to have been about two times higher on average at any given depth than
chloride concentrations for "representative ground-water samples" (SKB's terminology) in the
CCC and SPT data groups (figs. 2.1,2.2 and 2.3). "SDD" samples also exhibited a wider spread
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of chloride concentrations at given depths, compared to the "CCC" and "SPT" samples.
Although sample section lengths were usually significantly greater for "SDD" samples than for
"CCC" and "SPT" samples, these latter samples showed a much smoother distribution of chloride
concentrations with depth, as if the ground waters had been somewhat "homogenized" by all the
pumping and sampling activities.
The distribution of the five water-chemistry types was investigated in relation to the
distribution of fracture surfaces (structures) in the structural model built by Tiren and others
(1996). The results are explained by Voss and others (1999). Essentially, no correlation is found
between water types and individual model structures. Each structure is found to contain more
than one type of ground water, implying that flow paths consist of a series of segments through
multiple structures. Pressure propagation data collected during hydrologic interference testing
also offer support for a highly complex multi-fracture flow network. Generally, more dilute,
"Recent" waters are found in shallow borehole sections, the more saline "5 g/L chloride" waters
are found at intermediate depths near or at less than 500 m depth and the most saline "Deep"
waters are found between 500 m and 1000 m depth.
The "Seawater imprint" waters determined are all found near the perimeter of Aspo and each
of the waters may be explained by the presence of at least one or more structures outcropping
into the Baltic. Most Aspo ground waters, however, do not show any "Seawater imprint". This
indicates that the Aspo area is a discharge area for most of the saline ground waters present.
Recharge of dilute waters (part of the "Recent" water group) only occurs at shallow depth (less
than 100 meters).
5.2 Geochemical Reaction Processes
Shallow ground waters ("Recent" waters) in the Simpevarp area are predominantly
NaHCCVrich waters. The chlorinity and overall salinity of the waters gradually increases with
increasing depth. As the chlorinity increases, ground-water compositions change to Na-Ca-Cl
type waters and eventually to Ca-Na-Cl type waters. Na, Ca, Sr, Br and Li concentrations also
increase with depth, and exhibit a very high correlation with Cl concentrations. Although Br
concentrations were not measured for all ground water samples, Br/Cl ratios in the Aspo ground
waters are usually higher than the seawater or Baltic water ratio, even in the shallow ground
waters. "Deep" ground waters generally have a higher Br/Cl ratio than the shallower "Recent"
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and "5 g/L chloride" type waters (fig. 4.2). Similarly, Li/Cl and Sr/Cl ratios are much higher and
Na/Cl ratios are lower than modern seawaters or Baltic waters (fig. 4.3). Consequently, the
conclusion may be drawn that most Aspo ground waters do not contain significant amounts of
modern Baltic water, or even waters of Baltic precursor seas. Such marine waters would have
had to have been profoundly modified by freezing and/or evaporation and/or matrix diffusion
and additionally by intense water-rock interactions to explain the current chemical
characteristics of the ground waters. Deuterium and oxygen-18 contents also provide evidence
for the relative scarcity of marine water.
Total dissolved inorganic carbon, fluoride, silica, magnesium and potassium are all
non-conservative constituents in Aspo ground waters; their concentrations generally do not
correlate with chloride concentrations or with depth, and appear to be controlled by water-rock
interactions. As the calcium concentration of the waters increases with depth and chloride
concentration, alkalinities decrease down to 1 mg/L (as HCQf); the ground waters typically
maintain a slight supersaturation with respect to calcite. The pH values generally increase with
decreasing alkalinities. Calculated equilibrium partial pressures of CO2 decrease down to 10'5
atmospheres in "Deep" waters. Silicate hydrolysis is most likely responsible for the general
increase in pH values with depth (and with higher Cl concentrations). Concentrations of
dissolved silica, another non-conservative constituent in Aspo ground waters, appear to be
controlled by chalcedony saturation in the shallower ground waters; silica concentrations and
saturation indices decrease with depth, implying control by either a more stable silica solid phase
or by other silicate minerals at depth. Similarly, fluoride concentrations decrease with increasing
calcium concentrations, as the waters remain near equilibrium with respect to fluorite.
Magnesium and potassium concentrations and Mg/Ca and K/Na ratios are distinctively higher in
"Seawater imprint" waters than in other Aspo ground waters. Reactions appear to affect both
magnesium and potassium concentrations. Although there is some correlation between
potassium and magnesium concentrations, the concentration of potassium in "Seawater imprint"
waters is significantly less than might be expected from a Baltic water source, considering either
their chloride and deuterium contents or even just their magnesium content. Removal of
potassium by incorporation into illite, or more generally by irreversible fixation into
clay-interlayer positions is a possible explanation. Similarly, magnesium concentrations may be
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affected by incorporation into chlorite, although the rate of magnesium removal is probably
much slower than the rate of potassium removal.
Aspo ground waters do not contain any dissolved oxygen, and are generally sulfidic. The
waters are typically near saturation or oversaturated with respect to amorphous iron sulfide and
amorphous uranium dioxide. Iron and manganese concentrations often seem to be correlated.
Manganese concentrations decrease with depth presumably because of sorption uptake caused by
the increase in the pH of Aspo ground waters with depth. The increase in pH causes the
deprotonation of sorptive surfaces (surfaces are more negatively charged) and a resultant increase
in the sorption uptake of cations such as Mn2+. Measured EH values are generally near -300 raV.
EH values calculated from the sulfate/sulfide redox couple are on average only about 50 mV
higher than the measured values, which suggests that this redox couple is actually quite close to
equilibrium with the Fe37Fe2+ redox couple and is close to the "mixed potentials" measured by
the EH electrodes, a rather unusual occurrence in most ground water environments. At these low
EH values, almost all dissolved iron is in the soluble +11 oxidation state and almost all uranium is
in the highly insoluble +IV oxidation state. Reductants responsible for the low EH values
currently observed in Aspo ground waters are primarily: dissolved organic carbon (DOC),
sulfidic minerals such as pyrite, and silicate minerals containing Fe(II) such as biotites and
chlorites. Although Fe(II)-containing and Mn(II) -containing silicates may readily react with
dissolved oxygen present in surficial waters, and will also affect measured EH values simply
through their dissolution to equilibrium, sulfide minerals and organic carbon in particular are
generally much stronger and reactive reductants. Dissolved organic carbon concentrations will
generally be very high in recharging surficial ground waters, at least during interglacial periods
(such as the current one). During interglacial periods, DOC will probably be the primary
reductant driving most redox reactions3.
Although dissolved uranium concentrations were usually low in sampled ground waters
(between 0.1 and 0.7 |J.g/L), the concentration of uranium in fractures fillings (average 15 ppm)
was about three times higher than its concentration in the parent rocks. Using uranium
concentrations together with dissolved radon measurements, an average effective surface area of
3.1 m2 per liter of fluid, corresponding to an "average" fracture aperture of 650 |im, is estimated
'Further discussion of the possible redox changes that may be expected to occur during the next
120,000 years and that may have already occurred in the past is presented in part II of this report.
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for the Aspo ground-water system. These estimates are based on previous calculations made by
John Andrews for ground waters from the Stripa mine in Sweden, and from the Carnmenellis
granite in Cornwall.
The measurement of ""U/^U activity ratios can also potentially provide additional
information on effective surface areas, or on fracture apertures, at least when ground water
residence times (under reducing conditions) can be determined by other means (such as 14C
measurements). Scoping calculations conducted on a single "Glacial melt" water from borehole
KAS03 indicate that the applicable average aperture for this water must have been on the order
of tens of microns, in contrast to the value of 650 mm obtained by the 222Rn technique. Another
possibility, however, is that the effective initial ""U/^U activity ratio was close to or higher than
the presently measured value of 4.56. The alternative use of the 234U/"8U evolution equation
(4.13) to determine residence times is problematic because of the large uncertainties concerning
the effective surface areas, the applicable initial 234U/238U activity ratios, and the effective
rock/water uranium concentration ratio.
The 5H measurements prove useful in confirming that the "Recent" waters identified on the
basis of chloride concentrations and 2H and l8O measurements have a significant proportion of
recent water, that must have recharged after 1950. In comparison, some of the "Seawater
imprint" waters have low 3H contents and enriched 2H and I8O contents indicating that modern
Baltic water must not have been the source of the seawater component.
In future characterization studies, it would be desirable to obtain a greater number of 3H
measurements with detection limits below 1 TU. Many of the analyses obtained in the Aspo
preinvestigation study had a detection limit of 8 TU, which is only slightly lower than modern
rain. A greater number of such analyses together with a greater number of 14C analyses would
enable a better estimation of the initial I4C activity, Ao, to use in calculating reaction-corrected
radiocarbon residence times for the ground waters. Based on a survey of 3H and 14C
measurements in Swedish ground waters, an Ao value of 59% is estimated to be reasonable for
the Aspo site, until further data becomes available. More refined and site-specific calculations of
radiocarbon age corrections are not possible because of the small number of 13C measurements
conducted and the wide range of values obtained. A general correlation between I4C activities'
and d2H values is noted: the most recently recharged, 14C-rich waters have the highest 2H and 18O
contents, and vice-versa. The oldest 14C-dated water is a "Glacial melt" water from the KAS03
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borehole with an uncorrected age of 31400 years and a corrected age of 27000 years (assuming
an Ao of 59%). The 14C measurements were not attempted for deeper, and presumably older
ground waters at the Aspo site, primarily because their low alkalinities would have precluded
obtaining uncontaminated reliable results.
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PART II:
FUTURE CLIMATE-DRIVEN GEOCHEMICAL EVOLUTION

1. INTRODUCTION
The performance of a high-level radioactive waste disposal site depends on many different
criteria. The structural, hydrological and geochemical stability of both the near-field
environment (the waste, the waste canisters and the bentonite or other backfill materials) and
the far-field environment (the host rock) are usually considered. Typically, a performance
assessment will consider not only the present-day conditions responsible for the stability and
integrity of a site, but also the possible evolution of those conditions over a certain time period.
Although the Swedish nuclear waste program considers hundreds of thousands of years in their
performance assessments1, other countries have different requirements; in the United States,
the stability of nuclear waste repositories must be ensured for 10,000 years, while in
Switzerland and in France a period of up to 1,000,000 years is considered. It is difficult to
predict the stability of a disposal site over such long time periods. Thus, setting criteria to
ensure that a repository will be safe over such long time periods is a difficult and subjective
task. In comparison, the assessment of present-day conditions in terms of their suitability for
nuclear waste disposal is an easier and more reliable process.
From a geochemical point-of-view, under present-day conditions, the ground waters at the
Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL), near 500 m depth, appear suitable for the emplacement of
a high-level nuclear waste repository of KBS-3 type (SKB RD&D-Program, 1992). In the
Swedish nuclear waste disposal program, the Aspo HRL is used as an analog for a high-level
waste repository site, to test and demonstrate the feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear
waste at depths of up to 500 m in the Fennoscandian shield.

1

A 120,000 year time period was considered in the SKI SITE-94 project
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The waters at the Aspo HRL are presently reducing, with an average EH of about -350 mV.
The solubility of most actinides is relatively low under such EH conditions. The slightly
sulfidic content of such reducing waters poses some concern because of the potential corrosion
of copper canisters due to the formation of copper sulfide. Nevertheless, the current far-field
geochemical environment appears relatively benign with respect to its potential effects on the
stability of the canisters and, especially, on the stability of the waste itself.
This part of our report investigates whether the current benign redox and geochemical
conditions are likely to persist during the next 120,000 years at the Aspo HRL at 500 m depth,
the currently specified depth for a future high-level nuclear waste repository in the Swedish
nuclear program. Although we consider the case of a hypothetical nuclear waste repository
located at 500 m depth at the Aspo HRL, many of our conclusions could be relevant to the
performance assessments of nuclear waste repositories emplaced in other areas within the
Fennoscandian shield or within the Canadian shield in North America.
The models presented here consider only the possible changes that may occur in the farfield environment (the rock barrier) of a high-level nuclear waste repository during the next
120,000 years. Although the near-field environment (the engineered barriers: the bentonite, the
canisters and the waste itself) may ultimately determine the stability of a repository, the nearfield environment must be designed in consideration of the possible changes that may occur in
the far-field environment.
By necessity, the investigation presented here is speculative. It presumes that one or more
glaciations will occur during the next 120,000 years. An assumed climate scenario is used to
construct a set of time-dependent boundary conditions for a regional ground-water flow and
transport model. In turn, the results provided by the flow and transport simulations are
combined with geochemical modeling to determine some of the possible changes in redox and
geochemical conditions that might occur during the next 120,000 years at 500 m depth at the
Aspo HRL, or at similar sites in the Fennoscandian shield. Mineralogical and isotopic
evidence from the Fennoscandian shield is examined to determine whether some of the
anticipated changes may have occurred in the geological past. Finally, present-day
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observations from other ground-water environments are used to identify the hydrological and
environmental characteristics required for some of the postulated geochemical changes.

2. A CLIMATE AND GEOLOGICAL SCENARIO FOR THE NEXT
120,000 YEARS
The SITE-94 project (Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, 1996) includes consideration of
the possible evolution of the Aspo HRL over the next 120,000 years according to a fixed,
unique, climate change scenario, referred to as the Central Scenario (King-Clayton and others,
1995). Because predictions of future climate change are uncertain, the Central Scenario is
meant to provide only an illustration of the potential degree of variability and significance of
future climate changes to the evolution of a deep repository site. The climate changes
considered by the Central Scenario are described by King-Clayton and others (1995) and are
based on three climate models: the ACLIN model (Kukla and others, 1981), the model of
Imbrie and Imbrie (1980) and the PCM model (Berger and others, 1990). All three models
assume that climate change is driven by orbitally-induced changes in insolation, according to
Milankovitch theory. None of the three models accounts for the possible modification of
climate by anthropogenic influences. The Central Scenario has many other assumptions and
sources of uncertainty, which are described in detail by King-Clayton and others (1995). The
sequence of climatological, geological and hydrologic events described by the Central Scenario
is consistent with the field evidence and with the knowledge of the climate-driven changes that
occurred during the Pleistocene glaciations on the Fennoscandian shield. The following table
of events describes the SITE-94 Central Scenario:
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Table 2.1. The SITE-94 Central Scenario model
Period
(in ka)

General Conditions

0 - 10

Periglacial.

10-30

Full glacial at 20
ka.

30-50

Interstadial

Ice Cover

Only in the Caledonides
(1 km thick).
Up to 1500 m, or 800 m
in Stockholm area, none
at Aspo.

Permafrost

Northern Sweden only.

Sea-level
at Aspo
relative to present
-20 to -40 m.

Down to Southern
-50 m.
Sweden (including
Aspo). Max. depth: 135
m at Aspo at 25 ka.
Glaciers in the Swedish Present at Aspo but thin -30 to -40 m.
mountains.
and discontinuous.

Extends to northern
Full glacial.
Present in large areas of
Maximum at 60 ka. Germany. Thickness up Europe. Max. depth at
to 3 km, 2.5 km in
Aspo: 305 m at 50 ka.
Stockholm, 2 km at
Aspo.
Small mountain
Only in northernmost
7 0 - 8 0 Interglacial.
Sweden.
Maximum at 75 ka. glaciers.
Extensive outside the ice
80- 120 Glacial maximum at Maximum ice
thickness: 1.5 km near margins. Max. depth at
100 ka.
Stockholm, 1 km at
Aspo: 240 m at 90 ka.
Aspo.
120- 130 Interglacial. Conditions similar to the present.
50-70

500 m crustal
downwarping at
Aspo.

Max.: 80 m above
present.
400 m crustal
downwarping at
Aspo.
Max.: 80 m above
present.

Notes: The permafrost thicknesses were calculated taking into account the heat generated by a
fictitious repository at Aspo. Abbreviations: ka = 1000 years.

Although three glaciations are expected during the next 120,000 years according to the
SITE-94 Central Scenario (table 2.1), only during the last two glaciations does an ice sheet
advance over Aspo. Figure 2.1 describes the evolution of sea levels, ice and permafrost
thicknesses at Aspo according to the Central Scenario (King-Clayton and others, 1995).
The climatic changes described under the SITE-94 Central Scenario would affect the
hydrogeology of the Fennoscandian shield and would affect the chemical and isotopic
composition of the ground waters as well as the composition and amount of fracture-filling
minerals. These changes will be discussed in later sections.
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Glacial Periods
Glacial

-10

10

30

J
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Interglacia!

50

GUlCial

80

Interglaaal

Interstadial

Sea Level
Relative to the
Present Day

I

70

Glacial

120 ka
Inlerglacial

Possible damming oi the Baltic

a.

120 ka

ice Thickness
20

40

60

80

Permafrost Thickness
With repository
120 ka

Figure 2.1. Past and predicted climate-driven evolution of sea-level,
ice thickness and permafrost thickness at Aspo.

The number of hydraulically-connected bedrock fractures and their respective
permeabilities (or rather the permeability distribution inside each individual fracture) is also
likely to be affected, not just by changes in the amounts of fracture-filling minerals, but also by
the tectonic effects of glacial loading and unloading. In a modeling study, Boulton and Caban
(1995) investigated several of the geological effects that might have resulted from the
movement and loading of the European ice sheet during the last two glacial cycles (Saalian and
Weichsalian) and from the accompanying changes in the ground-water flow regime. During
-the Saalian glacial maximum, the ice sheet extended over the Fennoscandian shield and further
south over the Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary basins of Germany and The Netherlands.
During the following Weichselian maximum, the ice sheet extended only onto the margins of
the Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary basins. In Boulton and Caban's model, loading of the
ice is expected to result in shear fractures with large displacements only in the upper 94 m near
the toe of the ice sheet. Boulton and Caban (1995) also investigated the possibility of
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hydrofracturing. In their simulation, the predicted zone of hydrofracturing extended to about
150 m depth and was centered on the toe of the glacier. The depth and lateral extent of
hydrofracturing depended not only on the glacial load and on the ground-water potential
gradients, but also on the extent of the proglacial and subglacial permafrost zone.
Glacial stresses will also affect the horizontal and vertical transmissivity of individual
fractures and fracture zones. Unfortunately, the processes causing such transmissivity changes
are currently not well understood, and there does not appear to be any consensus among experts
in rock-mechanics and hydrogeology regarding the nature, and even less the magnitude, of the
possible changes in horizontal and vertical transmissivity that may be caused by glacial loading
and unloading (King-Clayton and others, 1995).

3. GROUND-WATER FLOW AND TRANSPORT SIMULATIONS
3.1 Simulations by Provost and Others (1998): The Base Case
Provost and others (1998) used the climatic and geological changes prescribed by the SITE94 Central Scenario to construct a series of regional simulations of ground-water flow and
transport during the next 140,000 years. The conclusions provided by their cross sectional flow
and transport modeling will be summarized here.
The cross section considered by Provost and others (1998) is approximately 10 km deep and
extends 1500 km. It starts west of the Norwegian coast, passes through Aspo and ends in
Poland (figures 3.1 and 3.2). The transient boundary conditions used in the cross sectional
models are based on the SITE-94 Central Scenario (fig. 3.3). The U.S. Geological Survey
finite-element code SUTRA (Voss, 1984) was used to conduct the simulations. SUTRA is a
ground-water flow and solute transport code that can simulate the hydrodynamic effects of
variable density. The boundary conditions defined in the model of Provost and others (1998)
are the following:
1) Bottom boundary: no flow.
2) Right and left side boundaries: hydrostatic pressures.
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3) Top boundaries: one or more of the following time-dependent conditions:
a) water-table boundary (specified pressure).
b)sea-water head (specified pressure).
c)no flow boundary for cold-based ice or near-surface low-permeability zone for
permafrost condition.
d) beneath warm-based ice, constant glacial meltwater recharge of 0.5 cm/year until basal
pressure exceeds the weight of the ice. If the calculated basal pressure would exceed the
ice weight pressure, some meltwater is allowed to "escape" from the model, that is, it
does not enter the ground-water system.

The model of Provost and others (1998)

assumes that warm-based ice (with basal melting) is present everywhere except near the
toe of the ice sheet. Simulations of European ice-sheet dynamics by Boulton and others
(1995) indicate that basal melting should indeed occur beneath most of the ice sheet and
that the central zone of cold-based ice will probably not reach Aspo.

Provost and others (1998) incorporate a salinity generation function in their model and adjust
the rate of salt generation to match, at steady state, the present-day distribution of salinities
with depth, as observed at Aspo and in the "Deep-Gas" borehole drilled in the Siljan Ring
about 300 km west of Aspo'. The salt generation function is of the form, R = kmtfC^-C), with
a maximum obtainable salt concentration C*" of 333,000 ppm.
Provost and others (1998) conducted a sensitivity analysis of their model, varying many
different parameters in an attempt to determine 1) the most important parameters affecting the
simulation results and 2) the general conclusions that could be drawn about the evolution of the
ground-water system during the next 140,000 years. The parameters varied in the model are
listed in table 3.1, roughly in order of decreasing importance. A complete exposition of all the
simulations conducted is beyond the scope of the present report. The interested reader is
referred to Provost and others (1998) for further details.
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POLAND

Figure 3.1. Line of section used in the ground-water flow
and transport model by Provost and others (1998).
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Figure 3.2. Stratigraphy of the cross-section used in the flow
and transport model by Provost and others (1998).
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Figure 3.3. Climate evolution along the cross-section used in the
flow and transport model of Provost and others (1998).
Table 3.1. The "Base Case" and other simulations by Provost and others (1998).
Basal melting rate
Loading Efficiency
Permeability
distribution
Permafrost
Porosity
Sedimentary Wedge

Base Case
0.5 cm/year
0 (ice load carried entirely by
the rock)
One layer:
kv = 1.02xl0'16m2, kh/kv= 10/1
Hydraulically closed (lowers k
by 1010)
0.1%
Present

Other variations
0.005 cm/year
0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 0.95, 1.0 (ice load carried
entirely by the water).
One layer: Wk v = 0.1/1, 10/0.1
two layers (k/100 below 500 m depth):
Hydraulically open (no permafrost),
taliks (partially open)
0.01%
Absent
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Figure 3.4. Ground-water velocities (logarithmically scaled) and relative concentration contours
according to the "Base Case" simulation results of Provost and others, 1998).
Abbreviations: i, cold-based ice; ip, ice over permafrost; ir, ice with potential recharge;
o, open ground; p, permafrost; s, seawater.
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Figure 3.5. Ground-water velocity, flow direction and salinity evolution
at the Aspo HRL (500 m depth) according to the "Base Case"
simulation of Provost and others (1998). Abbreviations:
ip, ice over permafrost; ir, ice with potential recharge;
o, open ground; p, permafrost; s, seawater.
The Base Case simulation served as the reference simulation used by Provost and others
(1998) and is presented (figs. 3.4 and 3.5) and discussed here. Results from the Base Case
simulation are representative of most of the results obtained by Provost and others (1998).
Relative concentration contours below a value of 0.1 are not shown here because numerical
oscillations affect lower concentration results. In any case, the simulation results show a
relatively steep concentration gradient between the shield brines and the glacial meltwaters; the
0.01 and 0.1 relative concentration contours are close to each other.
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Under current interglacial conditions, ground-water flow is topographically driven, and the
influence of topography is reflected down to the bottom of the 10 km section. The Caledonides
and the southern Swedish highlands constitute the primary recharge areas. The Norwegian
coast and the Baltic coast at Aspo are in the primary discharge areas, along with the trough
between the Caledonides and the southern Swedish highlands.
At 10,000 years AP, permafrost covers the Fennoscandian shield and a cold-based ice cap is
present over the Caledonides. As a result of these hydraulically impermeable barriers, shallow
ground-water flow is nearly parallel to the topography. Ground water at the Aspo repository
gradually freshens. The dense saline waters, which were previously discharging at Aspo,
slowly settle and are displaced by fresh waters flowing from the west (see fig. 3.5).
At 50,000 years AP, the first (minor) glaciation has come and gone and the second
glaciation has started. Warm-based ice covers the Caledonides and other parts of the
Fennoscandian shield. Cold-based ice (ice over permafrost) is present near the toe of the ice
sheet and has reached the southern Swedish highlands, but not Aspo. Melting of the warmbased ice, at a rate of 0.5 cm/year, recharges the ground-water system directly underneath it
with highly dilute water. Because of the high degree of vertical exaggeration in the cross
sectional figures, the horizontal flow of water under the warm-based ice appears small; it
traverses a very small fraction of the regional scale of the cross section. At the subregional
scale, however, lateral eastward flow of fresh water to the Aspo repository continues.
As the edge of the warm-based ice reaches Aspo (at about 55,000 years AP), ground-water
flow increases by an order of magnitude and takes a pronounced downward inclination. Once
meltwater recharge has been taken up by storage and has caused the ground-water pressure at
the base of the ice sheet to match the pressure exerted by the weight of the ice, additional
recharge of ground water can occur only through an increase in the height of the ice sheet,
which results in an increase in the maximum allowable ground-water pressure at the base of the
ice sheet. As a result, after an initial surge in meltwater recharge to the ground-water system,
recharge decreases within a few thousand years to a value slightly less than 0.2 cm/year.
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According to the Central Scenario, the ice sheet reaches its maximum extent at about
60,000 years AP, then begins to retreat. As the height of the ice sheet decreases, the confining
pressure provided by the ice is reduced, and the meltwater that had been stored during glacial
advance discharges to the surface. As the ice sheet recedes, the sea follows closely behind it,
encroaching inland and passing above the Aspo repository at about 69,000 AP. Although the
magnitude of the ground-water discharge decreases by an order of magnitude as the sea
replaces the ice sheet over the repository site, the salinity of the ground waters near the Aspo
repository continues to increase towards present-day levels as shield brines continue to move
upwards below the discharging glacial meltwaters. At 82,000 years AP, the sea has retreated
and dry land overlies the Aspo repository, and the ground-water flow system is remarkably
similar to that of the present day. The general direction of ground-water flow at the Aspo
repository remains upward throughout the periods of marine incursion and marine regression
and becomes eastward, parallel to the land surface only upon the onset of permafrost preceding
the next glaciation. Because this period of permafrost is much shorter than the preceding one,
the salinity of the waters near the repository does not decrease significantly until a warm-based
ice sheet once again lies over the site. Otherwise, this next glacial event, and indeed, the
following cycle of events, has remarkably similar hydrogeologic consequences to the
previously simulated cycle of events.
3.2. Primary Factors Affecting Regional Flow and Transport Simulations by
Provost and Others (1998)
The basal melting rate, the loading efficiency and the permeability distribution proved to be
the three most important factors in the simulations conducted by Provost and others (1998).
The melting rate of 0.5 cm/year used in the base case is at the low end of the 0.5 - 3 cm/year
range estimated by Boulton and others (1995) for the last European Ice Sheet. Simulations
conducted with a much lower basal melting rate of 0.005 cm/year showed little penetration of
glacial meltwater down to repository depths at Aspo.
The loading efficiency is one of the most important variables controlling the depth of
penetration of glacial meltwaters in the simulations by Provost and others (1998).
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Unfortunately, it is also perhaps the most difficult parameter to characterize with any certainty
in crystalline rock. The loading efficiency essentially represents the fraction of the ice load that
is directly carried by the water. A loading efficiency of 0 was used in the Base Case, implying
that glacial loading had no direct effect on subsurface fluid pressures. At the other extreme, a
loading efficiency of 1 would mean that the weight of the ice is borne entirely by the water.
Under such conditions, sub-glacial recharge would be reduced (relative to the Base Case),
because ground-water pressures would almost immediately reach the maximum subglacial
pressure (above which the ice sheet would be mechanically lifted or would fracture). Groundwater recharge could then occur only due to increases in the height of the ice. This maximum
loading efficiency would result in only shallow penetration of glacial meltwaters. A series of
loading efficiencies, ranging from 0 to 1, were tested by Provost and others (1998). Generally,
the depth of penetration of any given relative concentration contour, at the glacial maximum
under Aspo, was found to depend almost linearly on the loading efficiency. For example,
according to simulation results, the 0.1 relative concentration contour would penetrate to a
depth of 6.9 km for a loading efficiency of 0, but would penetrate only to a depth of 1.3 km for
a loading efficiency of 1. As mentioned earlier, relative concentrations decrease sharply below
a value of 0.1 (the 0.01 contour is close to the 0.1 contour). Therefore, it is expected that
glacial meltwater would penetrate at least several hundred meters under Aspo, even in the case
of a maximum loading efficiency of 1.
Decreasing horizontal and vertical permeabilities by a factor of 100 below the upper 500 m
of granodiorite has the effect of concentrating most of the flow in the upper layer, increasing
ground-water velocities in this upper layer, and significantly freshening the water passing
through a hypothetical repository located at Aspo at 500 m depth. In general, none of the
permeability distributions chosen for the various simulations would prevent the arrival and
maintenance of dilute glacial meltwaters at the Aspo repository during the period of glacial
advance of warm-based ice over the site.
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The porosity chosen, the hydraulic properties chosen for the permafrost, and the choice of
including or excluding the sedimentary wedge near the Baltic coast had similarly minimal
effects on the arrival and persistence of glacial meltwaters down to repository depth at Aspo.
3.3 Local-Scale Discrete Feature Modeling by Geier (1996)
Using the SKI SITE-94 structural geologic model for Aspo (Tiren and others, 1996) and a
repository-scale fracture network model, Geier (1996) constructed a local-scale discrete-feature
flow model for the Aspo site and investigated the effects that glacial advance and retreat would
have on the local ground-water system. Geier specified fixed heads on the external surfaces of
his 5km x 5km x 2km flow model. The heads at the intersections of the discrete features with
the external surfaces of the model box were determined by fitting to a second-degree
polynomial equivalent freshwater heads, at 58000 years AP, calculated by Provost and others
(1998) in their Base Case regional simulation. Using this model, Geier (1996) determines that
glacial meltwaters would take a median travel time of 64 years to reach the repository from the
subglacial ground surface. This flow regime can be expected to last between 5,000 and 10,000
years, according to the SKI SITE-94 Central Scenario. Therefore, the glacial meltwater
contained in the main hydrologic conductors leading from the surface to the repository would
experience on the order of 100 turnovers before the end of the glacial advance. Geier (1996)
mentions that 5 times faster fluxes would have been calculated if initially higher hydraulic
gradients had been used to simulate the passing of the leading edge of the warm-based ice over
the Aspo site. According to the regional simulation results (for the Base Case) of Provost and
others (1998), these extreme fluxes should only last for about 1500 years.
Although a travel time of less than 100 years to 500 m depth may appear to be relatively
fast, such rapid penetration of water is not uncommon in fractured crystalline rocks, even under
present deglaciated conditions. Indeed, Ittner and others (1991) report that

l06

Ru,

137

Cs, and

°Co spikes were measured at the Gidea site in northern Sweden in a packed borehole section at
97-106 m depth within 1 to 2 years after the Chernobyl accident in April 1986 (arrival times:
263 days for

106

Ru, 516 days for 137Cs, 599 days for 60Co).
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3.4 Ice and Ground-Water Flow Simulations by Boulton and Others (1995)
In a study sponsored by SKB (the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management company),
Boulton and others (1995) constructed a regional cross sectional model in an attempt to
simulate the flow of ice and ground water during the last Paleozoic glaciation. The model
constructed by Boulton and others (1995) is mentioned here for comparison with the groundwater flow and transport model constructed by Provost and others (1998). The cross sectional
model of Boulton and others (1995) extends only to a depth of 2 km in the Fennoscandian
shield, does not incorporate a salinity generation function, and does not account for the effect
of variable density on flow. The model of Provost and others (1998) also uses up to two layers
to represent the crystalline bedrock (but only one layer in the Base Case, see table 3.1) and a
three-layer sedimentary wedge to the east of Aspo. In contrast, the model of Boulton and
others (1995) assigns 12 different hydraulic conductivities to the rocks in the Fennoscandian
Shield, compartmenting the model into 4 horizontal zones and 3 layers. The middle layer,
which extends from 100 m depth to approximately 1 km (0.8 to 1.5 km depending on the zone),
is 20 to 30 times less conductive than the top 100 m layer in the model. The bottom layer
(below approximately 1 km) was made to be 100 times less conductive than the middle layer.
An independent analysis of the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity data in the SKB
database GEOTAB by Winberg (1989) revealed no consistent trends in hydraulic conductivity
with depth. While it is generally accepted that conductivities below the upper 100 to 200 m of
bedrock are 10 to 100 times lower than in the upper 200 m, such a distribution is not found
everywhere. For example at the site of the Aspo HRL, no significant decrease in conductivity
with depth was found in the upper 1000 m; there are indications instead that conductivity
increases with depth (Liedholm, 1991).
Despite the differences noted above, many of the hydrologic consequences of glacial
advance predicted in the model by Provost and others (1998) were also found by Boulton and
others (1995). Boulton and others (1995) found that heads and potential gradients would be
significantly greater during times of glacial advance than during interglacial periods. They also
found that ground-water flow directions would tend downwards beneath a warm-based
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advancing ice sheet, and upwards just beyond the toe of the ice sheet. Boulton and others
(1995) did not provide estimated times for glacial meltwater transport to repository depth, so
these results could not be compared.
3.5 Flow and Transport Modeling Conclusions and Geochemical Implications
The SITE-94 Central Scenario and the numerical simulations by Provost and others (1998),
Geier (1996) and Boulton and others (1995) lead to the following conclusions regarding the
evolution of Fennoscandian ground waters, and of Aspo ground waters in particular, during the
next 120,000 years:
1) Glacial meltwaters will penetrate deeply into the Fennoscandian Shield during periods of
glacial advance, reaching at least several hundred meters and possibly reaching depths of
several kilometers in only a few thousand years.
2) These glacial meltwaters may reside in the shallow subsurface for periods exceeding 10,000
years.
3) Median travel times of less than 100 years are expected for glacial meltwaters to reach
repository depth at 500 m.
4) Apart from periods of glacial advance, ground-water flow at the Aspo repository is
generally predicted to be upward and/or eastward. Recharge of marine waters at Aspo is
not found to occur in the regional simulations of Provost and others (1998).

The hydrologic changes that can be expected during the next 120,000 years, according to
available flow and transport simulations, have specific geochemical implications. Under
present-day conditions, shallow ground waters at Aspo, and indeed in most of the
-Fennoscandian shield, are of Na(Ca)-HCC>3 type and generally change with increasing depth to
waters of Ca(Na)-Cl type. According to the available flow and transport simulation results,
permafrost conditions preceding the formation of an ice-cover will restrict recharge or
discharge of ground waters in the affected area, and will generally decrease the salinity of
waters at the Aspo repository, possibly also increasing the Na/Ca ratio, but probably not
significantly affecting redox conditions. The possible increases in local shallow ground-water
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salinity that might be caused by freezing out of salt during permafrost formation were
considered, but not implemented in the simulations by Provost and others (1998). Such
increases in salinity were thought hydrologically insignificant at a regional scale. Indeed, an
increase in salinity decreases the freezing point of water and helps to generate taliks (holes in
the permafrost). Advection of warmer deeper waters allows taliks to sustain themselves, once
formed, if they occur in a regional discharge area, such as at the toe of an advancing ice sheet.
The hypothetical Aspo repository is located at 500 m depth and, generally, would not lie below
a natural recharge area, except when overlain by a warm-based ice sheet. Therefore, it is not
expected that the waters surrounding the repository would be affected by the salinity generated
by permafrost formation.
Interglacial periods will be similar to present conditions: waters with high organic carbon
contents (therefore with a high reduction potential) are expected to recharge deglaciated highlying areas and local ground-water systems. Shallow, locally recharged ground waters on Aspo
have up to 28 mg/L of dissolved organic carbon. Peat bogs and tundra marshes could lead to
even higher organic carbon contents. Nevertheless, the Baltic coastline near Aspo will
constitute a regional ground-water discharge area, similar to present-day conditions.
The existence of two warm-based ice sheets covering the Aspo site for up to 40,000 of the
next 120,000 years, as predicted by the Central Scenario, will have a tremendous impact on the
hydrogeology and geochemistry of the ground waters near the Aspo repository. The presence
of 2 to 3 km high ice sheets with melting at the base can be expected to cause penetration of
dilute glacial meltwaters to depths of 1 km or more during the periods of glacial advance
(Provost and others, 1996). The possibility of obtaining an oxidizing environment near the
repository, as a result of the penetration of glacial meltwaters, is one of the most serious
hydrogeochemical consequences warranting further investigation.
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4. GEOCHEMICAL MODELING OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN
GROUND WATERS OF THE FENNOSCANDIAN SHIELD
The presence of high concentrations of dissolved oxygen in glacial meltwaters is a source of
concern for the performance assessment of a high-level radioactive waste. Exposure of the
copper-clad waste canisters to oxygenated water could result in much higher corrosion rates
than expected for the mildly sulfidic waters presently found at repository depths. Furthermore,
exposure of radionuclides, such as Pu, U, Np and Tc, in particular, to highly oxygenated ground
waters would result in a much greater solubility of these radionuclides, and consequently in a
greater transport flux, than would occur in the case of their exposure to more reducing waters.
4.1 Dilute Glacial Meltwaters: their Oxidizing Potential and a Discussion of
Possible Reductants
In most ground-water systems, the presence of dissolved or particulate organic carbon
quickly reduces any entrained dissolved oxygen and is typically responsible for the further
reduction of other oxidants (iron and manganese oxides, dissolved sulfate and, eventually,
dissolved inorganic carbon). Glacial meltwaters, such as those found at the base of an ice
sheet, cannot, however, be expected to contain significant concentrations of organic carbon, or
of any other reducing agents. In measurements on modern Greenland snow for example,
Twickler and others (1986) report organic carbon concentrations of 0.1 (ig/g. Unfortunately,
analyses of glacial meltwaters are relatively rare and the authors are not aware of any analyses
of water from the base of an ice sheet, such as from the Greenland or Antarctica ice sheets. A
few analyses of subglacial, englacial or bulk glacial meltwaters sampled from Alpine and
Icelandic glaciers are provided in table 4.1. No analyses of dissolved organic carbon or
dissolved oxygen were reported. The waters are probably oxygenated, given the absence of
reported dissolved iron or manganese. Indeed, according to the researchers who analyzed these
waters, the primary water-rock reaction processes affecting the observed water compositions
are the dissolution of calcite and the oxidation of pyrite by melting ice and snow.
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Table 4.1. The composition of some glacial meltwaters
Ca
1.7
23
1.32
8.56
4.24

Mg
0.39
5.8
0.01
0.72
0.67

Na
0.05
1.00
0.34
1.77
2.34

K
0.22
2.2
0.51
1.72
0.25

HCO3
Gomergletscher englacial (TMR)
10
Gomergletscher subglacial (TMR)
58
Argentiere bulk September (TR)
6.4
Argentiere bulk April (TR)
26.23
Fjallsjokul bulk melt water
14.03
(mainly surface melt?) (RT)
Note: Analyses are in ppm.
Abbreviations: TMR - Tranter, Mills and Raiswell, 1989; RT- Raiswell and Thomas, 1984;
Thomas and Raiswell, 1984

SO4
0
75
1.34
7.1
2.54

77? -

Glacial meltwaters can be expected to contain much higher concentrations of dissolved
oxygen than would be present in a cold, dilute water equilibrated with the atmosphere. Indeed,
significant amounts of air can be trapped in snow at the top of an ice cap or glacier and can
remain trapped throughout the conversion of the snow into firn and eventually into ice. Near
the base of the GISP ice core (Greenland ice sheet), Stauffer and others (1985) measured an
average of 65 cc of air per kg of ice in two samples of silty ice at 2030 m depth. The average
O2, N2, Ar and CO2 concentrations in the trapped air were 20.4%, 78.3%, 0.95% and 3750 ppm
respectively, values similar to atmospheric concentrations, except for the CO2 value which is an
order of magnitude higher. Based on measurements of Herron and others (1982), Stauffer and
others (1985) further estimated that a trapped air concentration of 60 cc of air/kg of ice was
typical for "melt-layer ice" formed at the surface of the ice sheet during summer periods when
the temperature rises above 0° C. Melting and refreezing of the ice allows some of the excess
gas content to escape. Indeed, Stauffer and others (1985) suggested that ice sintered from dry
firn would have 100 cc of air/kg of ice.
In their independent investigation of the GRIP ice core (also from the Greenland ice sheet),
Souchez and others (1995) measured total gas concentrations between 48 and 98 cc per kg of
silty ice at 3029 and 3022 m depth, respectively, near the base of the ice sheet. CO2 and CH4
concentrations were inversely proportional to the total gas content of the ice. The measured
CO2 and CH4 concentrations increased with depth and were surprisingly high, up to 13% for
CO2 and up to 6000 ppm for CH4. Souchez and others (1995) attributed these high CO 2 and
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CH4 concentrations to a production source beneath the ice, the concentrations being of the same
order of magnitude as values measured by other investigators for frozen peat and fine-grained
soils in permafrost regions of Alaska. Unfortunately, Souchez and others (1995) do not report,
or did not measure, the O2 concentration in the ice.
At the base of a 2 km high ice sheet, the confining hydrostatic pressure could reach almost
200 atmospheres, well beyond the pressure needed to dissolve essentially all the air trapped in
the ice and temporarily released during its melting at the base of the ice cap. Assuming a
trapped air concentration of 65 cc/kg of ice and the average O2 and CO2 concentrations
measured by Stauffer and others (1985), the O2 and CO2 concentrations in the derived glacial
meltwater should be 0.912 millimolar and 0.0167 millimolar respectively. If a trapped air
concentration of 100 cc/kg ice is assumed instead, the resulting O2 and CO2 concentrations
could be as high as 1.40 and 0.0257 mmolar, respectively. Therefore, the O2 concentration of
the glacial meltwaters could easily be 3 to 5 times greater than the normal concentration at
equilibrium with the atmosphere at 0°C, i.e., initial dissolved oxygen concentrations could
exceed a range of 29 to 45 mg/L (this is much higher than the often cited and used atmospheric
equilibrium value of 8 mg/L at 25°C).
Due to the scarcity of available organic carbon, the reduction of dissolved O2 in the glacial
meltwaters penetrating the fractured crystalline rock will depend primarily on the availability
and on the rate of reaction of the following Fe(II) and S(-II) minerals:
1) Fe(II) chlorite [(Mg,Fe)5Al2Si30io(OH)g], one of the most predominant fracture-filling
minerals found at Aspo. Despite its predominance, chlorite, like most silicate minerals, will
not react very quickly with the oxygenated water. One mole of a pure Fe(II)-chlorite
(daphnite) can, in theory, consume 5/4 moles of O2.
2) biotite [K(Fe,Mg)3AlSi30io(OH)2], a primary mineral in granitic rocks such at those found at
Aspo. Biotite will be the predominant reducing agent in the rock matrix and on exposed
fracture wall rock. Despite its predominance, biotite, like chlorite, can not be expected to
react very quickly with the oxygenated water. One mole of a pure Fe(II)-biotite (annite)
can, in theory, consume 3/4 moles of O2.
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3) pyrite [FeS2]. Pyrite can be found both in the rock matrix and as a fracture-filling mineral,
usually in hydraulically unconnected fractures. Despite its overall rarity at Aspo, pyrite can
react rapidly (relative to most silicate minerals) and is a strong reducing agent for dissolved
O2. One mole of pyrite can, in theory, consume 15/4 moles of O2.
4) magnetite [Fe3C>4]. Magnetite is fairly frequently found in cores from Aspo, both in fracture
fills and in the rock matrix. One mole of magnetite can, in theory, consume 1/4 moles of
O2.
In comparison with the above minerals, one mole of dissolved organic carbon with an
average oxidation state of 0 (such as in CH2O) could, in theory, consume 1 mole of O2 (this
corresponds to 2.7 mg of O2 consumed per mg of organic carbon).
4.2 A Local Equilibrium Model for the Reactive Transport of Dissolved Oxygen
A simple conceptual model was constructed as a first approximation for the estimation of
the rate of transport of oxygenated water relative to the transport of water itself. The model
considers the case of a single 1-km-long, 100-u.m-wide, fracture plane. In reality, a
representative flow channel would be more likely to pass through a sequential series of fracture
planes or channels, rather than through a single fracture plane; the model results presented here
also apply approximately to this situation.
A linear ground-water velocity of 10 m per year and a longitudinal dispersivity of 3 m are
assumed for the 1000 m long fracture channel considered in the model. Glacial meltwater
introduced at one end of the fracture would take 100 years to travel to the other end. Because
of its reaction with Fe(II) and S(-II) minerals, however, dissolved oxygen transport takes
longer. As a first approximation, a fixed amount of reductant minerals is assumed to be
available to react with the dissolved oxygen initially present; and the rate of these reactions is
assumed to be fast relative to the transport of the water (the local equilibrium condition is
applied).
The first calculations are conducted with the PHREEQM 1-dimensional geochemical
transport model (Appelo and Willemsen, 1987; Appelo and Postma, 1993). PHREEQM can
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simulate advection, dispersion and chemical reactions throughout a "column" of cells, each of
which contains a fixed mass of 1 kg of H2O. The model uses a 1 -year time step and 100 cells,
10 m each in length. Because each cell nominally considers 1 kg of H2O, or approximately 1 L
of water, the lateral width considered by the model is 1 m, and the surface exposed to each kg
of H2O is 20 m2, ignoring the effects of surface roughness. The initially specified amounts of
reactive minerals are critical to the calculations. Unfortunately, lack of more precise
information for the single relatively clean fracture considered by the model leadd only to an
estimate of the "reasonable reactive amounts" of reducing minerals that would be contacted by
the oxygenated waters and that would react relatively quickly. In the initial estimate, calcite is
considered a primary fracture-filling mineral, occupying about 1 % of the fracture void volume.
The amounts of pyrite and annite (pure Fe(II)-biotite) initially present are assumed 100 times
lower (on a mole basis) than the amount of calcite initially present; 2.71xlO"3 moles per kg of
H2O of pyrite and 2.71xl0"3 moles per kg of H2O of annite are used.
The amounts of pyrite and annite specified correspond to a reducing capacity, Rc, of
1.22x10'2 moles of O2. If the instantaneous and complete irreversible reaction of the available
reducing minerals with the inflowing oxygenated water is assumed, and if hydrodynamic
dispersion and matrix diffusion effects are ignored, the rate of movement of the dissolved
oxygen front vOi relative to the rate of movement of the water itself, vH 0, can be easily
calculated without the help of the PHREEQM code. The following equation can be used:
R

1.22x10 2

mn .

9.12x10""

= 14.4

(1)

where:
R—V

Iv

(2)

Rc is the reducing capacity of the exposed fracture fillings or rock matrix, expressed as an
equivalent oxygen molality. mOi is the actual dissolved oxygen molality of the inflowing glacial
meltwater. Both variables are expressed in equivalents. Equation (1) can be related (Glynn
and Brown, 1996) to the more general equation describing the retardation of sharp reaction
fronts in systems with advective transport but no dispersive transport (Dria and others, 1987;
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similar expressions for the "traveling wave" approximation can also be found in Lichtner,
1985, 1988, and in Ortoleva and others, 1986):

(3)

where g,* and hy are the stoichiometric coefficients of element / in minerals k and aqueousspecies j . nik and c, are the mineral and aqueous-species concentrations, respectively.
Superscripts D and U indicate concentrations downstream and upstream from the moving front.
According to equation (1), if the average advective travel time of the glacial meltwater is
100 years (to 1000 m depth), then the average time required for breakthrough of the dissolved
oxygen front would be 1440 years (or 720 years for breakthrough at 500 m depth). If the
reducing capacity of the fracture were estimated to be 10 times higher, the estimated average
time required for breakthrough of the dissolved oxygen front at 1000 m depth, would be 13,470
years (on the order of the 10,000 year estimate for the duration of the glacial advance). The
initial estimate of the reducing capacity Re (1.22x 10"2 moles of O2) is a reasonable guess for the
case of transport in a single "relatively clean" fracture. In a fracture "zone" or in a "crushedrock zone", a unit mass of water would contact a greater surface area, and a reasonable estimate
of RL could be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher. The ratio of fracture filling minerals (such as
chlorite) to wall-rock minerals (such as biotite) could also be expected to be greater in a
"crushed-rock zone" than in a single fracture.
PHREEQM calculations (with 2.71xlO'3 moles per kg of H2O of initial annite and initial
pyrite) are, as expected, in excellent agreement with the breakthrough times calculated using
equation (1). PHREEQM calculations with no longitudinal dispersivity give an estimated
breakthrough time for the dissolved O2 front of 1437 years at a depth of 995 m, whereas
PHREEQM calculations conducted using a longitudinal dispersivity of 3 m give a
breakthrough time of 1393 years (3% faster).
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In an independent analysis, Arthur (1996) presented a set of estimates for the transport of
dissolved O2 to a repository depth of 500 m. His estimated O2 front travel times (for travel in a
"fracture", as opposed to travel in "unaltered" or "altered" granite) ranged between 4.4xlO4 and
4.4xlO6 years, depending on his chosen Darcy velocity. His estimated Darcy velocities ranged
between 0.3 m/yr and 30 m/yr based on tracer dilution tests reported by Wikberg and others
(1991) and Rhen and others (1992).
Arthur's analysis is identical to the analysis presented above under limiting conditions of
local equilibrium. It is based on Lichtner's (1985, 1988, 1996) quasi-stationary state
approximation describing the migration velocity of a reaction front. The quasi-stationary state
approximation (QSSA) is based on the observation that chemical constituents are generally
much more concentrated in minerals than in an associated aqueous phase. As a result, aqueous
solution compositions will be strongly buffered by the solids in the system. Consequently,
aqueous solution compositions will not change rapidly with time at any given location,
although they will change with distance along a flow path. According to Lichtner (1985, 1988,
1996), the evolution of such a geochemical system can be described by a sequence of stationary
states, and the migration of a reaction front/can be given by:

where V/ is the velocity of the reaction front f, q is the Darcy velocity, <j> is the porosity and Lj is
a dimensionless quantity for aqueous reactanty:
(5)

where Vjr are stoichiometric coefficients for component j in balanced dissolution reactions of
minerals r (for r = 1,... M), Vr is the molar volume of mineral r, {<^} stands for the change in
the volume fraction of mineral r across the reaction front f, {*Fj} stands for the change in the
total aqueous concentrations of component j across the reaction front f. If the retardation term,
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Lj, is much bigger than 1, porosity will cancel out of equations 4 and 5, although the velocity of
the reaction front will still be dependent on the Darcy flux q.
Although equations (4) and (5) use different symbols and appear to show a dependence of
the front velocity on porosity, they are essentially identical to equations (2) and (3). Indeed,
dividing the Darcy velocity q by the porosity (p in equation (4) results in the average linear
ground-water velocity VH0 of equation (2). Similarly, dividing the change in the mineral
volume fraction {<^} by the mineral molar volume Vr and by the porosity 0 in equation (5)
results in a mineral concentration expressed in moles per volume of water. The concentration
units for m* in equation (3) can be similarly expressed. Aqueous concentrations must have the
same units as the mineral concentrations. Expressing mineral and aqueous concentrations in
moles per mass of H2O in equation (3) may also be a valid alternative.
Lichtner (1988) notes that equations (4) and (5) may apply even if local equilibrium is not
attained. Once a slowly dissolving mineral forms a dissolution front, the front will move at the
same velocity as a dissolution front created under local equilibrium conditions. Of course the
time required to initially generate the dissolution front will depend on the reaction rate and on
the mineral surface area. The size of the mineral reaction zone will also be inversely dependent
on the reaction rate and on the reactive surface area.
Equations (4) and (5) and equations (1) and (2) assume that diffusive and dispersive
processes are insignificant. Consequently, these equations would not be valid if matrix
diffusion were an important process. Matrix diffusion could result in a slower migration of the
dissolved oxygen front in a fracture.
The transport times, estimated by Arthur (1996) for the transport of oxygen rich waters to
500 m depth, are more than 30 times greater than the estimates for the model presented here.
The differences between the estimates presented here and those of Arthur (1996) can be
attributed to the following reasons:
1) Arthur (1996) assumed that the infilling water was in equilibrium with atmospheric oxygen
concentrations, and did not consider the possibility of excess dissolved oxygen caused by
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ice-trapped air. This resulted in a dissolved oxygen concentration 3 times smaller than
reported here.
2) Arthur (1996) used reductive mineral concentrations estimated for the Aspo redox fracture
zone documented by Banwart and others (1992) and Eliasson (1993). The high
concentrations of reductive minerals (primarily chlorite) and the large mineral surface areas
that would be available for reaction are typical of a "crushed-rock" zone. A single
"relatively-clean" fracture can be expected to have much lower reductive mineral
concentrations. Indeed, Arthur gives the following ranges of dissolved O2 migration times
to 500 m depth: 1) between l.OxlO4 and 1.5xlO4 years for travel in "altered granite", 2)
between 5.1xlO3 and l.OxlO4 years for travel in "unaltered granite", assuming a Darcy
velocity of 30 m/year. Although the latter travel times are much faster, because of the
lower reductive mineral concentrations, the calculations assume that the "altered" or
"unaltered" rock would behave like an equivalent porous medium not just hydrologically,
but also chemically. In fact, if matrix diffusion effects were insignificant (and this is still a
question to be addressed), the migrating water and, more importantly, its dissolved oxygen
would not have any chance of coming in contact with the entire mineral amounts reported
by Elliasson (1993) for "unaltered" or "altered" granite. Indeed, Arthur (1996) states that
his model may require modification if applied to situations in which flow occurs in
individual "fresh" fractures containing little or no fracture-fill minerals.
Although Arthur (1996) points out that the migration of a dissolved oxygen front is
independent of the reaction rate and of the surface area of reductive mineral exposed, this
statement is true only in the limit, for sufficiently high travel distances and long travel times.
Once the front has established itself, then indeed its velocity will be independent of reaction
rate and surface area effects. Slow reaction rates and small reactive surface areas will,
nevertheless, influence how quickly the front establishes itself, and could therefore determine
the minimum distance required for the reductive removal of dissolved O2. If this distance is
significant relative to the 500 m travel distance, then the time required for dissolved O2 to reach
the repository will be significantly decreased. Because of the relatively small amounts of pyrite
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found in the hydraulically conductive and connected fractures (Tiren and others, 1996), the
reduction of dissolved oxygen present in glacial meltwaters will depend primarily on the
availability and reactivity of Fe(II) silicate minerals, such as Fe(II)-rich chlorites and biotites.
These minerals have notoriously slow dissolution and oxidation rates and, therefore, reaction
kinetics for these processes probably need to be accounted for in any analysis of the potential
for dissolved O2 transport to repository depth.
4.3 Dissolved-Oxygen Reduction Kinetics
The calculation estimates given in the preceding section assume that the reaction of the
specified initial amounts of pyrite and annite in any given unit volume of fracture is fast
relative to the flow of the inflowing glacial meltwater through that volume. While this
assumption may be valid for pyrite oxidation, it is probably invalid with regard to the oxidation
of silicates such as Fe(II)-rich chlorites and biotites.
Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996) estimated the time required for depletion of dissolved
oxygen in a conductive fracture at the time of repository closure. A rapid depletion of the
dissolved oxygen introduced in the ground-water environment during construction of a highlevel nuclear waste site is viewed as essential for the geochemical stability of the repository
system. Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996) identified the weathering of Fe(II)-containing
minerals, specifically chlorite and biotite, in the rock matrix and fracture fillings to be critical
controls on the reduction of dissolved oxygen. Dissolved oxygen can be reduced by two
distinct processes: 1) a slow release of Fe(II) from the silicate minerals into ground water
followed by a rapid reaction of the aqueous Fe(II) with dissolved oxygen and/or 2) direct
oxygen uptake and reaction at the silicate mineral surface. In the first process, the silicate
dissolution step is significantly slower than the reaction of aqueous O2 with dissolved Fe(II)
and is independent of the dissolved-oxygen concentration: the reaction is zero-order with
respect to oxygen. The reaction is also assumed zero-order with respect to the Fe(II)-mineral,
because of the large, virtually invariant, concentration of Fe-(II) minerals. The rate of oxygen
uptake, R02 (in moles L"1 hr"1), for this process depends on the rate of silicate mineral
dissolution, Rd,ss (in moles m"2 hr"1), on the wetted surface area A* (in m2/L), on the relative
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concentration fm (in moles of Fe(II) mineral/total moles) of the Fe(II)-dissolving mineral, and
on PFeii, the Fe(II) concentration (in moles of Fe(II)/ mole of mineral) in the Fe(II) mineral:

°> "

4

(6)

Once the rate of oxygen uptake is estimated, the time I required to deplete the dissolved
oxygen concentration [O2] initially present in the water can be calculated:

Unlike most earlier investigators who had studied the dissolution kinetics of biotite and
chlorite only under acidic conditions, Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996) investigated the
dissolution kinetics of biotite and chlorite in the near-neutral pH region, and later Malmstrom
(1997) extended their study of biotite dissolution kinetics to the pH range 2-10. They used
their dissolution results, under near-neutral pH conditions, to estimate the times required for
dissolved oxygen removal from water initially at atmospheric equilibrium at 25°C, under
conditions that they considered typical for a fracture zone at the Aspo HRL (see table 4.2).
In contrast to the silicate dissolution process, the oxygen consumption process involving
direct oxygen uptake at the silicate surface (White and Yee, 1985) appears to be first-order with
respect to the dissolved oxygen concentration (Malmstrom and others, 1995). After an initially
fast uptake of dissolved oxygen, however, the experimental results of White and Yee (1985)
indicate almost no direct oxygen uptake by biotite in the last 60 days of their 130-day
experiment, given the uncertainty in the measurements. Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996)
nevertheless used the experiments of White and Yee (1985) to estimate steady-state rates of
oxygen consumption by direct uptake on biotite, on hornblende and augite. They then used
these steady-state estimates to determine removal times for dissolved oxygen under conditions
typical of a fracture zone at the Aspo HRL.
In their calculation of the characteristic timescales (table 4.2) for oxygen depletion from the
ground waters after closure of the Aspo repository, Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996)
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assumed a wetted surface area, Aw, of 10 m2/L (an estimate of 20 m2/L was used in the local
equilibrium model presented here), a relative fraction of reducing mineral, fm, of 0.1, and an
initial Fe(II) mole fraction of 1 for each reducing mineral. They also assumed an initial
concentration of 8 mg/L of oxygen for the initial water (instead of the 29 - 45 mg/L estimated
here for glacial meltwaters).

Table 4.2. Characteristic time scales for dissolved oxygen depletion in a fracture from Aspo,
assuming an initial O2 concentration of 8 mg/L. Adapted from Malmstrom and others (1995,
1996).
Mineral
Biotite
Chlorite
Hornblende
Augite

O2 consumption time.
Fe(IT)-silicate dissolution mechanism
52 years
285 years

O2 consumption time.
Direct uptake mechanism
240 years
59 years
84 years

Adjusting the characteristic time scales calculated by Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996)
for an initial glacial meltwater composition of 29 to 45 mg/L O2 results in revised characteristic
times ranging from 190 years (biotite dissolution, 29 mg/L O2) to 1600 years (chlorite
dissolution, 45 mg/L O2) for complete removal of dissolved oxygen from glacial meltwaters.
These timescales are significantly greater than the median travel time of 64 years that was
estimated in the SKI local-scale discrete-feature model (Geier, 1996) for glacial meltwaters to
reach a repository depth of 500 m during glacial advance of a warm-based ice sheet over the
Aspo site. As previously noted, the glacial meltwater flux could actually be five times faster
than the average used in the local-scale discrete-feature model, during the first 1500 years of
warm-based ice sheet advance. The regional and local-scale flow models of Provost and others
(1998) and Geier (1996) and the oxygen-reduction kinetic model of Malmstrom and others
(1995, 1996) suggest, therefore, that silicate dissolution and oxidation kinetics will be much
too slow to prevent highly oxidizing glacial meltwaters from reaching repository depths. Due
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to the very fast turnover of these waters in the upper 500 m of granitic rock, it is estimated that
glacial meltwaters could easily be present at repository depths during virtually the entire time of
glacial advance, i.e., for 10,000 years or more per glaciation, according to Milankovitch theory
and given the duration of previous glaciations.
As mentioned by Malmstrom and others (1997), silicate dissolution rates determined in
laboratory experiments are almost invariably faster (usually by an order of magnitude or more)
than rates determined from field data. The calculations also ignore the fact that ground-water
temperatures under conditions of glacial meltwater intrusion will be lower than 25 °C (the
temperature at which the biotite dissolution experiments were conducted). Ground-water
temperatures are likely to vary between 0 °C at the ground surface and a maximum of 7 °C at
500 m depth, if the geothermal gradient is assumed to remain identical to the presently
observed gradient. A typical rule of thumb is that a 10 °C reduction in temperature generally
causes a 50% decrease in reaction rates. Indeed, activation energies of 20 to 50 kilojoules/mol
reported for sheet silicates (but not biotite) by Nagy (1995), suggest that a reduction in the
biotite and chlorite dissolution rates by a factor of 2 to 3 would be a reasonable adjustment to
compensate for the lower temperatures. In summary, the dissolution rates reported by
Malmstrom and others (1997) represent maximum estimates, and the oxygen removal times
calculated both by us and by Malmstrom and others (1997) are minimum estimates.
4.4 Matrix Diffusion Effects
The local equilibrium and kinetic models presented above do not account for the possible
effects of matrix diffusion and matrix reaction on the migration of oxygenated waters down to
repository depths. Biotite will be the dominant reductant in the rock matrix and, consequently,
-a matrix diffusion model would need to consider biotite dissolution kinetics. A matrix-skinreaction model was devised that may be able to give the maximum amount of biotite that
would be reduced by one pore-volume of oxygenated glacial meltwater in a 500 m long
transport system.
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4.4.1 A matrix-skin-reaction model
The transport system considered in the model is comprised of one 500-m-long fracture with
an aperture of 0.2 mm, a width of 1 m and an internal porosity of 1. It also includes an
associated rock-matrix volume, 500 m long, 1 m wide, extending 10 cm away from the fracture
surface on each side. The matrix has a porosity of 1%. This associated matrix skin is assumed
to offer no resistance to diffusion of oxygenated water from the fracture. Because the fracturematrix system has a plane of symmetry in the middle of the fracture, only one side is considered
in the model.
At most, the 500-m-long fracture system will be entirely pervaded by oxygenated water
with an initial O2 concentration of 0.91 to 1.4 millimolal (cf. section 4.1). Given the specified
matrix porosity and dimensions of the system, this means that at most, between 500 and 770
mmoles of oxygen could possibly be present in the system.
How much Fe(II) could possibly be released by biotite dissolution in this 500-m-long
system if a 64-year residence time is assumed (cf. section 3.3)? Malmstrom and Banwart
(1997) suggest that at a pH of 7, a constantly wetted biotite surface 1 m2 in area would weather
to a depth of 0.05 mm over 10,000 years. This weathering rate is based on their laboratory
measurements of Fe release. Their laboratory results indicate that a similar weathering rate
would be applicable at a pH of 8.5, close to the pH values observed in Aspo ground waters.
Field weathering rates may be significantly slower than indicated by these laboratory
experiments. Following Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996), biotite is assumed to occupy
10% of the matrix skin (by volume) and to contain 1 mole of Fe(II) per mole of biotite. The
biotite grains are assumed to have an average diameter of 5 mm and a specific gravity of 3 g/cc.
Given these assumptions, a biotite surface of 6000 m2 is calculated for the 500 m long fracturematrix-skin system. Not all of this surface, however, can be expected to be exposed to water
diffusing in from the fracture. The exposed biotite surface area should also probably not be
considered the applicable reactive surface area to be used in the estimation of the potential
biotite dissolution rate for the system. In their comparison of physical surface areas (based on
geometric or BET measurements) with reactive surface areas calculated from specific kinetic
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models for silicate dissolution, White and Peterson (1990) found that reactive surface areas
were one to three orders of magnitude lower than estimated physical surface areas. They also
found no obvious correlation between the method of estimation of physical surface area and the
degree of deviation between physical and reactive surface areas. Consequently, the model
presented here assumes that at most 10% of the calculated biotite surface area, or 600 m2, will
potentially react with the water in the 500-m-long system. Assuming a biotite dissolution rate
of 0.05 mm in 10,000 years for this surface area, as estimated by Malmstrom and Banwart
(1997), 20 millimoles of biotite would dissolve per year in the 500-m-long fracture-matrix
system. This is equivalent to a matrix reductant production capable of reducing 5 millimoles of
dissolved oxygen per year. If the average turnover time for water in the system can be
approximated by the median surface-to-repository travel time of 64 years obtained by Geier
(1996) in his local-scale discrete-feature model, it is estimated that, during periods of glacial
advance, biotite dissolution will, at the most, allow the reduction of 320 millimoles of oxygen
in the system over an estimated 64 year water-turnover time. Given that as much as 500 to 770
millimoles of oxygen can be expected to be present in the glacial meltwater occupying the
system, the model suggests that biotite dissolution kinetics will not be sufficiently fast to
prevent dissolved oxygen from reaching the repository depth of 500 m, even if the rock matrix
associated with the fracture provides an additional accessible reservoir of biotite during the 64
year turnover time.
As mentioned in the previous section, the model calculations presented above probably
overestimate significantly the rate of dissolved oxygen reduction, 1) because of their
dependence on laboratory dissolution data rather than on field data (despite the order of
magnitude adjustment made), and 2) because the calculations ignore the fact that field
temperatures will be lower (0 to 7 °C max.) than the laboratory temperature of 25 °C.
The matrix-skin-reaction model can further be used to estimate the amounts of biotite
dissolved and Fe-oxyhydroxide produced due to the penetration of highly oxygenated glacial
meltwaters during the 7 major periods of glacial advance thought to have taken place during the
last 700,000 years (Imbrie and others, 1984). The estimate of 7 periods of glacial advance is a
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minimum for the past glacial history of the Fennoscandian shield. If, on average, each glacial
advance lasted 10,000 years, this implies that glacial meltwaters occupied the 500-m-long
fracture-matrix-skin system during 70,000 years (equivalent to 1100 turnovers). An estimated
1400 moles of biotite would have dissolved over that time, which would correspond to 4.2% of
the total biotite initially assumed present in the fracture-matrix-skin system. Given the
available field evidence, this estimate certainly is at the upper limit of the biotite dissolution
that could have possibly occurred.
A certain fraction, if not all, of the Fe-oxyhydroxides precipitated during each glacial
advance would probably redissolve upon contact with the reducing waters introduced into the
system during periods of glacial retreat and during interglacial periods. The matrix-skinreaction model estimates that a total of 200 moles of FeOOH would have precipitated during
the last 10,000 year-long glacial advance (in the fracture-associated-matrix system),
corresponding to 4 dm3 (assuming a specific gravity of 4.37 g/cc), or 0.008% of the total
volume of the system, or 0.8% of the total assumed porosity (1%) of the system. The
possibility that some of these low-temperature oxidation products might remain down to
repository depths and how they might be identified will be discussed later (section 5.2).
4.4.2 The maximum extent of matrix diffusion
In the model presented above, biotite dissolution and reduction of dissolved oxygen will
occur only in the rock matrix, up to 10 cm away from the fracture surface. This distance of 10
cm is supported by a European Community study investigating the mobility of natural uranium
and the microstructural changes in granitic rocks adjacent to hydrologically active fractures
(Montoto and others, 1992, 1996). After a detailed geochemical, geophysical and petrographic
investigation of granitic samples obtained from El Berrocal (Spain), Stripa (Sweden) and
Whiteshell (Canada), the following conclusions were reached:
1) A zone of enhanced uranium mobility existed adjacent to the fractures studied. This zone
was associated with microstructural changes in the rock that were related to the fracture.
Evidence of matrix diffusion (natural actinides and other trace metals) was largely confined
to this zone.
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2) Enhanced element mobility extended only a few centimeters from the fracture (from 2.5 cm
for the Stripa granite to 8.0 cm for the deep Berrocal granite).

In contrast to the above findings, the study mentioned that limited data from the Grimsel
granite (Switzerland) suggested uranium-series disequilibrium throughout the Grimsel cores,
but that further evidence was required. In reviews of the evidence for matrix diffusion in cores
from the Grimsel site, Brandberg and others (1993) and Ohlsson and Neretnieks (1995)
mention that mobilization of various elements was found at distances of 3 to 20 cm from
fracture surfaces. Montoto and others (1992) mention that uranium-series disequilibrium
studies in the Grimsel granite have come to disparate conclusions: no disequilibrium was found
by Smellie and others (1986) although a later study (Alexander and others, 1988) on the same
core concluded that disequilibrium existed at least 20 cm away from the fracture2. Alexander
and others (1990; cited in Montoto and others, 1992) concluded in a review of the Swiss
natural analogue work, that a diffusion limit of 5 cm from the fractures would be realistic and
that 1 cm would be sufficiently conservative for performance assessment purposes.
The investigation by Montoto and others (1992) was based on the following geochemical
data: Fe2O3/FeO ratios, uranium series disequilibria (23OTh/234U and 234U/238U activity ratios),
total Fe, Mn, Zn, W, As and Pb. Petrographic and microfractographic evidence and an
extensive suite of porosimetric and acoustic measurements were also considered. In
conclusion, the investigators stated their belief that matrix diffusion would be of limited
effectiveness as a retardation mechanism for uranium in many granitic rocks. This conclusion
is supported by Gascoyne and Cramer (1987), who found that exchange of radionuclides (on
the million-year time scale) between water flowing in fractures and the rock adjacent to those
fractures was limited to a zone a few centimeters deep in the Lac du Bonnet batholith in

2

In a review of this paper, John Smellie reiterated that the Grimsel drillcore referred to was not
interpreted by Smellie and others (1986) as showing disequilibrium because the values were
too close to analytical error. He also argued that the data could easily be "overinterpreted" and
he expressed doubts on whether the sampled profile actually represented a water-conducting
zone.
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Manitoba, Canada. Similarly, in an investigation of samples from the Krakemala site, located
just north of Aspo, Smellie and others (1986) found evidence of a diffusion/migration profile
(coupled to an earlier hydrothermal alteration zone) extending only some 3-4 cm into the host
rock.
In a review of matrix diffusion theory, experiments, and natural analogue data, Ohlsson and
Neretnieks (1995) also mention that matrix diffusion seems to be confined to altered zones of
rock up to a few tens of centimeters away from fractures, and that fracture type may affect
matrix diffusion. Indeed, Suksi and Ruskineimi (1992; mentioned in Brandberg and others,
1993) found that samples with shear fractures showed no evidence of matrix diffusion and
suggested that pores were sealed by secondary minerals formed as a result of the shearing
process. Finally, in a review of the performance assessment implications of natural analogue
sites, Brandberg and others (1993) conclude that matrix diffusion effects have generally been
found only up to depths of 1 mm to 5 cm away from fracture surfaces. They note, however,
that values as high as 50 cm also have been found.
In the matrix-skin-reaction model presented above, the 10 cm deep matrix "skin" has 10
times more water than the fracture itself. Increasing the extent of the reactive matrix skin
beyond 10 cm would not significantly affect the results of the model, because any increase in
the amount of available biotite would be matched with a proportional increase in the amount of
water, and of dissolved oxygen assumed initially present in the model. In contrast, a decrease
in the extent of the matrix skin, or an increase in the fracture aperture, would reduce the biotite
to dissolved oxygen ratio and would reduce the amount of dissolved oxygen reduction that
might occur during the travel of the infiltrating oxygenated water to repository depths.
Although the matrix-skin reaction model presented above is applied to a single fracture, it
could also be applied to a fracture zone. The 10-cm thick matrix skin in the model may be
considered equivalent to a 10-cm thick "crushed-rock" zone. If the amount of fast-reacting
sulfides in the "crushed rock" zone was negligible, that is if biotite and chlorite were the
primary reductants, the earlier conclusion still holds: oxygenated glacial meltwaters may
penetrate to depths of at least 500 m during periods of glacial advance. Furthermore, because
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of its prevalence as a fracture filling mineral, if chlorite, rather than biotite, is the predominant
reducing mineral in the "crushed-rock" zone, the experiments and model time scales published
by Malmstrom and others (1995, 1996) suggest that the dissolution rate of chlorite at neutral
pH may be 5 times smaller than that of biotite, leading to even greater penetration of
oxygenated meltwaters (Inverse geochemical of field data also suggests that chlorite weathering
rates are slower than biotite weathering rates according to Blair Jones, U.S. Geological Survey,
verbal communication, 1999).

5. GEOCHEMICAL EVIDENCE OF PAST PENETRATION OF
OXYGENATED GLACIAL MELTWATERS
Geochemical evidence (mineralogical, chemical and isotopic) documenting the penetration
of oxygenated glacial meltwaters during the Pleistocene glaciations, or alternatively proving
that such penetration could not possibly have occurred, is essential in assessing the hypothesis
that such penetration may happen in the future. It is often difficult to use geochemical evidence
to test the predictions of regional flow and transport models, such as the ones presented by
Provost and others (1998) and Boulton and others (1995), because the quantity and spatial
distribution of geochemical data collected, solid-phase mineralogical and compositional data in
particular, is often too sparse or too limited to apply to the greater time and spatial scales
represented by the models. Geochemical investigations at the Aspo site, for example, have
been focused on a few important but local features and on the immediate area around the HRL.
Relatively little geochemical information was obtained from the northern block of the island,
because the HRL was placed in the southern block. Similarly, studies of fracture-filling
minerals were generally focused on major (first order) fracture zones, and particularly on
fracture zones used for experimental purposes, rather than on second or third order fractures.
Although such a focus is understandable, the extent to which limited local-scale investigations
can be used to test general regional predictions of flow and transport models must remain in
question. Conversely, regional-scale 140,000-yr flow and transport simulations may be of little
use in making predictions at the local scale; ultimately, local scale behavior (possibly in
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response to regional trends) is all that matters in the performance assessment of a high-level
nuclear waste repository. More reasonably, both regional and local-scale modeling and data
collection activities should be conducted; the spatial and temporal scales of each model or
observation must be kept in perspective, however.

5.1 Evidence of Past Penetration of Glacial Meltwaters
5.1.1 Glacial meltwater remnants
According to the flow model presented by Provost and others (1998), glacial meltwaters
should enter the subsurface during periods of glacial advance (presumed to last for up to 10,000
years), but should rapidly discharge back to the subglacial surface during periods of glacial
retreat, due to the decrease in the excess hydraulic head exerted by the ice. Little glacial
meltwater should remain in the subsurface upon the onset of an interglacial period.
Consequently, little evidence of glacial meltwater from the last glaciation may remain today,
20,000 years after the last glacial maximum. In topographically elevated areas, recharge of
relatively fresh waters can be expected to significant depths, while in natural regional discharge
areas, such as at Aspo (or at other sites along the Baltic coastline), deep saline waters will tend
to move upwards, and only shallow freshwater recharge from the surface will occur.
1ft

1

Glacial meltwaters are characterized primarily by their low O and H contents. Additional
characteristics may be: 1) a low total dissolved solids content, 2) indications of an initially
oxidizing water (34S content of dissolved sulfate), and 3) a recharge age corresponding to the
last glaciation. Unfortunately, these other characteristics are often obscured by water-rock
interaction and by mixing with waters of other origins.
The model by Provost and others (1998) may explain why glacial meltwaters are not
commonly found at depth. Nevertheless, glacial meltwaters have been found at several sites in
the Fennoscandian shield. For example, a pocket of glacial meltwater was found in a section of
the KASO3 borehole in the northern block of Aspo Island near 129 m depth. Glacial
meltwaters also have been found down to depths of at least 400 m at other sites in the
Fennoscandian and Canadian shields (see general discussions in King-Clayton and others,
1997, p. 48, and in Blomqvist and Frape, 1997, p. A5):
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1) Outokumpo in Finland (at 400 m depth in a regionally dominant fracture zone);
1) the Palmottu Natural Analogue site in Finland (where "the isotopically light sulfate-rich
groundwater ....seems to be indicative of significant oxidation processes as well" according
to Blomqvist and Frape, 1997);
2) within the stratified arkosic sandstone at Pori in Finland;
3) the Vihanti mine in Finland (at 750 m depth);
4) Finnsjon in Sweden (according to King-Clayton and others, 1997, p. 48; mention of glacial
meltwater at Finnsjon was not found, however, in other references, such as Wallin, 1995);
5) Fjallveden in Sweden (at 500 m depth in borehole Fj2 according to Tullborg, 1997a, p.
A76, and Wallin, 1995);
6) Gidea in Sweden (Wallin, 1995, suggests that the dilute Gidea waters may represent a
mixture between meteoric and post-glacial meltwaters).

In a brief review of the occurrence of glacial meltwaters in Finland, Blomqvist and Frape
(1997, p. A5) note that the isotopically light (in 18O and 2H) ground-water bodies that they
found in their survey of Finnish ground waters typically form only a minor part of the ground
waters found at each of the studied sites. They also note that the isotopically light ground
waters are typically fresh to brackish and are either stratified between isotopically heavier
ground waters (at Palmottu and at Pori) or occupy a dominant fracture zone within the
surrounding bedrock (at Outokumpo), or alternatively are located deep in an active mine along
minor fracture zones (at Vihanti).
5.1.2 Mineral evidence for glacial meltwater penetration
Evidence of deep penetration of glacial meltwaters may also perhaps be found in the
minerals that precipitated from or were in contact with the glacial meltwaters. For example,
calcites and iron-oxyhydroxides with low I8O contents might be found. Calcites precipitated
from glacial meltwaters would also presumably have a relatively heavy l3C content, because of
the absence of isotopically light soil CO2. To date, however, fracture-filling mineral evidence
of glacial meltwater penetration remains scarce. Several reasons may explain this scarcity: 1)
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isotopic analyses of fracture filling minerals are much less common than ground-water
analyses, 2) minerals, such as the Fe-oxyhydroxides and calcite, may have isotopically
reequilibrated during the last 20,000 years with the interglacial ground-waters presently in the
system, 3) recent precipitation of calcite (during the last 20,000 years) may have occurred over
the glacial meltwater calcite, obscuring their possible presence, and 4) the low alkalinity and
low pCO2 of the glacial meltwaters (estimated in the range of 10"4 to 10"42 following the basal
ice gas measurements of Stauffer and others, 1985) may not have contributed sufficient
dissolved carbon for significant calcite precipitation to occur.
The precipitation of calcite, or lack thereof, would not be controlled solely by the alkalinity
of the infiltrating glacial water, but would also be controlled by the pH evolution of this water.
Rising pH conditions and increasing Ca concentrations, which would result from silicate
dissolution reactions could possibly cause calcite precipitation. The following reaction, biotite
dissolution and oxidation resulting in kaolinite and Fe(OH)3 precipitation, provides an example
of proton uptake:
KFeMg2AlSi30,o(OH)2 + 0.25O2 + 3H2O + 5H+ <=>
0.5Al2Si2O5(OH)4 + Fe(OH)3 + K+ + 2Mg2+ + 2H 4 Si0 4
The dissolution of Ca-rich silicates (such as plagioclase and hornblendes) would also provide
Ca to the infiltrating glacial meltwaters.
The dissolution of any residual calcite in the near-surface could also raise the pH and the Ca
concentration of the glacial meltwaters, and could result in a possibly lighter 813C value for the
TDIC (total dissolved inorganic carbon) in solution than could otherwise be expected simply
from the dissolution of CO2 in the melting ice. Observed calcite 5I3C values typically range
from -3 to -15 per mil, with an average of about -8.5 per mil at Aspo. In contrast, the 5I3C of
CO2 in the melting ice could be expected to be near the preindustrial atmospheric value of -7
per mil. Any interglacial calcites formed previously, under "open system" conditions at
equilibrium with a normal soil CO2 atmosphere, would be expected to have a 5I3C value near 12 per mil. Calcite dissolution can be observed in near-surface fractures and in some places as
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deep as 50 to 100 m. Calcite dissolution currently occurs, and has previously occurred under
interglacial conditions, because of the infiltration of ground waters with high dissolved CO2.
Under interglacial conditions, dissolved CO2 is generated by the passage of waters through a
CO2-rich soil zone, by the high dissolved organic carbon concentrations of the shallow waters
(as high as 27 mg/L at Aspo) and by the continuous oxidation of this organic carbon through
the typical ground-water reduction sequence (reduction of aqueous O2, aqueous N(V) and
N(m), Fe(m) and Mn(IV) minerals, aqueous S(VI)).
In contrast to present-day shallow ground waters, glacial meltwaters would not have high
dissolved organic carbon concentrations and would not be expected to pass through a soil zone.
As a result, glacial meltwaters would have bicarbonic acid concentrations two orders of
magnitude lower than found in interglacial soil waters, and could conceivably precipitate
calcite after sufficient dissolution of silicate minerals (and of carbonate minerals). Indeed,
subglacially precipitated calcites have been found on bedrock surfaces at several locations in
Scandinavia (Eva-Lena Tullborg, written communication).
Sulfide oxidation reactions, however, could supply protons to the penetrating solution,
possibly lowering the pH and thereby possibly causing calcite dissolution (once the meltwaters
had passed below the upper calcite-depleted bedrock zone) should these reactions dominate
relative to the silicate dissolution reactions. Pyrite dissolution would result in the generation of
4 protons per mole of pyrite oxidized:

FeS2 + 15/4 O2 + 7/2H2O <=> Fe(OH)3 + 2SO42" + 4H+
The actual pH evolution of the penetrating glacial meltwaters would depend on the relative
amounts of pyrite oxidation and silicate dissolution reactions experienced by the penetrating
water. Pyrite dissolution would occur significantly faster than silicate dissolution reactions, but
would be hampered by the scarcity of pyrite relative to biotite and other silicate minerals.
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5.1.3 Precipitation and expected isotopic composition of glacial meltwater
calcites
Assuming isotopic equilibrium at 15°C, a penetrating glacial meltwater with a 5I8O value of
-16 per mil and a 6nC value of-7 per mil (TDIC) could precipitate a calcite with a 8I8O value
near -16 per mil (PDB standard) and a 5I3C value of at least -5 per mil (PDB standard).
The 8I3C value of a precipitating calcite depends on the 513C value of the solution TDIC,
and in particular on the 813C value of aqueous bicarbonate. The 513C of CO2 trapped in the
melting ice at the base of an ice sheet would be near -7 per mil. Given that the CO2 would
completely dissolve, the glacial meltwater would also, initially, have a 8I3C of - 7 per mil for its
TDIC, barring any other extraneous source of carbon (such as methane oxidation, or calcite
dissolution) or any isotopic reequilibration of the water with isotopically heavier (or lighter)
preexisting calcite. Given the 513C of the TDIC, the lowest possible 813C for the calcite would
be -7 per mil if all the dissolved inorganic carbon were to precipitate. More likely, the 8l3C of
the precipitating calcite would be higher than -5 per mil and would depend on the fraction of
inorganic carbon precipitated and on the solution pH. The precipitating calcite would have a
513C value of -5 per mil only if most of the dissolved inorganic carbon were in bicarbonate
form, i.e. if the solution pH was significantly greater than 6.35 (at a pH of 6.35 the bicarbonate
ion and bicarbonic acid molalities would be approximately equal). A small amount of calcite
initially precipitating from the solution at a pH of 6.35 would have an initial 513C value near 0.3 per mil. Given the CO2 contents found by Stauffer and others (1985), equilibrium
calculations indicate that the glacial meltwaters would have a pH near 5.6, prior to any mineral
dissolution reactions. Consequently, 85% of the TDIC would be in the form of bicarbonic acid.
In the unlikely case that subsequent mineral reactions were able to supply sufficient Ca to the
solution to precipitate calcite without raising or changing the pH, the S13C of the first calcite to
precipitate would be near +3 per mil. In conclusion, the 8I3C value of calcites precipitating
from glacial meltwaters would probably be at least -5 per mil but would probably not exceed
+3 per mil.
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Unlike the 813C value, the equilibrium 818O value of calcite precipitating from a glacial
meltwater is relatively easy to predict because the primary controls are simply the 518O of the
water itself and the temperature at the time of precipitation. At a temperature of 20°C, the
resulting 8I8O value of the calcite would be near -17 per mil, whereas at a lower temperature of
10°C, the calcite 818O value would be near -15 per mil. This assumes a 818O value of -16 per
mil for the glacial meltwater. A perhaps more reasonable, 2 per mil lower 818O value for the
infiltrating glacial meltwater (-18 per mil instead of -16 per mil) results in an approximately 2
per mil lower 818O value for the precipitating calcite, namely a 818O value of -18 per mil at
15°C.
Calcites with high 813C value (near - 5 per mil or above) and low 8I8O values (-20 to -16
per mil) are commonly found in fracture fills in the Fennoscandian shield (Wallin, 1995). For
example, Wallin (1990) originally ascribed the low 818O values (-18 to -25 per mil, PDB
standard) and slightly higher than normal 813C values (-5 per mil) found for calcites from near
600 m depth in the Laxemar borehole (KLX01) to the influence of an "older, possibly glacial,
water with minor influence of hydrothermal activity". The problem with this interpretation is
that the 13C and 18O isotopic composition cannot be used to distinguish glacial meltwater
calcites from hydrothermal calcites. Hydrothermal calcites also have high S13C values
(between -2 and -7 per mil, according to Fritz and others, 1989) and low 8I8O values (at 100
°C, a water with a 818O of -10 per mil, relative to SMOW, would precipitate a calcite with a
8 l8 O of -23 per mil, relative to PDB). Mineral association and paragenetic information needs
to be considered in addition to the isotopic evidence. In a thin section study of fracture-filling
calcites from Aspo, Tullborg and others (1991) found that "group 1 calcites" (8 I8 O values from
-15 to -20 per mil, 8I3C values near -5 per mil) are often associated with hydrothermal
minerals, such as epidote, fiuorite, and prehnite and exhibited intense twinning. Nevertheless,
hydrothermal mineral association often does not imply a "hydrothermal" isotopic signature in
Aspo calcites. Tullborg and others (1991) therefore concluded that extensive reequilibration of
the fracture calcites had taken place at different times, and that at least half of the calcites were
in equilibrium with present-day ground waters.
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In any case, the intrusion of glacial meltwaters into the Fennoscandian shield may not have
resulted in the precipitation of significant amounts of calcite, given the low TDIC (and low
equilibrium pCC>2) of the intruding glacial meltwaters. If it did occur, isotopic reequilibration
and the presence of preexisting calcites may be obscuring the evidence.
5.2 Evidence of Past Penetration of Low Temperature Oxidizing Conditions
Although there is evidence that glacial meltwaters have penetrated to significant depths
(400 m or more) in the Fennoscandian shield, geochemical and mineralogical evidence
attesting to the penetration of oxidizing conditions to significant depths is more difficult to
find. The penetration of oxidizing conditions could have possibly been accompanied by the
following mineralogical changes:
1) the precipitation of Fe-oxyhydroxides, assuming fast dissolution and sufficient availability of
Fe(II) minerals,
2) the dissolution of pyrite exposed to the oxidizing infiltrating waters.
5.2.1 Evidence of Fe-oxyhydroxide precipitation due to glacial meltwater
intrusion
According to the matrix-skin-reaction model presented earlier (section 4.4.1), biotite
dissolution and oxidation during the last glacial advance would have resulted in only a very
small amount of Fe-oxyhydroxide precipitation: at most 0.008% of the volume of rock or less
than 1 % of the 1 % porosity present in the matrix adjacent to the fracture. Dissolution and
oxidation of other silicate minerals can be expected to result in similarly small amounts of Feoxyhydroxide precipitation. In addition, the reducing conditions established shortly after the
beginning of glacial retreat and still present today may have reduced and/or dissolved at least a
portion of the initially amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxides that would have precipitated. Ground
waters observed at Aspo today are undersaturated with respect to amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxide,
but remain highly supersaturated with respect to hematite, goethite and pyrite, and are
supersaturated even with respect to amorphous FeS (see Part I, section 4.6.1, fig. 4.12).
Abundant deposits of Fe-oxyhydroxide, formed as the result of glacial meltwater intrusion,
could only be expected to be found today if abundant pyrite oxidation had occurred as a result
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of the glacial meltwater intrusion, and if sufficiently long oxidizing conditions had allowed the
precipitated Fe-oxyhydroxides to recrystallize to more stable forms, such that the presently
observed, interglacial, sulfidic ground-water environment would not have caused their
complete reduction and dissolution.
Fracture-filling Fe-oxyhydroxide "rust" has been observed at great depths at several sites in
Sweden, down to depths of 900 m at the Aspo site (KAS02), and at 650 m depth at the
Klipperas site. Although the distinction is often not made in SKB reports, in at least some
cases, the Fe-oxyhydroxide is presumably amorphous or very poorly crystalline, because
goethite is also mentioned as a separate phase in some of the same core sections (from the
Klipperas site, but not from Aspo). In the reports, the Fe-oxyhydroxide is always
differentiated, however, from hematite. The Fe-oxyhydroxide is often referred to as a "lowtemperature" mineral (Tullborg, 1988). Although Fe-oxyhydroxide is occasionally reported in
a few deep core sections where no hematite has been observed (for example at 345 m in
borehole KAS07 at Aspo), there is generally a strong correlation between the presence of
hematite and that of "low-temperature" Fe-oxyhydroxide at depth (Tullborg, 1988). The
presence of Fe-oxyhydroxide, and in particular, of hematite (and of calcite, chlorite and
epidote) is also correlated with open hydraulically-conductive fractures (Tullborg, 1989a,
fracture filling minerals from the KASO5-KASO8 boreholes at Aspo). In tables recording the
relative ages of fracture-filling minerals (Tullborg, 1988), the presence of Fe-oxyhydroxide is
usually recorded as the most recent mineralization in any given core section, although it is
usually not associated with a modern or even a relatively recent mineralization.
At Aspo, Tullborg (1989a) notes the presence of a near-surface "redox zone" characterized
by the presence of Fe-oxyhydroxide and a relative absence of pyrite. She suggests that the
redox zone extends down to a depth of 60 to 120 m, significantly below the calcite leaching
zone (which extends only a few tens of m). In a more recent analysis, however, Tullborg
(1997b) suggests that there are only scarce observations of surface related Fe-oxyhydroxide or
oxidation of pyrite in the drillcores from the Aspo site. Tullborg (1997b) also notes that at the
Klipperas site, an absence of calcite and pyrite corresponding with a presence of Fe-
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oxyhydroxide extends to a depth of between 20 and 50 m and as deep as 120 m, although Feoxyhydroxide is also found in fracture zones at even larger depths (200 to 700 m). Tullborg
(1997b, 1997c) and Wikberg (personal communication, 1997) argue that the occurrence of Feoxyhydroxide at depth (at either Klipperas or Aspo) is not related to recent oxidation, such as
caused by glacial meltwater intrusion, because unlike at shallow depths, there is no associated
evidence of calcite dissolution. As discussed earlier, however, the intrusion of glacial
meltwater would not be expected to necessarily result in calcite dissolution, especially at depth,
unless significant pyrite were available.
In their study of fracture fillings from the Klipperas site, Landstrom and Tullborg (1990)
compare the Fe-oxyhydroxide found at depth (600 - 650 m in borehole K113) in a hydraulically
conductive zone, to the near-surface "rust", which they claim is the result of "recent day
percolation of CO2 saturated oxidizing water". In discussing the deeper zone, they observe that
goethite is present in all samples except in the sections with low hydraulic conductivity. They
also observe that pyrite frequency decreases in the rock matrix in the vicinity of the fracture. In
two thin sections (Kl 13: 624.7 m and K113: 653.3 m) they observe that small grains of pyrite
post-dating the hematite are visible in the fracture coatings, and that magnetite (in K113: 653.3
m) can also be observed at the fracture edge. The REE (rare earth element) and trace element
pattern is similar in shallow and deep Fe-oxyhydroxides, except that the shallow samples have
a lower enrichment in light REEs (La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu) and slightly lower U and Th contents.
These differences are thought to be the result of the higher alkalinity and less reducing
character of the shallow ground waters at the site. Landstrom and Tullborg (1990) claim that:
"As the Fe-oxyhydroxide is likely to be correlated with hematite-coated fractures that are
currently hydraulically conductive, it is probable that water/mineral interaction in an Fe(DI)rich environment causes the formation of Fe-oxyhydroxide at great depths. However, a
formation of the Fe-oxyhydroxide as a last phase of a hydrothermal event is another
possibility". Landstrom and Tullborg (1990) suggest that trace element and l8O and 2H
analyses of both the Fe-oxyhydroxide and the hematite be conducted to determine the origin of
the Fe-oxyhydroxide at depth (to distinguish between "late stage hydrothermal formation" and
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formation from "present" ground water). To the best of our knowledge, this excellent
suggestion has not yet been implemented.
According to Eliasson (1993), narrow zones of red-colored granite found adjacent to
fractures in the Aspo HRL indicate hydrothermal alteration and oxidation of biotite and other
Fe(II) minerals, rather than low-temperature oxidation processes. In contrast, brownish-red
zones in shallow samples taken from the Bohus granite do not show remnants of hydrothermal
fracture fillings. Eliasson (1993) claims that Fe-oxyhydroxides formed in the Aspo samples are
related to the final low-temperature stage (150 - 250 °C) of hydrothermal water-rock interaction
when the fracture was sealed off and lower temperature fluids were allowed to alter the high
temperature minerals occurring within the fracture and within the altered wall rock. For
example, according to Eliasson, fracture-filling prehnite shows corrosion by clay and Feoxyhydroxide minerals, wall-rock chlorite shows vermiculitization and smectite and illite have
been formed within altered plagioclase and microfractures. Eliasson (1993) does not explain,
however, why this process must have occurred at a temperature in the range of 150 to 250 °C
and not at a lower temperature.
Tullborg (1989), Landstrom and Tullborg (1990), and Tullborg (1997c) suggest that
water/mineral interaction in an Fe(III)-rich environment causes the formation of Feoxyhydroxide at great depths. Wikman and others (1988) similarly suggest that Feoxyhydroxide forms from hematite coatings in water-conducting fractures as a result of
repeated dissolution and precipitation reactions. Thermodynamics, however, argues against the
formation of amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxide, FeOOH, or amorphous ferrihydrite, Fe(OH)3, from
hematite, Fe2O3, in a closed system (table 5.1, and also Langmuir, 1997, p. 437). The
conversion of hematite to goethite may be thermodynamically feasible, however. Indeed,
Langmuir and Whittemore (1971) have found that goethite particles are more stable, at 25 °C,
than hematite particles of similar size, when the particle size exceeds 760 A. Macalady and
others (1990) suggest that goethite is probably the most stable well-crystallized oxyhydroxide,
with hematite slightly less stable, in low temperature aqueous systems. Hematite is considered
to become more stable than goethite at higher temperatures (roughly above 80 °C) and under
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low water activities, according to Langmuir (1997), who also mentions that hematite is
relatively unreactive once formed, which may explain its greater abundance (compared to
goethite) in older sedimentary rocks.

Table 5.1. Standard free energies of reaction, and equilibrium constants, at 25 °C. Values
based on standard free energies of formation cited in Stumm and Morgan (1996).
Reaction
0.5 Fe2O3 + 1.5 H2O <=> FetOHka™
0.5 Fe2O3 + 0.5 H2O <=> FeOOHam
0.5 Fe2O3 + 0.5 H2O <=> FeOOHBoethite
Fe2O, + H2O + Fe+2 <=> Fe3O4.milenetite + 2 H+

AG0R (in kilojoules per mole)
28.12
27.94
1.34
46.15

logK
-4.93
-4.90
-0.23
-8.09

It is difficult to explain the presence of the Fe-oxyhydroxides (not goethite) found at depth
in the cores from Klipperas, given their significantly lower stability relative to hematite or
goethite. In discussing the hypothesis advanced by Landstrom and Tullborg (1990) and
Tullborg (1989), Grenthe and others (1992) suggest that the low-temperature formation of
hydrous Fe-oxyhydroxides found at depth at the Klipperas site and elsewhere (down to at least
1000 m depth) may be the result of precipitation caused by the decrease in solubility of Fe(HI)
oxyhydroxides at the high pH-values and low-carbonate concentrations encountered at large
depths. The authors cite the work of Bruno (1992), who found that aqueous bicarbonate could
substantially increase the solubility of fine-grained (50 nm diameter) hematite (synthesized
under laboratory conditions) at a pH of 8 when the equilibrium pCC>2 was increased above 10"'
atmospheres. Bruno (1992) mentions, however, that the amount of dissolved Fe(in) is not
significantly affected by carbonate complexation in "average natural water systems where the
total carbonate concentration is in the range of 1 to 2 mM and the pCC>2 is less than 10"2 atm".
Also, even if the lowering of the alkalinity of an intruding water resulted in the precipitation of
an Fe(ni) hydrous oxide, the initial stability of this hydrous oxide precipitate would have to be
sufficiently high for the precipitate not to redissolve in the sulfidic reducing environment
common to deep Swedish ground waters. Possibly, this could occur if the nucleation or
precipitation occurred on a preexisting, sufficiently stable, Fe-oxyhydroxide surface. This
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hypothesis for the formation of Fe-oxyhydroxides at depth would also imply an associated
precipitation of calcite. Indeed, the most likely explanation for the lowering of the alkalinity of
an intruding water would involve an increase in its calcium concentration, due to Ca release
from silicate mineral dissolution and/or to mixing with more saline CaCh rich waters.
Neither of the two explanations presented above for the formation of Fe-oxyhydroxides
found at depth in the Fennoscandian bedrock can be excluded at present. Nevertheless, the
precipitation of Fe-oxyhydroxides at depth as a result of the penetration of glacial meltwaters
under an advancing ice-sheet also can not be excluded at present, and has the merit of being a
relatively simple explanation.
On the basis of careful EH, pH, and dissolved Fe measurements made at several sites in
Sweden (Aspo, Laxemar, Avro, Klipperas, Finnsjon, Fjallveden), Grenthe and others (1992)
claim that stable and reproducible redox potential values can be obtained in these deep anoxic
ground-water systems. They also claim that the measured potentials are consistent with redox
reactions involving dissolved Fe(II) and hydrous ferric oxides according to the half-cell
reaction,
Fe(OH)3 + 3 H+ + e' <=> Fe2+ + 3 H2O
On the basis of the measured EH, pH and Fe concentrations, Grenthe and others (1992)
calculate an average pKs (negative log of the solubility product) of 40.9 for the Fe(OH)3 phase
in Swedish bedrock, in the middle of the range 37.3 < pKs < 44.1, previously given by
Langmuir and Whittemore (1971) for amorphous ferric hydroxide and crystalline goethite,
respectively. As mentioned by Grenthe and others (1992), it is difficult to avoid the intrusion
of oxygen containing water (drilling water primarily) during drilling and field measurements.
The introduction of this oxygenated water and its interaction with the native Fe(H)-containing
waters can be expected to result in the precipitation of Fe-oxyhydroxides, the stability of which
may be intermediate between that of goethite and that of freshly precipitated amorphous
Fe(OH)3 (according to Grenthe and others, 1992). Despite this observation, the redox potential
model proposed by Grenthe and others (1992) has been considered accurate enough to
represent the background redox potential present in deep Swedish ground waters. If the EH
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prediction-model presented by Grenthe and others (1992) can be assumed useful in assessing
natural undisturbed redox conditions, then the implication would be that a relatively unstable,
amorphous to poorly crystalline, Fe-oxyhydroxide phase is present throughout much of the
Swedish bedrock. Should this phase have been generated as a late-stage hydrothermal phase
approximately a billion years ago (Landstrom and Tullborg, 1990), and should the groundwater environment have remained consistently reducing since then, it is difficult to conceive
that the Fe-oxyhydroxide would not have recrystallized to a more stable form such as goethite
(which, after all, is commonly synthesized with sufficient aging under laboratory conditions
and time scales). Similarly, should these Fe-oxyhydroxides be the result of low-temperature
precipitation/dissolution reactions involving the carbonate-dependent dissolution of hematite or
of other Fe-oxyhydroxides in a reducing ground-water environment, then the relative lack of
stability of the Fe-oxyhydroxides implies a currently ongoing or relatively recent process. The
problem with this explanation then becomes that these Fe-oxyhydroxides (and their associated
effect on measured redox potentials) are found at depth at many hydrologically-different sites
in Sweden, not only in natural recharge areas (such as Klipperas), but also in natural discharge
areas (such as Aspb), where it cannot be claimed that modern, initially carbonate-rich surficial
waters are naturally intruding to significant depths. In comparison, the possibility that the
observed deep Fe-oxyhydroxides are a remnant of the penetration of highly oxidizing glacial
meltwaters can not be similarly discounted, because glacial meltwater recharge would have
occurred everywhere under the advancing warm-based ice sheet, regardless of whether a
particular area was a recharge or a discharge area under interglacial conditions.
5.2.2 Evidence of pyrite dissolution due to glacial meltwater intrusion
Tullborg (1989) reports, based on visual inspection of cores from the KAS05 - KAS08
boreholes at Aspo, that pyrite is generally not found in open hydraulically-conductive fractures,
and is instead found (associated with hydrothermal minerals) in closed unconnected fractures
and as a trace mineral in the rock matrix itself. Smellie and Laaksoharju (1992) also mention
the relative scarcity of pyrite as a fracture filling phase at Aspo. Although it is sometimes
difficult to distinguish between closed and "open", hydraulically conductive fractures, pyrite in
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open hydraulically conductive fractures should have rapidly oxidized if exposed to strongly
oxidizing glacial meltwaters. Conversely, if present in sufficient amounts, pyrite would be a
strong and fast-reacting reductant preventing the possible penetration of oxygenated ground
waters to repository depths. The relative scarcity of pyrite reported in core loggings from Aspo
and other Swedish sites is consistent with the possibility that such penetration may have
occurred in the past.
Given the reducing conditions (slightly sulfidic) presently observed in many Swedish
ground waters, and their supersaturation with respect to pyrite and, commonly, with respect to
amorphous FeS, the scarcity of pyrite or FeS reported in SKB descriptions of cores is puzzling.
Actually, small crystals of secondary pyrite are commonly found in fracture coatings from the
Klipperas site (see mention in section 5.2.1) and are considered an indication of the currently
reducing conditions (Landstrom and Tullborg, 1989, WRI). Microscope examinations of
fracture fillings from Aspo also indicate the presence of small grains of pyrite often embedded
in calcite (Tullborg, 1997c), but also in or on other fracture coatings. These small pyrite grains
are usually not observable to the naked eye and are therefore not commonly reported in SKB
reports (Tullborg, 1997, written communication). Amorphous FeS would be harder to preserve
and to identify than pyrite and has not been reported.
Current 34S data on both dissolved sulfate and mineral sulfides from Aspo suggest that
sulfate reduction and formation of secondary sulfides is occurring near 400 - 500 m depth as a
result of organic carbon oxidation (Wallin, 1992). Wallin (1992) also suggests that 1)
oxidation of sulfide minerals from the basement rocks or 2) leaching of sedimentary sulfur
(such as Permian evaporites) by a meteoric water and mixing with marine sulfates, may be
responsible for the low 34S values around +10 per mil in the deep (below 500 m depth) ground
waters at Aspo and Laxemar. An argument against the second hypothesis is that the 518O of
sulfate in the deep waters is near +13 per mil instead of near +20 per mil, which should be the
value for sulfate at isotopic equilibrium at 15°C with a water with a 5I8O of -13 per mil.
Isotopic equilibrium between sulfate and water is thought to require on the order of 104 to 105
years. Consequently, the evidence suggests that the ground waters and the dissolved sulfate
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found at depth either 1) have been in contact for less than 105 years or 2) the kinetics of 18O
equilibration are slower than previously thought (this has been previously suggested given the
disequilibrium found in very old ground waters from the "Continental Intercalate" aquifer in
the Sahara). The lower S34S and low 818O of the sulfate in the deep ground waters presents the
possibility, but certainly no proof, that some sulfide oxidation by low 818O waters (glacial
meltwaters?) may have occurred, but other sources of sulfate and salinity are also required to
explain the present composition of these deep ground waters. One possibility is that glacial
meltwaters could have dissolved sufficient pyrite and Ca (from calcite and plagioclase) to
eventually reach supersaturation with respect to gypsum, with a glacial 834S and 818O signature.
This gypsum could then later have redissolved (or reequilibrated at depths below 1 km, where
Aspo ground waters are currently observed to reach gypsum saturation) upon contact with
previously deeper ground waters.
According to the ground-water transport model of Provost and others (1998), the oxidizing
glacial meltwaters that intruded during the 10,000 years corresponding to the last glacial
advance should have discharged by now, and the presence of any remaining glacial meltwaters
should be a rarity, not a common occurrence. 834S values of near +10 per mil, however, are
rather common in deep ground waters throughout the Fennoscandian shield (similar values
have been found in the deeper ground waters at Stripa). Consequently, another mechanism,
such as leaching of Permian evaporite deposits, may have to be invoked to explain the
emplacement of these deep waters.
5.2.3 Uranium/Thorium data and Uranium/Thorium series disequilibria
Because uranium (U) is generally much more mobile than thorium (Th) under oxidizing
conditions, a detailed study of U and Th abundance and U/Th ratios in the fracture-filling
minerals and in the rock matrix near natural fractures may prove useful in assessing possible
oxygenated water intrusion during the last 100,000 years. Such a study would prove especially
useful if it were accompanied by U and Th isotope measurements on individual mineral phases.
U/Th isotope studies offer the possibility of dating, or at least measuring the extent of
disequilibrium in, the Fe-oxyhydroxides found at depth in the Fennoscandian shield. Such
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detailed isotopic studies have not yet been performed at the Aspo and Klipperas sites. There
are also questions regarding the feasibility of conducting measurements on individual mineral
samples rather than on bulk rock or fracture-filling samples.
In a uranium-series disequilibrium study of bulk samples taken from a drillcore at the
Kamlunge test site in northern Sweden, Smellie (1985) determined that" rock/water interaction
process leading to the removal of total uranium has resulted from the presence of less reducing
ground waters ... [in] the large-scale fracture/crush zones extending from depth to the bedrock
surface".
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U/230Th disequilibrium, indicating removal of U during the last 0.5 million years,

was determined down to a depth of 508 m, in half of the analyzed samples.
6. Characteristics of Deep Oxygenated Ground-Water Environments
Although relatively uncommon, oxygenated ground water can be found today down to great
depths. In a seminal paper, Winograd and Robertson (1982) mention three different
hydrogeological environments where deep oxygenated ground waters can be found in the
United States:
1) The Great Basin in Nevada. The aquifers here consist mainly of carbonate rocks, Tertiary
welded tuffs and Quaternary valley fill. Winograd and Robertson (1982) measured
dissolved O2 concentrations of 2 to 8 mg/L of dissolved O2 in waters sampled at depths of
200 to 1000 m. Estimated residence times were on the order of 1000 to 10,000 years.
2) Valley-fill aquifers in Arizona. Winograd and Robertson (1982) and Robertson (1991)
measured dissolved O2 concentrations of 2 to 8 mg/L of dissolved O2 in waters sampled at
depths of up to 600 m. Estimated residence times were in excess of 10,000 years for most
of the waters.
3) Appalachian and Arkansan hot springs.

Many of the waters cited by Winograd and

Robertson (1982) came from fractured silicic rocks; estimated flow paths were in the 1-10
km range; water temperatures were in the 30 to 60 °C range, indicating circulation depths of
250 to 2300 m. Dissolved O2 concentrations of 2 to 8 mg/L were measured. The waters
from Arkansas had a 14C age of approximately 4000 years.
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Fe-(II) silicate minerals (biotite, augite, hornblende...) can be found in most of the
environments cited by Winograd and Robertson (1982). In a further study of the geochemistry
of alluvia] basins in Arizona, Robertson (1991) found that dissolved oxygen was prevalent in
ground waters throughout these basins, regardless of the geologic setting, whether the
mineralogy was dominantly mafic or felsic, and regardless of the location of wells within a
basin. Robertson found that concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the sampled ground waters
decreased as a function of distance from the recharge area. The observed decrease in dissolved
oxygen along individual flow paths closely corresponded to the amounts of Fe(II) silicate
weathering (biotite, hornblende, augite) calculated by inverse geochemical modeling using the
NETPATH computer code (Plummer and others, 1994). Residence times of more than 10,000
years for some of these deep oxygenated waters suggest that the rate of reaction of these Fe(II)silicate minerals is not sufficiently fast to completely reduce the dissolved oxygen present in
the infiltrating ground waters even after long contact times, and despite mineral-surface to
water ratios that are higher than found for flowing ground waters in fractured crystalline rock
environments.
A lack of abundant organic carbon, in the aquifer systems and at land-surface, is a
characteristic of the semi-arid areas of Arizona and Nevada studied by Winograd and
Robertson (1982) and Robertson (1991). In contrast, vegetation, and therefore surficial organic
carbon, is abundant in the Appalachians and in Arkansas. Consequently, the occurrence of
deep oxygenated waters in these areas is puzzling. The ground waters found in the fractured
silicic rocks mentioned by Winograd and Robertson, however, may experience fast recharge
and, once below the unsaturated zone, a lack of contact with significant amounts of organic
carbon. In all these settings, an absence of easily oxidizable organic carbon in the groundwater system offers the most likely explanation for the oxygenated ground waters found at great
depth and after long travel times.
The characteristics of the oxygenated ground-water environments observed by Winograd
and Robertson suggest that highly oxygenated glacial meltwaters, derived from the melting
base of a 2 to 3 km high ice sheet, could penetrate the fractured crystalline rocks of the
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Fennoscandian Shield to great depths. This assertion is based on the following attributes of the
expected glacial meltwater environment: 1) a lack of appreciable organic carbon in the water,
in the subsurface environment, and at the base of the ice sheet, 2) a paucity of other rapidlyoxidizable reductants, 3) a low mineral-surface to water-volume ratio, 4) very high initial
content of dissolved oxygen as a result of the dissolution of air bubbles trapped in the glacial
ice, and 5) high ground-water velocities attainable in a fractured-rock environment beneath the
ice-sheet.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF PART II
1) Climate models suggest that three glaciations may occur in the Northern Hemisphere during
the next 120,000 years. During two of these glaciations, 2- to 3-km high ice sheets are
predicted to form over the Fennoscandian shield. The purpose of this part of the report has
been to examine some of the likely hydrogeological and geochemical consequences that
would be associated with the formation of such ice sheets, irrespective of their actual
timing.
2) Model simulations of ground-water flow and transport suggest the possibility of deep
penetration of glacial meltwaters from warm-based ice sheets during periods of glacial
advance. Expected penetration ranges from hundreds of meters to several kilometers depth.
According to the models discussed in this report, as applied to the setting of the Aspo Hard
Rock Laboratory, an analog for a high-level radioactive waste disposal site, the intruding
glacial meltwaters can be expected to have a median travel time of less than 100 years to
repository depth (500 m).
-3) Ice composition data from the base of the Greenland ice sheet and glacial meltwater data
from Iceland and from the Alps suggest that glacial meltwaters may be highly enriched in
dissolved oxygen, with concentrations at least 3 to 5 times greater than would be obtained
at atmospheric equilibrium.
4) Given the currently planned 500-m siting depth in the Swedish nuclear waste program, the
near-field environment of a high-level radioactive waste disposal site could be affected by
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the penetration of these highly oxidizing waters. Oxidizing conditions could potentially
cause an accelerated corrosion of the waste canisters and could cause an increase, by several
orders of magnitude, in the solubility of radionuclides (such as Pu, U, Tc and Np) exposed
to the intruding glacial meltwaters.
5) Three different geochemical models were constructed in an attempt to determine the time
scales associated with the transport of dissolved oxygen in intruding glacial meltwaters to
repository depths. All three models indicate that oxygenated glacial meltwaters derived
from the melting base of an advancing ice sheet are likely to reach repository depth in a
relatively short time and that the waters near the repository will remain oxygenated for up to
10,000 years, the expected duration of a glacial advance.
6) A local equilibrium model constructed for an individual "fresh" fracture with "reasonable"
amounts of pyrite and Fe(II)-biotite specified resulted in an estimated travel time of 770
years for the oxygen front to reach a depth of 500 m. Similar calculations by Arthur (1996)
gave oxygen front travel times that were more than 30 times greater than the one calculated
here. The difference in estimates occurred primarily because Arthur (1996) used the
reductive mineral concentrations measured for a crushed-rock fracture zone at Aspo, rather
than for a single fracture. Arthur (1996) also assumed that the measured reductive mineral
concentrations would be entirely available for reaction to equilibrium with the intruding
water. Arthur (1996) also used an initial dissolved oxygen concentration that was three
times lower than the one used in the local equilibrium model presented here.
7) Relatively little pyrite has been observed in the hydraulically conductive fractures at the
Aspo and Klipperas sites, and most of the other reductant minerals are slow-reacting silicate
minerals: mainly chlorite and biotite. Consequently, the local equilibrium models presented
here and also by Arthur (1996) may not be applicable, especially considering the 64-year
median travel time expected for penetration of the glacial meltwaters to repository depths.
A kinetic model was therefore constructed, building on the earlier work of Malmstrom and
others (1995), to estimate the time scales required to react sufficient biotite or chlorite to
reduce the dissolved oxygen expected to be initially present in the intruding glacial
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meltwaters. The characteristic times determined ranged from a minimum of 190 years (for
biotite dissolution, 29 mg/L O2) to 1600 years (chlorite dissolution, 45 mg/L O2). These
values are significantly greater than the median travel time of 64 years estimated in the SKI
local-scale discrete feature model (Geier, 1996) for glacial meltwaters to reach a repository
depth of 500 m at the Aspo site. Furthermore, the median travel time could actually be 5
times shorter during the first 1500 years of warm-based ice-sheet advance over the site.
Thus, oxygenated ground waters will reach repository depth in a very short time after the
onset of subglacial melting.
8) Finally, a matrix-skin-reaction model was constructed, using biotite reaction kinetics
adapted from Malmstrom and others (1995) and from Malmstrom and Banwart (1997), to
evaluate the maximum possible effect of matrix diffusion on the penetration of oxygenated
glacial meltwaters to repository depth. In the model, matrix diffusion is assumed to allow
biotite reaction in a 10 cm thick "matrix skin" adjacent to a fracture. The model estimates
that, at most, only half of the initially available oxygen will be consumed by biotite reaction
in this matrix skin during the estimated 64-year residence time (Geier, 1996) of the
intruding glacial meltwater in the 500 m long fracture-matrix-skin system. According to
this model, up to 4.2% of the biotite available in the "matrix skin" has dissolved during the
last seven major glacial advances thought to have taken place during the last 700,000 years.
According to the model, up to 0.008% of the total volume of the system (or 0.8% of the 1 %
porosity assumed in the model) was replaced by FeOOH during the last of these glacial
advances. Given the available field evidence, these numbers support the notion that the
estimates of biotite reaction and oxygen depletion rates in the matrix-skin-reaction model
represent upper bounds on the actual rates, and yet are not sufficiently fast to significantly
delay the movement of the oxygenated meltwater front.
9) Evidence of glacial meltwater penetration to significant depths is not commonly found in
the Fennoscandian Shield. Indeed, the regional flow and transport simulations conducted
by Provost and others (1998) predict that most of the glacial meltwaters should discharge to
the surface during glacial retreat. Nevertheless, isolated pockets of relatively dilute ground
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water, depleted in 2H and 1 8 0, and therefore presumably of glacial origin, have been found
at several locations in the Fennoscandian Shield down to depths of at least 400 m. Solidphase evidence of glacial meltwater penetration is scant. Although isotopic analyses (18O
and 13C) have on occasion suggested the possibility of a glacial origin for some fracturefilling calcites, the isotopic signature of calcites precipitated from intruding glacial
meltwaters is very similar to that of calcites of hydrothermal origin. Paragenetic
information and possibly trace element and mineral form information is required to
distinguish between these two different origins. In any case, glacial meltwater penetration
should not necessarily result in significant calcite precipitation, given the low expected
TDIC content of these waters and the uncertainty regarding their possible pH evolution
during penetration. Furthermore, isotopic reequilibration of calcites may have occurred,
obscuring any glacial signature. Indeed, hydrothermal calcites (origin determined from
mineral associations) are commonly found in isotopic equilibrium with present-day ground
waters.
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O and 2H analyses of Fe-oxyhydroxides are not available but should be

investigated, although isotopic reequilibration may also have occurred.
10) Despite evidence of past glacial meltwater penetration, convincing geochemical evidence
remains to be found to either prove or disprove that deep penetration of oxygenated ground
waters occurred during the last Pleistocene glaciation. Amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxides and
goethite have been identified at great depths at several SKB sites in Sweden (900 m at
Aspo; 650 m at Klipperas). The amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxides, which are generally
described as "low-temperature" minerals, occur predominantly in hydraulically conductive
fractures. A redox model proposed by Grenthe and others (1992) postulates that the EH
values of Swedish ground waters can be explained by their equilibrium with an Feoxyhydroxide phase with a thermodynamic stability intermediate between that of freshly
precipitated amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxide and that of goethite. This model has been used in
the SKB report literature to supply EH values when "reliable" measured EH values were
unavailable. The implication is that this Fe-oxyhydroxide phase, which is significantly less
stable than crystalline goethite, is prevalent throughout the Swedish crystalline bedrock.
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Because of an apparent correlation between the presence of amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxide
and that of hematite in conductive fractures, several investigators have proposed that the
formation of amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxides at depth may be caused by water/rock reactions
in a Fe(EI)-rich environment. Another possible explanation is that the Fe-oxyhydroxides
formed during the last phase of a hydrothermal event. Thermodynamic and kinetic
arguments have been presented here that tend to discount these possibilities. A notable
feature of the geochemical models presented here is their prediction that relatively small
amounts of Fe-oxyhydroxide should have formed if Fe(II)-silicate dissolution/oxidation,
rather than sulfide mineral oxidation, was the predominant reduction mechanism for
dissolved oxygen in the intruding glacial meltwaters.
11) Although relatively uncommon, oxidizing ground waters can be found down to great
depths at several locations in the United States. These ground-water systems share some of
the unique hydrological and geochemical characteristics expected for intruding glacial
meltwaters: a lack of organic carbon entrained or present in the aquifer systems, and fast
recharge.
In summary, the evidence and the models presented in this report support the earlier claim
by Brandberg and others (1993) that during glaciations "highly oxidizing melt water ... may
access the bedrock to considerable depths (due to great differences in hydraulic head) via
deeply penetrating hydraulic fracture zones."
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PART III: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION EFFORTS

1. GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH-LEVEL
NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL SITES: PURPOSE AND TOOLS
1.1 Desired Performance Characteristics for High-Level Nuclear Waste Sites
The performance assessment of a high-level radioactive waste disposal site depends on many
different criteria which are rarely expressed in detail. The structural, hydrological and
geochemical stability of both the near-field environment (the waste canisters and their bentonite
or other back-fill environments) and the far-field (the host rock) environments are considered in
the performance assessment. Typically a performance assessment will consider not only the
present-day conditions responsible for the stability and integrity of a site, but also the possible
evolution of those conditions over a certain time period. Various countries have adopted
different time scales for their performance assessments of high-level nuclear waste sites. The
Swedish nuclear waste program does not yet have a firm time scale in its regulatory guidelines,
although the SITE-94 project (which should not be considered a performance assessment)
considered a minimum period of 120,000 years. SKI has so far suggested a period of up to
105-106 years to SKB. SSI (the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute) says the first 1000 years
must be analyzed more in detail. In the United States, the stability of nuclear waste repositories
must be ensured for 10,000 years, while in Switzerland a period of 1,000,000 years is considered.
It is difficult to predict the stability and integrity of a disposal site over such long time periods,
and setting criteria to ensure that a repository will be safe over such long time periods is also a
difficult and subjective task. In comparison, the assessment of present-day conditions in terms of
their suitability for nuclear waste disposal is an easier and more reliable process; an added benefit
is that the assessment of present-day conditions can often uncover information on the past
structural, hydrological and geochemical behavior of the site under investigation. In turn, this
information can be used to help evaluate the future safety of the planned repository.
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It is suggested here that a practical approach in conducting the performance assessment of a
potential nuclear waste repository site would be to answer the following questions:
1) How do the structural, hydrologic and geochemical conditions at this site compare to those at
other possible sites? Given the observations of the past and present day conditions and an
estimate of the possible evolution of those conditions for each one of the available sites,
which site is best suited for radioactive waste disposal? Because the reliability of safety
predictions most likely decreases with increasing time frames, an argument could be made
that observed present and past conditions should carry greater weight than long-term
predictions or "scenarios" in making a relative assessment of the safety of one site compared
to that of another.
2) How do the risks involved in burying nuclear waste at this site compare with the risks
associated with leaving it in its present storage situation? Once a site has been chosen as the
best possible site from a list of all possible sites, a final assessment should be made to decide
whether or not the risks involved in radioactive waste disposal at this site outweigh the risks
involved with leaving the waste in either its present disposal situation or in an another interim
situation. This type of risk assessment should also probably have been done once before,
before proceeding with the detailed structural, hydrological and geochemical evaluation of all
the possible sites (question 1 above).
To provide an answer to both of the above questions requires an evaluation of the present
and past conditions at the potential repository and an estimation of the possible evolution of
those conditions in the future.
The Swedish nuclear waste disposal program aims for a higher performance assessment
standard than the approach described by the questions above. According to Swedish law, a
nuclear waste repository must not simply be declared "comparatively safer" than another disposal
(or non-disposal) option. It instead must simply be declared "safe"; that is, any potential
radionuclide releases to the biosphere must not be allowed to exceed maximum accepted dosage
standards. Although the safety assessment is conducted for a period of 120,000 years, the
repository must nevertheless be considered to remain safe as long as dangerous radionuclide
activity levels exist within the repository. Consequently, because of these very high standards,
performance assessment in the Swedish nuclear waste program requires a very detailed and
highly accurate characterization of the structural, hydrological and geochemical conditions of a
disposal site and of their likely future evolution.
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The use of geochemistry in the characterization and assessment of the waste disposal
environment will be the focus of this section. Geochemical characterization and assessment can
serve several purposes. It can contribute to the understanding of the past and present hydrological
and structural situation through a determination of the origin and age of the various waters
encountered near the planned repository site and through a determination of the origin and age of
mineral alteration and precipitation processes. It can be of use in the estimation of critical
parameters involved in the estimation of radionuclide transport. Finally, it can be of importance
in estimating the reactive stability of the near-field barriers (the bentonite backfill, the
canisters...) and of the waste itself.
A useful geochemical characterization and assessment effort requires competent planning,
competent execution, continuous review and close coordination with other characterization (such
as hydrological, structural, geological, and geomechanical) efforts. Ideally, the geochemical
characterization and assessment effort should be placed in the charge of a geochemist
experienced in field sampling techniques, in field and laboratory analysis techniques, in the
interpretation of isotopic, chemical and mineralogical data and in the use of geochemical
modeling. Plan and program review by an external geochemical consultant should also be
obtained. The internal program geochemist and the external geochemical consultant should have
enough authority to ensure that the requirements of the geochemical characterization effort are
not subjugated to the needs of other characterization efforts. As the geochemical characterization
proceeds, results should be examined as they become available, so that needed modifications to
the sampling and analysis strategies can be made and so that other characterization efforts can
remain continually informed. Close coordination between the various characterization and
assessment efforts (hydrological, structural, geological, and geomechanical) is essential, and the
results must be integrated into a comprehensive conceptual model of the site, at local and
regional scales, that is continually modified upon receipt of additional information. (The above
ideas have also been expressed by Kirk Nordstrom, U.S. Geological Survey, personal
communication, 1999, and Andrews and others, 1988 as a result of their experiences at the Stripa
site and at other study sites).
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1.2 Sampling Problems
Obtaining representative geochemical samples of minerals and ground waters is a crucial
requirement for the evaluation of past and present hydrological and geochemical conditions near
a repository site. It is often difficult, especially in low porosity environments such as in fractured
crystalline rock, to obtain representative samples and to make accurate geochemical
measurements. Making the observations usually distorts the measurements. Drilling, even with
the most careful and modern techniques, usually affects the ground water environment 1) by
introducing drilling water into the system, 2) by perturbing the pre-existing spatial distribution of
ground-water chemistry and 3) by possibly mobilizing or resuspending colloidal or fine
particulate materials. Typically, the ground-water geochemistry is further affected by hydraulic
testing and by tracer test measurements. It is most unfortunate that, in the past, many of these
activities have commonly been performed before any geochemical sampling was attempted. In a
well thought out characterization program, geochemical sampling should precede any type of
hydrological testing likely to disturb the existing ground-water environment.
Further alteration of the geochemical environment is also typically caused by the desire of
geochemists to make "representative" EH1 and pH measurements, or to obtain samples for trace
or minor element analysis. Usually such measurements can not be considered meaningful if any
significant quantity of drilling water remains in the sampling or measuring environment, or if
stable readings for the most basic water quality parameters (pH, conductivity, temperature, EH)
are not achieved. Consequently, large amounts of water, or water derived from a large volume of
the rock environment may need to be pumped out before the conditions of stability and
insignificant drilling water contents are met. Unfortunately, the water ultimately sampled or
measured may have little relation with the water that was originally present close to the sampling
point. The water sampled may also be the result of induced mixing between ground-waters of
differing chemistry and isotopic compositions.
The solution to this conundrum is to first measure major ion concentrations in waters
sampled during the drilling process. For measurements on these "first-strike" waters to be
useful, the drilling water content and the drilling water origin and composition must be
*Many geochemists question whether there is such thing as a "representative EH measurement" in
many natural waters.
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accurately known so that their contribution to the major ion chemistry can be accounted for.
Once these samples have been taken, the next step would be to obtain samples with as little
drilling water as possible so that analyses for minor and trace elements and other elements that
may be reaction-sensitive to the presence of drilling water can be performed. Normally such
samples can only be obtained once stable readings are obtained for the basic water quality
parameters. In any case, hydrological testing (hydraulic and tracer tests, etc..) should follow
rather than precede geochemical sampling of both the "first strike" waters and the
"representative" waters. The effects of hydrological testing on the ground-water geochemistry
can and should be examined later on as part of a regular geochemical monitoring program.
Other sampling issues, such as the need to use several different size filters, the need to
consistently measure pH in the field, preferably downhole, the need to measure alkalinities and
different redox couples in the field, the need to consistently measure and report down-hole
temperature and possibly water sample temperature (for measurements made at the surface), are
also highly important, but will not be expanded upon in this section. Geier and others (1996)
provide a discussion of some of these issues, within the context of the SKB sampling program.
Accurate mapping and identification of fracture mineralogy and rock type is also an essential
part of the geochemical characterization effort. There are often accuracy and consistency
problems associated with the core mapping, identification, and classification of fracture minerals
and rocks and there also significant problems in obtaining "representative" core and fracture
mineral samples. Loose fracture fillings can easily be flushed away by the drilling water or can
get mixed up with drilling flour. Iron oxyhydroxide and other minerals may precipitate or react as
a result of core exposure to the atmosphere and/or as a result of the change in temperature and
pressure conditions. The identification and consistent classification of minerals and rock types is
often dependent on the watchfulness and subjectivity of individual core loggers. Because a single
core logger is rarely in charge of describing all the available cores, inconsistencies may occur
between descriptions of the various cores. Individual biases will be difficult to avoid. Although
the observation of specific trace minerals or hard-to-identify minerals may be critical for the
characterization effort, they could very easily pass unobserved while the abundance of
easy-to-identify minerals (pyrite) may be relatively overstated. Several of these problems are
discussed in more detail by Geier and others (1996).
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In an excellent report based on experiences obtained at the Stripa site, Andrews and others
(1988) make many recommendations concerning proper sampling techniques and discuss several
sampling problems. Future geochemical characterization efforts would be markedly improved by
adhering to the recommendations made by Andrews and others (1988) and Geier and others
(1996).
1.3 Geochemical Confirmation/Enhancement of Local and Regional Flow and
Structural Models
The geochemical characterization of ground waters and fracture minerals can often be used
to supplement knowledge of the present and past hydrologic systems surrounding a planned
nuclear waste repository site. Geochemical analyses may provide clues as to the origins of the
different waters found in the system, may provide information on the chemistry and origin of
waters previously in the system and may also provide information on the age of the waters or on
the age of secondary minerals or alteration minerals found in the system.

1.3.1 Determination of ground-water origins
Ground-water origins may best be assessed through the measurement of conservative
chemical and isotopic constituents, that is through the measurement of constituents likely to have
been relatively unaffected by chemical reactions or by isotopic exchange. The chemical
constituents of choice are Cl and Br. Many other constituents, such as Na and Li for example,
may also prove useful, if it can be shown that there are no reactive sinks for them and if reactive
sources are either also nil or are at least well understood. The measurement of ground-water 2H
and l8O contents is extremely important in determining ground-water origins because these
isotopes are dominantly found in the water itself and, especially in the case of 2H, are relatively
unaffected by isotopic exchange reactions. These isotopic measurements will allow to
discriminate between meteoric waters, connate waters, evaporated waters, waters recharged
under cold climate conditions, marine waters, and waters of other origins. The measurement of
dissolved gases, and in particular non-reactive gases such Ar, Ne (possibly N2) and other noble
gases, can also be useful, to estimate recharge temperatures and recharge conditions (Glynn and
Busenberg, 1994). Depending on the types of ground waters involved, many different chemical
and isotopic measurements may prove useful. For example, B, B isotopes and "Cl would have
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been useful measurements to make at the Aspo HRL because they would have allowed a better
definition of the amount and distribution of Baltic and paleo-Baltic waters present near the HRL.
Although major efforts should be expended on the characterization of the local ground-water
environment around the repository, the geochemical, hydrological and structural characterization
of the ground-water system should also be conducted across a continuum of scales extending to
the large regional scale (1000 km or more). The upper scale limit and the sampling or
information density required to characterize conditions across this regional scale continuum will
be dependent on the local (eg. siting depth) and regional conditions (geological, structural and
hydrological boundaries) for each candidate site. Regional characterization, at various scales,
will not only be important in evaluating the possible past and future evolution of the site, it will
also be useful in assessing the origin of the present ground waters found near the planned
repository site. For example, a better characterization of the chemistry and isotopic composition
of the Baltic Sea would have greatly helped in the interpretation of the preinvestigation data
collected for the Aspo site. Similarly, a better characterization of the ground waters sampled
from Avro, from the north block of Aspo and from the mainland would also have proved highly
useful. At a larger scale, the chemistry of the Aspo ground waters, and of the associated fracture
fillings, ideally should have been compared to that of deep ground-water environments, of
similar salinity, sampled a hundred kilometers inland or more, presumably upgradient on a
regional flow path. Such a comparison would have allowed distinguishing between the unique
(local) and the non-unique (regional) geochemical characteristics of the Aspo ground-water
environment.
The growth form and isotopic and chemical composition of fracture filling minerals can also
be useful in determining the origin of waters responsible for precipitating them or altering them
in the past. The n C and 18O content of calcites for example can often provide information on the
water responsible for depositing the calcite in the past. A hydrothermal calcite can be expected
to have a distinct isotopic signature (and a distinct growth form) compared to a low-temperature
calcite, which may itself differ from that of a marine calcite. The I3C content of a
low-temperature calcite might for example give information on the CO2 sources and on the
recharge conditions responsible for the TDIC content of the precipitating waters (soil CO2,
equilibration under open or closed system conditions, CO2 derived from methane or light
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organics, atmospheric CO2 equilibration, etc.). The iron and manganese content of a calcite and
the oxidation state of those metals can also provide clues concerning the redox environment that
was present at the time of precipitation. Other trace elements (Mg, Sr, SO4, Na) can also provide
useful indicators of the groundwater conditions and geochemistry at the time of precipitation.

1.3.2 Determination of ground water ages and flow rates
Several geochemical dating techniques are available for the determination of ground water
residence times. With the exception of the 3H dating method, most of the techniques do not
directly give the age or residence time of the water, but instead provide some estimate of an
"average" residence time for a solute associated with the water. If the solute is chemically
conservative and has transport properties that are similar to those of the water, then the "age" of
the solute will be an acceptable proxy for the "age" of the water itself.
1.3.2.1 Techniques for determining the age of young ground waters
Ground water 3H measurements are not very useful in determining ground-water ages near a
proposed nuclear waste repository, unless the unlikely decision is made to place the repository in
a relatively shallow ground-water recharge area. Indeed, any appreciable 3H concentration (> 1
TU) in ground water is usually indicative of post-1950 recharge. Instead, 3H results may find
significant use in assessing contamination, or "mixing", of the original waters by young shallow
waters such as drilling fluids introduced into the system. The 3H results may also help determine
the initial no-decay I4C activity, Ao, that may be appropriate for a particular ground-water system.
Although the in situ production of 3H is possible (by neutron-induced reaction on Li), such
production will be extremely limited under most natural hydrological situations. In situ
ground-water production of 3H will be determined by the amount of Li available, by the in situ
neutron flux (primarily related to the U concentration) and by the porosity of the rock (Andrews
and Kay, 1982). At the Stripa site, U concentrations are 3 times higher than at Aspo, and the
calculated secular equilibrium 3H concentration varies between 0.07 and 0.7 TU for assumed
rock porosities between 102 and 10"\ respectively (Andrews and others, 1989b). Because of
their use in determining the presence (by admixture or otherwise) of young ground waters, and
because of their potential use in estimating rock porosity, 3H measurements should be required in
any site characterization/performance assessment program. Current techniques allow 3H
measurements down to 0.1-0.3 TU by conventional enrichment and counting techniques (at least
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an order of magnitude lower detection limits can be obtained by 3He ingrowth measurements).
Such low detection limits are mandatory if 3H measurements are to be used to estimate average
rock porosity. It is unfortunate that the detection limit for many of the 3H measurements
performed at the Aspo HRL site was about 8 TU.
The 3H/3He dating technique (Plummer and others, 1993; Torgersen and others, 1979;
Schlosser and others, 1988, 1989) offers a significant improvement on the 3H dating technique.
The technique measures not only the 3H content of a water sample but also the 3He that has been
produced by 3H decay. The method assumes that the 'He resulting from 3H decay has not been
lost by degassing and that the amount of non-tritiogenic 3He (resulting from equilibration with
the atmosphere, from excess air entrainment and from nucleogenic origin) can also be estimated.
The method requires measurements of Ne (to estimate the atmospheric 3He contribution) and 4He
(to estimate the nucleogenic component). A properly designed dissolved gas sampling program
will ensure that these analyses are available. The possible loss of 3He by degassing, also known
as the "3He confinement problem", is dependent on the ground-water recharge rate (the vertical
velocity). Schlosser and others (1989) suggest that confinement can be a problem at vertical flow
velocities of less than 0.25 to 0.5 m/year in shallow ground waters.
Because of the shape of the 3H input function, with a pronounced peak in 1964, the 3H/3He
dating method is sensitive to age errors caused by hydrodynamic dispersion; in comparison, the
CFC (chlorofluorocarbon) dating technique (Busenberg and Plummer, 1992) is relatively
insensitive to dispersion errors because of the exponentially increasing input functions (until
recently) for CFC-11, CFC-12 and CFC-113 (Plummer and others, 1993). As a result, the CFC
dating technique can be a valuable dating tool for young ground waters (recharged after 1940).
Although they form very stable compounds in many ground-water environments, CFC's can be
affected by chemical reactions. They will degrade appreciably in highly reducing (methanic to
sulfidic) ground waters and may, in unusual cases, be affected by sorption onto organic matter
(Plummer and others, 1993). Another disadvantage of the CFC dating technique is its
dependence on an estimate of the water temperature at the time of recharge. Recharge
temperatures are usually calculated from measurements of other dissolved gases (N2, Ar, other
noble gases). In addition to their use in dating young ground-waters, CFC measurements may
also provide very sensitive indicators of mixing between young and old ground waters. Indeed
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there is a 2 to 3 order of magnitude difference between the CFC concentration of recently
recharged waters and the analytical detection limit (1 pg/kg for most CFCs). In comparison,
there is usually 1, occasionally 2, orders of magnitude difference between the 3H content of
recently recharged waters and the typical 3H detection limit or the 3H concentration levels in
pre-1950 waters.
Measurements of 85Kr offer another possible dating tool for young ground waters (Smethie
and others, 1992; Plummer and others, 1993). Similarly to CFC's, the 85Kr atmospheric input
function has been increasing exponentially and consequently the 85Kr dating technique is not
strongly affected by hydrodynamic dispersion (compared to the 3H/3He technique);
concentrations in the atmosphere have increased by about six orders of magnitude since the
beginning of the nuclear age, due to production by nuclear-bomb tests, nuclear power plants, and
reprocessing of nuclear fuel rods. Compared to the CFC dating technique, 85Kr has the advantage
of being a chemically conservative tracer, and because specific 85Kr activities (85Kr activity
relative to total dissolved Kr concentration) are used, the technique does not require an estimate
of recharge temperature or a correction for excess air. The time-intensive unwieldy sampling
procedure is the main disadvantage of the 85Kr dating technique (each sample requires
gas-stripping more than 100 L of water). Similarly to CFC and 3H measurements,
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measurements can also be used to investigate mixing between young and old ground waters
(Andrews and others, 1984).
Anthropogenic activities in the last century, in particular nuclear activities and accidents
during the last 50 years, have introduced several other tracers which may be useful in
determining the age or at least the presence of young ground waters. Radionuclide tracers (such
as l37Cs, 133Cs, 89Sr, ^Sr, 36C1) are particularly ubiquitous, but other tracers (fertilizer NO3, ABS
and LAS surfactants, herbicides and pesticides) may also be used (Plummer and others, 1993).
Unfortunately, many of these tracers either undergo geochemical interactions (sorption and
ion-exchange) or may degrade to below detection levels. In some cases, specific events, such as
the Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986, may be detected in sampled ground waters. For
example, Ittner and others (1991) and Nordqvist, Gustafsson and Ittner (written communication
of a 1992 draft report) were able to obtain breakthrough profiles of I06Ru, ^Co and l37Cs
contamination in samples collected from a packed off borehole section at 100 m depth in
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crystalline bedrock in northern Sweden (SKB's Gidea site). The radioisotope breakthrough
presumably resulted from the Chernobyl accident. Depending on the isotope, breakthrough was
observed between 9 months (106Ru) and 2 years (^Co and l37Cs) after snowmelt in April 1986,
following the accident.
1.3.2.2 Techniques for determining the age of old ground waters
Analyses of MC activities can be used to date waters between 1000 and 40000 years old.
(Older ages can be obtained by accelerator-mass spectometry but sample contamination can then
become a problem). When applied to total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC), the 14C dating
technique requires an accurate accounting of all TDIC and I4C sinks and sources to the ground
water. In most natural waters, "uncorrected 14C ages" represent maximum ages because there are
very few sources contributing to the 14C activity of a ground water, once the water is no longer in
contact with the soil atmosphere. In contrast, many 14C sinks or possibilities for dilution of
ground-water 14C activities may exist, such as: 1) the dissolution of old carbonate minerals (with
low 14C activity), 2) isotopic exchange with old carbonates, 3) the oxidation of old organic
matter or of CH4 ,4) the admixture of crustal CO2, 5) the diffusion of I4C into "old" stagnant
water present in aquitards or in the rock matrix of fractured crystalline rock environment. The
application of the 14C ground-water dating technique typically requires a significant amount of
chemical and isotopic knowledge (I3C data are particularly useful). This information is needed to
correct for all the chemical and physical processes removing (or adding) 14C from the ground
water (Plummer and others, 1994, 1991).
According to Andrews and Fontes (1992), in situ production of I4C can become important in
waters with very low carbonate alkalinity contacting U-rich rocks (such as found at the Stripa
site). According to these authors, given a TDIC of 1 mg/L (typical of the deep waters found
below 500 m depth at Aspo) and given the typical composition of Stripa ground water and Stripa
granite, secular equilibrium I4C activities greater than 3% modern could easily be achieved, by
production within the fluid, due to nuclear reactions on nitrogen and oxygen.
Dating of dissolved organic carbon with 14C in ground waters has been attempted to
circumvent some of the source and sink accounting problems in the TDIC I4C dating technique.
Unfortunately, dissolved organic carbon usually also has multiple sources and consequently
multiple 14C activities. Application of the technique requires that the continuum of dissolved
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organic molecules be separated into fractions ranging from Low Molecular Weights (LMW) to
High Molecular Weights (HMW) and that the I4C activity of each fraction be determined.
Because of the extremely small amounts of dissolved organic carbon (typically on the order of
ppm or lower), 14C activities have to be determined by accelerator mass-spectrometry. There are
also significant extraction and separation problems. Generally, the HMW organic fraction is
considered to be more representative of the youngest organic matter (humic and fulvic acids)
derived from soil activity, whereas the LMW fraction is though to result from thermally-driven
and bacterially-mediated diagenesis of preexisting organic matter and is consequently older
(Wassenar and others, 1992).
Because of its long half-life (301,000 years) and its relative lack of chemical sinks
(compared to 14C), 36C1 has been considered as a potential dating tool for old ground waters.
Unfortunately, there are many potential sources for the 36C1 found in ground waters (Balderer and
Synal, 1996; Fontes, 1994) that make dating attempts difficult: 1) production by cosmic ray
spallation of ^Ar and 36Ar in the atmosphere, 2) production by atmospheric nuclear tests in
marine environments mainly in the period 1952-1958, 3) near-surface production resulting from
the interaction of secondary cosmic ray particles with nuclei in lithospheric matter
(neutron-induced reactions on 35C1, ^Ca and 39K), 4) radiogenic production in the deep
subsurface by neutron reaction on 35C1. Accurate accounting of evapotranspiration processes or
alternatively of processes contributing stable Cl" to the ground water may also be required in the
interpretation of 36C1 data, depending on whether 36C1 concentrations (atoms/L) or 36C1/(35C1
+37C1) ratios are used in the appropriate equations.
In deep ground-water systems, where in situ production and radioactive decay are the only
processes controlling 36C1 evolution, an absence of equilibrium between the measured 36C1/(35C1
+37C1) ratios and the radioactivity of the rock may imply migration of Cl into the rock matrix and
may allow the residence time of Cl in the host rock to be evaluated (Fontes, 1994; application to
the origin of Cl in the Stripa ground waters). In general, although their use in ground water
dating is difficult, 36C1 measurements will often provide useful information on ground-water
circulation and chemical evolution processes (Balderer and Synal, 1996).
4

He and "Mx measurements offer potential dating techniques for very old fluids (on the time

scale of the controlling geological processes). Both isotopes are produced primarily by
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radiogenic decay. 4He is produced primarily from the decay of U and Th and from their
alpha-emitting daughter products in the natural U and Th isotope series; ^Ar is produced
primarily by beta decay of "^K. Although the 4He and "°Ar dating techniques offer promise
because their sources are well understood and because their parent isotopes are widely distributed
(U and Th and their alpha-emitting daughter products), the ability to obtain accurate age
estimates with these techniques depends on two primary criteria (Torgersen, 1992): 1) a known
source function for the production and rock-to-water transfer of the isotopes and 2) the
assumption of closed system evolution. In practice, these requirements make it difficult at
present to use 4He and ^Ar measurements to accurately determine ages for very old ground
waters. Nevertheless,4He and ^Ar measurements are useful in assessing ground water origins
and attempts at ground-water dating with these isotopes should certainly be considered,
especially if the results and interpretation can be combined with that of other radioisotope and
dissolved gas measurements (222Rn, 16C1,1291,81Kr, U isotopes, noble gases; examples are
provided by Torgersen, 1992 and Ivanovich and others, 1992). Although 4He measurements
may not presently provide accurate ages, they certainly can and should be used at least as a
semi-quantitative tool for dating ground waters in the range of 104 to 108 years (Mazor and
Bosch, 1992).
1.4 Geochemical Determination of Effective Surface Areas and Other Transport
Properties
The activity of a daughter radionuclide in a ground water sample (for example 222Rn;
half-life 3.8 days) is often found to exceed the activity of its parent present in the water (for
example 226Ra; half-life 1600 years), primarily because the contacting rock provides an additional
source of daughter to the water, either by a-recoil or by another process. Generally, the
contribution of these processes to the activity of the daughter measured in the water will be
linearly dependent on the amount of rock surface area exposed per volume of water. Other
parameters of importance in determining the amount of such contributions will be 1) the amount
of parent radionuclide present in the rock, 2) the efficiency of the process in transferring the
daughter nuclide into the water before decay of the daughter can occur. If these other parameters
can be determined or estimated, if the activities of the daughter and parent radionuclides can be
measured in the water, and if there are no sinks for the daughter nuclide present in the water (or
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at least if those sinks can be accurately described or integrated into the "efficiency" factor), it
may then be possible to estimate Aw, the amount of rock surface exposed per volume of water.
Estimating Aw (and possibly characterizing its distribution and degree of uniformity) is essential
in describing radionuclide sorption and matrix diffusion in transport calculations. If possible,
measurements of the 222Rn release flux should be conducted on samples of the bulk rock matrix,
so that the efficiency factor describing the release may be evaluated for that particular rock.
Although ground-water 222Rn measurements can be used to estimate Aw, as demonstrated
earlier in this paper, measurements of other radionuclides (3H, 36C1,4He) and radionuclide pairs
(""U/^U) in ground water could also conceivably be used to estimate Aw. In some cases the
estimates might depend on an assessment of the ground-water age. In any case several of the
radionuclides involved may also be useful for ground-water dating.
1.5 Geochemical Characterization of the Current Reactive Environment
In addition to its use in obtaining information on the hydrology and structural geology of a
site, and on the properties of the site that might affect radionuclide transport, geochemical
characterization of the far-field environment can provide information that may be useful in
assessing the present and future chemical stability of the near field-environment (the buffer and
the canister) and of the radionuclides themselves.
For example, the physical stability of a bentonite buffer can be expected to be dependent on
its evolution in response to its gradual equilibration with surrounding ground waters. A
Na-bentonite allowed to contact Ca-rich ground waters will eventually change into a
Ca-bentonite which has radically different physical properties (one of the results will be
swelling). High dissolved carbonate and phosphate concentrations in waters contacting the waste
itself will generally increase radionuclide solubilities and decrease sorption characteristics due to
enhanced aqueous complexation of the radionuclides. Radionuclide solubility and sorption
characteristics will also depend on the salinity of the contacting waters through its effect on
aqueous activity coefficients. Additionally, the salinity of the water may affect the rate of
corrosion of the canisters, and the physical properties of the bentonite.
An understanding of the chemical and physical processes controlling the current redox
environment and an understanding of the potential processes that may affect the evolution of
redox conditions in the future is also one of the essential tasks required in the geochemical
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characterization and performance assessment of a site. Indeed, an oxidizing ground water
environment may result in an increased rate of canister corrosion, and increased solubility of
most radionuclides. Similarly, a sulfidic environment may also cause corrosion, due to formation
of copper sulfide on the canister. Under geochemical conditions similar to those present at the
Aspo HRL, however, SKI and SKB expect that the rate of corrosion by sulfide would be very
low and essentially insignificant because of the small amounts of dissolved sulfide present.
1.6 The Problem of Scale in Geochemical Characterization and Performance
Assessment Efforts
Many geochemical measurements can, and should, be made on the ground waters, on the
fracture-filling minerals and on the rock matrices present near a potential high-level nuclear
waste disposal site as part of characterization/performance assessment efforts. It is critical,
however, to determine how the local-scale measurements compare with regional-scale
characteristics. Such a comparison will have the following benefits:
1) it will allow a better interpretation of the local data; it may be useful in deciding whether a
locally obtained result was simply an aberration caused by the sampling and observation
process or by a set of truly unique local conditions (in which case more local sampling and
analysis may need to be carried out perhaps with different techniques or perhaps in a different
fracture or in a different borehole-section).
2) it will be of use in constructing scenario analyses describing possible evolutions of the
geochemical environment near the site over the next 120000 years (or the legally mandated
analysis period).
Obviously, such a comparison/integration effort implies that sufficient regional (and local)
data have been obtained and are being interpreted by the same set of investigators.
Another scale issue arises in the interpretation of different types of measurements.
Generally, geochemical measurements on a ground-water sample are likely to represent values
averaged (although the averaging process is probably not easily described) over some possibly
large volume of rock (or fracture). In contrast, geochemical measurements on a fracture filling
are representative of a specific point in space, although some time averaging may also have
affected the chemical and isotopic composition of the filling material. An evaluation of the
ability of fracture fillings to exchange, recrystallize and otherwise adjust their mineralogical,
chemical and isotopic compositions in response to changing past (and future) ground-water
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compositions is essential to characterization efforts. Geochemical measurements on a rock
matrix sample would likely represent an even more localized characteristic.
Consequently, the geochemical characterization and assessment of a waste disposal site
requires an appraisal of the scale represented by various individual measurements. It also requires
an assessment of the uniqueness or non-uniqueness of specific measurements within local and
regional contexts.
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2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF PART III
According to the above discussions, the geochemical characterization and performance
assessment of high-level radioactive waste disposal sites should be based on the following
principles:
1) The goals of the characterization and performance assessment should be clearly defined.
2) The best available sampling procedures should be used for both water samples and core and
fracture filling samples. This will generally mean conducting as many in-situ and on-site
measurements as possible, using appropriate filtration and handling techniques for the waters,
minimizing core loss, minimizing drilling water intrusion and mixing with the native waters,
properly and accurately identifying drilling water intrusion/mixing, generally minimizing
hydrologic and geochemical disturbances to the greatest extent possible.
3) Initial geochemical sampling should precede any hydraulic testing (pump tests, interference
tests...). The nature and the magnitude of geochemical disturbances caused by drilling,
pumping, testing and sampling activities should be assessed, through follow-up geochemical
sampling and monitoring.
4) A complete suite of chemical and isotopic analyses should be obtained not only for the
ground waters but also for the associated rocks and fracture filling minerals. Emphasis should
be placed, however, on the following analyses:
a) conservative constituents (Cl, Br, 2H, I8O...), and any other constituents that may provide
information on the origin of the waters.
b) dissolved gases and dissolved gas isotopes (N2, Ar, Ne, He, Kr, Xe, 15N, 4He, 3He, 222Rn,
40

Ar, 36Ar, 39Ar, 85Kr); they can provide information on ground water origin, on ground

water age (4He, 39Ar, 85Kr) and on the rock surface to water ratio (222Rn).
c) constituents that may be able to provide information regarding ground water age and
transport properties (the dissolved gases above and also 14C, 13C, 36C1,3H, ^ U / ^ U ) , also
radionuclides introduced by nuclear testing (36C1,3H, 14C), by nuclear power plant
operation (3H, 85Kr), and by accidents such as the Chernobyl accident (137Cs, ^Co, 106Ru).
d) constituents of importance in predicting the stability of the various near-field barriers and
of the waste itself (redox-sensitive elements and valence states, complexants, major
constituents).
e) naturally occurring radionuclides (U, Th) and radionuclide proxies (Sr, Cs) that may
provide information on radionuclide behavior in the far-field.
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5) The ground-water system, its flow, structural and geochemical properties should be
characterized across a continuum of scales, from the local to the large regional scale (1000
km).
6) The scale associated with each geochemical measurement and with each interpreted result
should be considered throughout the characterization and performance assessment analysis.
7) The possibility that past geochemical conditions may have differed from those presently
observed should be considered.
8) Assessments of the possibility of future changes to the presently observed geochemical
environment should be conducted (see for example the discussion in part II concerning the
possibility of dissolved oxygen penetration to repository depths).
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GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Ground waters near the Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) were classified into five
chemically and isotopically distinct ground-water types: 1) "recent" waters, 2) "5 g/L chloride
waters, 3) "deep" waters, 4) "seawater imprint" waters, and 5) "glacial meltwaters". The
classification was made primarily on the basis of chloride and deuterium contents, and when not
possible because of missing stable isotope analyses, on the basis of chloride concentrations and
Mg/Ca and K/Na ratios. The sampled ground waters show a progressive change from a
predominantly NaHCO3 composition at shallow depth to a CaCk-rich composition at depth.
Most of SKB's efforts at gathering (and interpreting) chemical and isotopic data were
focused on samples obtained either after extensive pumping had been conducted or even during
pumping tests. This extensive pumping, conducted for hydrologic testing purposes and for the
removal of water introduced during the drilling of diamond-drilled deep boreholes, resulted in
significant in-situ dilution, and some homogenization, of native Aspo ground waters. Extensive
pumping was necessary to remove, or at least significantly reduce, the contamination of the
native ground water samples by oxygenated drilling waters. Meaningful interpretations of
measured EH and pH values, of measured concentrations of redox-active minor constituents (Fe,
Mn, HS), and of other constituents affected by contamination from high alkalinity, high DOC,
high pCO2, shallow drilling waters could not have been provided otherwise. Nevertheless, many
constituents, such as sodium, calcium, magnesium, and potassium did not seem chemically
affected by the admixture of the shallow dilute drilling waters. The concentrations of those
elements, once corrected for drilling-water contents, are useful in characterizing the ground
waters originally present in the system. Analyses of more conservative constituents in the waters
sampled during drilling would be even more useful. Deuterium and oxygen-18 analyses can
serve in identifying the origins of the ground waters. Bromide, and perhaps lithium and
strontium concentrations, in combination with the chloride concentrations that were actually
measured, would reveal much about the origin of the solutes in the ground waters. Any attempts
at recreating the original waters that may have been present before drilling are highly dependent
on 1) proper identification of the drilling water chemistry and isotopic contents, and 2) the
drilling water contents deduced by SKB on the basis of uranine measurements. While
identification of drilling water chemistry and sources are available for many wells, significant
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information gaps exist. Secondly, while tagging the drilling waters with uranine was valuable,
addition of one or two other conservative and easily measurable tagging compounds would have
been useful to provide assurance that drilling-water contents were accurate. Such additional
tracers should preferably not be compounds naturally occurring in the local ground waters, such
as T, Br, 2H or 18O, because anthropogenic additions will result in an inability to use the
information already provided by the naturally occurring compounds. Instead, conservative
compounds that do not occur naturally, such as Lissamine-FF or pentafluorobenzoic acid, should
be used, after confirmation of their conservative behavior in the environment of interest.
Despite the proximity of the HRL to the Baltic, relatively few of the sampled ground waters
contain any evidence of a seawater component. This finding, together with the rather shallow
depths at which saline waters were found, indicates that Aspo island is presently in a regional
ground-water discharge area. The chemical and isotopic composition of the sampled waters also
indicates that local recharge of dilute waters (part of the "recent" water group) occurred only
down to shallow depths (generally less than 100 m depth).
The Aspo ground waters do not presently contain any dissolved oxygen and are generally
sulfidic. The sampled waters are typically near saturation or supersaturated with respect to
amorphous iron sulfide and amorphous uranium oxide. Measured EH values are generally near
-300 mV, and on average are only about 50 mV lower than EH values calculated from the
sulfide/sulfate couple. Indeed, EH values calculated from the sulfide/sulfate redox couple are
considered to be at least as appropriate if not more so than EH values calculated by assuming
equilibrium between dissolved Fe2+ concentrations and a hypothetical Fe-oxyhydroxide of fixed
stability (halfway between amorphous Fe-hydroxide and goethite), a method introduced by
Grenthe and others (1992) and advocated in some SKB reports (Smellie and Laaksoharju, 1992).
Measurements of dissolved radon and of uranium concentrations in fracture-fill materials are
used to calculate an average effective "flow-wetted" surface area of 3.1 m2 per liter of water for
the Aspo site. This corresponds to an "average" fracture aperture of 650 nm. Estimation of
"flow-wetted" surface areas is essential in determining the importance of matrix diffusion and
surface sorption processes for radionuclide release calculations, typically conducted to assess the
performance and safety of high-level nuclear waste disposal sites. Many different techniques are
used to estimate "flow-wetted" surface areas, a parameter with large associated uncertainties:
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estimates for the Aspo site range over 5 orders of magnitude (SKI SITE-94 report, 1996, p. 362).
The 222Rn calculation technique presented in this report and earlier by Andrews and others (1986,
1989a) shows considerable promise in helping narrow the possible range of values that need to
be considered.
Tritium measurements prove useful in confirming that the "recent" waters, previously
identified on basis of deuterium and chloride measurements, contain a significant proportion of
recent, post-1950, water. In future characterization studies, however, it would be highly
desirable to obtain tritium analyses with detection limits of less than 1 TU (analyses down to 0.1
TU are routinely available from many laboratories) instead of the large numbers of analyses with
detection limits of 8 TU that were obtained during the preinvestigation of the Aspo HRL site.
Better tritium analyses, together with a much greater number of carbon-13 analyses on
dissolved inorganic carbon, would also help interpret the carbon-14 analyses that were obtained
primarily from relatively shallow ground waters (< 500 m depth).
Future geochemical characterizations of potential nuclear waste disposal sites would benefit
by following the recommendations made by Andrews and others (1988) following the experience
gained from the international program of hydrochemical work at the Stripa mine. The
recommendations made by the present report and by Geier and others (1996) complement those
of Andrews and others (1988). In addition to better sampling techniques and protocols (such as
ensuring that geochemical sampling precedes disturbances caused by hydraulic testing), future
characterization efforts should place greater emphasis on the measurement of conservative
constituents (Cl, Br, 2H, 18O) that may provide information on the origin of ground waters and on
the hydrologic disturbances caused by sampling, testing and excavation activities. Dissolved gas
and dissolved gas isotopic analyses (N2, Ar, Ne, He, Kr, Xe, 15N, "He, 3He, 222Rn, 40Ar, 36Ar, 39Ar,
and 85Kr) should also be conducted to obtain further information on ground-water origin,
recharge temperatures, flow-wetted surface areas, and ground-water residence times. Many
other isotopic analyses (14C, 13C, 36C1,3H, ^ U / ^ U , 85Kr, 137Cs, "Co, 106Ru,...) may also be of use
in evaluating ground-water residence times and transport properties and these should also be
conducted where appropriate.
Greater attention should be given to the mineralogical, chemical and isotopic
characterization of fracture filling materials. As discussed in part II of this report, chemical and
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isotopic analyses of presently observed ground waters do not necessarily reflect the composition
of past ground waters, and do not necessarily indicate future ground-water compositions. The
composition of solid materials may be difficult to interpret, and may, to some extent, reflect
re-equilibration with present ground waters. Nevertheless, the chemical, isotopic and
mineralogical composition of solid materials should be examined because of the possibility that
they may contain a record of past changes in the ground-water environment.
Part II of this report investigated possible climate-driven changes in ground-water
geochemistry that might occur in the Fennoscandian shield during the next 120,000 years. The
SITE-94 Central Scenario climate model considered in this investigation predicts that three
glaciations may occur in the Northern Hemisphere during the next 120,000 years. During two of
these glaciations, 2- to 3-km high ice sheets are predicted to form over the Fennoscandian Shield,
extending over Aspo island and further south. Modeling of ground-water flow and transport
suggests the possibility of deep and fast penetration of glacial meltwaters from these mostly
warm-based ice-sheets during periods of glacial advance. The intruding meltwaters are expected
to have a median travel time of less than 100 years to 500 m depth. Ice composition data from
the base of the Greenland ice sheet suggests that such meltwaters will be highly enriched in
dissolved oxygen, with concentrations at least 3 to 5 times higher than would be obtained at
atmospheric equilibrium. The relative scarcity of fast-reacting pyrite in hydraulically conductive
fractures, and the expected scarcity of organic carbon that would be exposed to the intruding
meltwaters, implies that Fe(II)-rich silicate minerals (essentially biotite and chlorite) would be
the primary reductants for the intruding dissolved oxygen. Although much uncertainty exists
concerning the rates of reaction and wetted-surface exposure of these minerals, current
information strongly suggests that the reaction rates would not be sufficiently fast to prevent
penetration of oxygenated meltwaters down to at least 500 m depth.
Despite clear evidence of past, deep, glacial meltwater penetration, convincing geochemical
evidence remains to be found to either prove or disprove that the deep penetration of oxygenated
ground waters occurred during the last Pleistocene glaciation. Amorphous Fe-oxyhydroxides and
goethites have been observed at great depths at several SKB sites in Sweden; these phases could
have formed as the result of the intrusion of oxygenated glacial meltwaters. The possibility of
deep intrusion of oxygenated waters is also supported by present observations of oxygenated
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ground waters to great depths at several locations in the United States. These ground-water
systems share some of the unique characteristics expected for intruding glacial meltwaters: a lack
of organic carbon entrained or present in the aquifer systems, and fast recharge.
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